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I.

The Problem of the Present Study
the world's a st~ge,
:And all the men and women merely players;

0 All

••••••••••••

And one man in his thle plays' ll1all¥ parts•••••;:
.
~shakespeare~
In an effort to make the educational process life centered,
modern pedagogy gives the· child an opportunity to learn to play his
part on the world stage by providing a wi-deo variety of- experiences
in the controlled environment· of the classroom•

Dramatic activity

has been deemed one· avlenue· by which the child may enter upon th-is
wide variety of &XcPeriences, since thru it, he is· enabled to play- a
gre-at lllBlV of the different parts found on the world· stage•

Oonse-

quently, dramatization has become increasingly popular in· public education at the present- thle •

Just nOw this process of dramatic activi•

ty, utilized in secular· education, is find-in-g its we:y into· religious
education. In view of that developnent, it is of vital interest to make
a study of the use of the dramatic method in relation to one chosen
phase of religious education--the religious education of the junior
child.
-II•

'!he Purpose of the Pr:es·ent StudyThe- pur-pose- of the present study, therefore; is to examine

the

dramati~-

method from theoretical and- from em-pirical angles in order

to dete-rmine its values and hence its rightful place in the program of
religious education planned for the junior child.

ii

III·

'lhe Plan

o~-the

Present Study

In view of the problem and purpose as stated above, the
present study will center· around· an analysis of the dramatic method
in its relation to the religious education of the junior child·

This

analysis will involve a study' of modern textbooks (supplemented by
current periodicals) in order to discover what present dey religious
educators are writing 1n re-gard· to the- use of dramat-ic activity in
their field•

Such

e. study will

be based upon the following questions

which are· commonly raised in respect to the problem of this study'l
1.

Does historical evidence justify the use of the dramatic

method in the religious educat-ion of· the junior child?
2• · Does psychological data regarding the nature of the junior
child and ngarding the constituent elements· of the dramat-ic impulse
justify·the use of the dramatic method in the religious education of
the junior child?

;5• What are the potentialities of the

d~amatic

method as a

means of realiz-ing the objectives sought in· the religious education

or the junior child 1
4 • What guiding principles ghould govern the use of the dramatic method in the religious education of the junior child!
5.

What guiding principles should govern the choice and use

of dramatic material in the religious education of' the junior child?

6. What are the accepted modes

of procedure in the different

types of dramatic activity adapted for use in the religious education
of the junior child?

iii
Then, following this investigation of the the'Oretiee.l e.s:-pects
pertaining to the use of the dramatic method·

m the

religious education

of the junior child, th& second pert of this study will be concerned

· with an

~pirical

verif-ication of the preceding theories propounded by

modern religious educators•

This second part will include a consideration

of·these twoquestiona::
1.

What reports do present day religious educators make regard-

ing their experiences in the use of the dramatic method in the religious
education· of the junior child?
2• What reports is the writer able to- make regarding her own experiences in the use of the dramatic method in the religious education
of·the junior child?
At the close of th·is stuqy, concerned with both theoretical
and empirical considera-tions, an attempt will be made to summarize· the
findings in order to estimate· the rightful place of the dramatic method
in the religious eduoation of the junior child·
·Iv • A Definition of the 'lerma Used in the Present Study
A•. Pl"fUilS:tic Method
The te,rm, ~dramatic method", will involve the implications of
educational dramatics which
"purposes to select, control, and develop the impulses of the
individual whicb naturally and spontaneously find expression in dramatic· activity. Its special aim is thus to secure
the progressive develo}Ulent of religious exp.._er~nce in order
that greater social usefulness may be attained•"

••••••
l•

Meredith, William v.:

Pageantry and Dramatics in Religious Education, P• 54

iv
B.

'lhe Junior Child
.
.
The term1 "the junior child 11 , will refer to the child be'i~

.

~

tween the e.ges of nine and aleven inclusive.

PART I

THEORETICAL FINDINGS RELATIVE TO THE USE OF Tf~
DRiUiiATIC laETHOD IN THE RELIGIOUS EDUC . :I.TION OF THE
JUNIOR CHILD
,

Chapter I
The Historical Basis for the Use of the Dramatic Method in the
Religious Education of the Junior Child

I.

Introduction
In a study of the dramatic method as it may be employed to-day

in realizing the objectives sought in the religious education of the
junior child, it is well to begin by reference to records of history
with a view to finding an answer to the question:

Does historical

evidence justify the use of the dramatic method as a means of realiz•
ing certain major objectives sought in all religious education?

In

order to answer this query it is necessary to note the specific objectives which the drama has actually achieved whenever it appeared
in history as a handmaid of religion, serving as an agent
gious education.

of

reli~

This will lead to an examination of drama when it

appeared as an agent of religious education among primitive people,
the Hebrews, representative Oriental groups, the Grecians, and finally
among the Christians.

This last portion will include a study of these

outstanding types of church drama:

the

M~ss,

the Tableaux, the Mystery,

Miracle, Morality, and Passion Plays and the Autos Sacramentales. Through•
out this survey the purpose will be to detect the specific objectives
attained whenever the drama was actually used as an agent of religious
education.

This discussion will be followed by a brief statement re-

garding the Puritan condemnation of drama and the modern revival of

2
drams;· as an agent of· religious education• '!be chapter will be _coneluded ·by a· summary statement·· of ·the major objecti.vee· which· the drama
ba:-s act:ually achi-eved· whenever it has· appeare'Cl as an agetl'to of religious

education, namely, the impartation· of··knowledge, the developaent of attitudes• ·.end .the· eetabi·ishment· of··habits •
II.

TPt·· Historical Use of'· Drama as an Agent of· Religious Education
A• ~Drama as an· Agent of Re-ligious Educat·ion- Among Primitive· Pe-ople

Prmitive people engaged in prayer oerem'O!tiee- which were eP
sentially dramatic, for these prayers inv-olved the recognition of an intense struggle between oppos-ing force·s--the gaod and evil spiritB at
work in· the universe•
petition:

and~

l

The prayer of early man was-· thus an act; Of

propitiation, accompanied bJ" music and dancing, uttered

not in· an inner· chamber; but before· an attsembled group.

2

Youth learne

&d the· art of prayer thru watching and als-o thru part-icipating· -in these

tribal prayer cerem-onies • Thus; dramatic technique was clo-sely intertwined w-ith prayer and served as a means in its expression, perpetuation,
arrd·deve-lopnent among primitive peoples··

-

In early times man did·

not have

a sacred· book which contained information regarding deity, religious experiences of the group:, ritualistic forms; and· standards· or· morality• As

'.

these phase-s of religion appeared they· were preserved and transmitted
.
from generation to generation thru dramas which embodied- them··

Tb&

presentation Of such dramas served as a religious school for youth, since

••••••
1.
2.
''

(Jf. Meredith-a

of•

cit., PP• 14, 15
Ct. Havermeyer, Loomis& The Drama of Savage People, P• 9
Qf. Meredith• op. cit., PP• 14, 15

t.bey- contained' the primary elements· Of the' group- rtl'ligion-•

1

AS these

plays were· given; no sharp lines of diatincti:on· were· drawn betwe·en the
actors and the audience. f"or-· the youth might take part· as· fa:st as hia
learning permitte·d·• Major objectives of religiowr educat·ion stootl out
clearly in the construction· of,.t.beee plays; for they embodied lessons in
right- con'duet; ideals of· courage- and honor; be-iiefs about a great· spirit,
convictions· about the power of prayer· and· a faith in· immortality. 'lhus,
in the very beginning-,· prayer was· dramatic in· form and techni-que; drama

was employe·d. as a meana·of" preserving fundamental religious truth from
age to age, and as such wa:s"used as the primary medium for the religious
education of each generation.-

2

BhDrama as an Agent of Religious Educat_ion Among the Hebrew
People

In turning to the Old Tes-tament; it is found that religion
and drama existed s-ide by side as inseparable companions, for the Bible
reveals that the dramatic instinct was very strong among· the He·brews and
was given an opportunity

for·ex~ression in their religious life.; The

Song of·Moses (Exodus 15) serTe-S as representa~ive evidence on- the point
un'der: considerat-ion•

This song-was· pro·bably dramatized as- was- s:lso t.b&'

Dance of David which· he· performed bef'ore·the
Ark of t.be Oovenant- when it
.. ,
was returned to Jerusalem. (II Samue-l 6rl4).

The book of Job, written

in dramatic form• contains a dialogue arranged in such a manner as to
convince the reader that it must hve· been· enacted or-iginally. 'lhe funda•
mental qualitie-s of this book which set it apgrt as individual and dis•
tinctive are its dramatic qualities such as· change of situation, suspense
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and calamity followed- by- relief•

1

Ezekiel may be- ored·it"8·d· with the

launching of a •'dram-at-i.e pro:ject" • for the first four· verses of · the·
~

·~

-

-

fourth-· chapter of· his book compare with· the~ modem euuca:t'ion:a-1 device
2
of using toy figures in teaching.
The Jewish·· temple worship involved many dramatic situations:

thebringi:ngof·thlf· sacrifice by the

worshipper' its acceptance by the· priests and· its final placement· upon
the

altar.~

Thus·, history- indicate-s· that drama: existed· among·the Hebrew

people in the· very- warp and woof· of their religious literature;" that· the
dramatic· method•" was employed· by their prophetic teach-ers; and that- drs.•
matic technique characterized-- their religi-ous ritua:l.

Thus, Hebrew

drama resulted in the impartation of religious knowledge·, involving
particular ·emphas·is upon· the ac-quaintance with the lives and·· deeds of
its great re·iigious· leaders", enlight·enment about religious laws and
religious- duties··

Hebrew· drama aided in the development- of attitu.dee

and habits· of-both· grou!"and· individual worship and· in the· acquirement
of· pre-scribed· habits of life•

Hence;, it· is evident' that the dramatic

me-thod,- as·· it was· employed 8lllong·the· Hebrew people all during- the course
of their liist-ory aided· in the

program~ CLf

religious education· in eadl

generation since· it proved' it-self capable of· achieving··these· ma-jor objectives of' religious education relating t-o lalowledge, attitudes-, and
habits•
0•

4

Drama as an Agent of Religious· Education. Among Oriental P'eople
·Oriental

earliest· times.

~eligion

wa:s closely associated :ilee w-ith drama frClllll

For the sake of illustration the drama of India and of
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Ohina may be taken· as· representative . of the- general tren-d among cthe
people of the Orient.

As far as Indian· drama was concerned, its chief
1
.
2
source· was in religion;
an Indian play opened and closed with· prayer;
throughout the play wasa.a deep religious feeling; self-sacrifice was exalte·d as the highest form of self-realization. Chinese plays were characterized by their elevated nature from earliest times;!>

they glori•

fied the virtues and as a rule they were· constructed on the axiom that
every· play· should have a clearly discernible moral;'

Again, historical

facts bear out the assertion that religion· and drama have a natural
affinity, and moreover; that drama has been an efficient agent of religious
education s-ince it has actually achieved great objectives involving knowl•
edge, attitudes, and conduct.
D.

Drama as an Agent of Religious Education Among the Grecian
People
Greek drama: originated in religious ceremonials in which

all of the people participated.

Records show that in a period some four

centuries before the time of Christ as lllellY" as twenty thousand citizens- ·.
of Athens gathered in the amphitheatre of that city to celebrate the f . t

ot Dioeysius ·with.appropriate songs and dances• During this six day festi• ·
val twenty five or th:irty plays-were given by the· populace as expressions
of their religious thought and feeling.

This project in religious ed\Pt

cation· was at that time considered so successful by the state that it
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was in evidence for a. period of "five

hundre-d~ years•

Drama was thus an

integral Part· of-the Athenian program of· religious education, since it
contributed to both sp-iritual and· ethical life•

1

In this connect·ion· it is well to consider a few outstanding

.Athenian plqwrights and estimat.e their work in relation to· the a•
chievements of major objectives of all religious· education.

Aesctvlua,

usually considered the first great playwrigh-t. of the· Grecian group, wrote
plays characterized by a deep moral earnestness •

He portrayed Zeus as

the great ruler of the universe and he' constantly emphasized the· proposition that there are fundamental laws of righteousness and goodness
under which men must live. 2
·~ Antigomr" i

aophocles, author of the immortal play,

presented· his theory of life in terms of a conflict be•

tween h~ and divine law.? Euripides, the Ruman, sought to impress
his audiences with·. his· own· convi-ction o f a Great Mystery· and· a Great
_Obligation• It is evident- that· plays written on this alent were of a
vital significance· in the' deve1opn-ent and })&rpetuation of Greek religion
and that their authors may- well be dubbed religious teachers, for· they
used drama as a means by which they might ,;express their opinion about
the riddle of human suffering, the relation of man to· the gods, and the
destiny Of the human soul.•A

Not only these playwrights, but

the~:actors
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and singers· as· we:ll were looked upon as ministers of religion, perf'ormin:g· their functions in a theatTe which· was considered as a sacrEtd
place and as lroly- as any temple.

1

In concluding this brie-f· survey- of

Greek drama;, is it not just to say- tha-t the-- Athenian playhouse existe·d
as a school Of' religious education" in which instruction· and· worship were
so arranged that the program yielded- fruit· in terms of good conduct' and
right living·? 2

~t not· seem, the-n, that·· drama served eff'icient:ly- ·as

an agent"· in realizing these· major obje-ct-ives of religious education?

I • Drama as an· Agent

of Religious Education· Among the Christians

When Greece was conquered by Rome, Greeian· drama underwent· a
modification which was of a degrading nature•

Roman audience·s showed not

an iota· of interest in drama which· dealt with· soul struggles· or which
sought· to enhance· the---ultimate values·· of· life· Instead, drama· wa-s supported only when· ·it provided·· amusement· as· to give· an escaPe from life, when
it fairly-·reeked with bothcrueltyftm.d obscenity.'

The RQnaJ'l·theatre de-

generated to sueh·a lO?t"Plane that· publietaate reveled inacts of·cruelty to men and· animals.

When the persecution of- the Christian group was

at its peak, great throngs of Romans gathered in the theatre to witness
the suffering and death of the martyrs• Remembering the outrages which
the drama had committed against the Christian cause-, the· church, on com•
ing into power in the state, lost no time· in condemning drama•

4 A.Jld

yet·i despite this prohibition of· drama: in the- Roman· empire by the lead•
ere of the Christian church, it· was not long in finding its way into the
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church because the inherent urge for
denied alto-gether •

dr~atic

exPression could not be

1

The first aPPearance·s of drama in the Christian church· were de•
fended on the ground that drama:was necessary as a medium thru which the
leaders might present the chief facts of the Christian· religion with
accompanying interpretations-• This method proved helpful since the
visual elements of

dr~

served to· overcome· language diff:i:culties en-

eountere·d in the conveyance of the Christian· me8sage·.

2

A rapid survey

of some of the dramatic efforts which manifested- themselvas during the
course of church· history"' reveals the following facts.
1.

During the second- eentury; Ezekiel, a Jew, wrote a tragedy

based·upon··the book of Exodus.;

Two· centuries later, Appolinarius., who

was pr:i:est of Laodicaa, arranged large• sections of the Old Testament in
dramatic form, while his son, Bie·hop Appolinarius, wrote parts of· the

.

4

New Testament in sim-ilar style.

From the time of the fourth· century

on, drama: held a central place in the churc-h service in the guise of the

!!!!, which was rich in elements of· symbolic action:, narration:, defmite
progression tow·ard a climax·, pantomi.me:, and color, all of which elements
are fundamental characteristics of pure: drama•
2•
c~e

The Tableau , sometimes designated as the Living Picture, c:
~

as a natural supplement to the Mass•

The Tableau was·· mtroduced· in-

to the services as early as the fifth century, being used originally on
special holidays of the church when messages from the Old Testament
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prophets- seemed especially apropos •

1

It was only a step from- the

presentation Of the Living- Picture -to the presentation of short- dia•
logues from the Bible utilized to illustrate the teachings of the
2

Mass.

During thi.s same fifth-- century, the antiphon- was modified in

such a wa.y·that·it produced theeffect of dj.alogue between divisions of
the choir or between the clergy and choir. The dramatization of inci•
dents from· the lives of the early church fathers had· found a place in
the services of the chur·ch- by the end· of the· ninth century, but it was
not until some three or four hundred years later that these dramatized
incidents were converted into written form·'
,.

The Mystery pla.y, designated sometimes by various other

names, was destined to have a large part in the religious program of
medieval times•

It originated in tl:te ninth and tenth centuries, grow-

ing from the attempts· of the priests to vivify the Bible for their
parishioners by reading 1 t to them in· dramatic form·•

Tenth century

history gives a record of the production of these mystery plays in which
the chief events associated with Christmas and Easter were depicted•
These plays were given by· the clergy:· who wished to

~provide

some means

of· making- the great events on which their teaching was based more vivid

4 The mystery plays; later

and more·· real to their unlettered flocks. "

organized into immense cycles llhich included the chief ecr·iptural facts
and extended from the DaY of Creation to the Last Judgment;,had a highly
important place in the religious education of both old and young.

'l'hru

such plays, knowledge of· the Bible and its precepts were conveyed to the
masses who witnessed these performances •

5
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4. The M:iracle play appeared in th& fourt·eenth century as representative- Of the second· stage of the develo}ment of modern drama under the
sanction of religion•

While the lqstery play, which has just been

c()D.Iiil

eide1"ed1 was confined to the Bibl·ical record· for its basic subject
matter, the Miracle play/was allowed· a much· wider field, as it included
material regard·ing· the liveslcf· th~ saints•

1

These Jnracle plqs, pro-

duced fo_r both the pleasure and the eSification of· the common people,
were characterized by a spuit Of· piety and by an attitude of devotion.

5.

2

The Morality play may be traced· as far back as the fourteenth
.

"

'

...

c.entury when such a production, centered on the theme of the Lord's J.rayer,
was given at York• The :Morality plays employed an allegor-ical method in
present-ing the religious truth which the writer wished to conver•

IJ:hese

dramatized· fables P:roved to be a popular and an effective means of reli•
gious education, for when abstract qualities of virtue and vice were
personified by living/ootors,
they achieved the nature of reality lor the
I
actors and audience alike·' Morality plays were exhortative in their
nature and showed· the· effects of sin in a startlingly realistic fash1on. 4

6.

The Passion plq, originally portraying nothing save the

passion of Christ, arose from the Mystery plqs whtch· were considered in
a previous paragrap.,.h.

The first passion play appeared in Siena, Italy

in the early Part of the thirteenth century, but it was not until the

next century that it was· found·· in England• There its sponsors employed
it as a means of portraying the stnuggle between the spiritual mission

••••••••
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of Christ and the forces of the J swish and the Roman worlds •

From' these

infantile stages in Italy and in England:, where it existed in a form of
loosely connected dramatic episodes, the passion play suddenly grew by
one bound into vigorous adulthood at Oberemergau, manifestiing itself there
for the' first tim.ft in

16,,.

In that year, when the community wa1r terri-

fied by·the presence of the Black Plague, it·s inhabitants vowed that
i f their lives were· EP!'

spared by Divine Mercy, they would faithfully

present a drama portraying

~he

death and- resurrection of Christ. The aw-

ful scourge of the plague ·lifted and ste-ps were immediately taken to fulfill that promise, eo that the first performance was given in the following year--164,.

1

Thru the eaceeeding centuries, performances of this

play have been g-iven regularly at·ten year intervals with only a very
few unavoidable exceptions.

Who can estimate what the production of the

Passion Play has meant in the achievement of major objectives Of ail reli•
gious education-..knowledge, attitudes-; character, and conduct?
In the light' of this study, concerned particularly wUb the

religious useofdramatice in which the participants are· at the center of
interest, it· is well to see what observable effects the Passion Play bas
prOduced upon those who plS¥ in it.

Those who have intimate lmowledge

of the production Of the play declare that special Biblical training for

the players is a feature of the pre paratiornnade for the play season and
i

that the members of the cast c-elebrate mass every day before tlfey take
their places on the stage.

Miss- Candler states succinctly her estimate

••••••
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of the religious values accruing to· those who unite to produce this

great drmna; ..
11

For a year before its pert-ormance, the Passion Play is the
:supreme object in the lives of the villagers •••• Johann. Zwink
once took the part of Judas with such conviction that he• • •
actually so identified himself' with the remorseful character
that he hanged himself' and had to be rescued••••The rehearsals
are conducted over· a period of' seven 111onths·, the actors devoting
themselves to their parts with a religious zeal that makes the
preparation as well as the production· an act of' devotiun.••l

7 • It was during the early stage·e· in the develoPJ11ent of the
Passion Play in Germany- that the· dramst of Italy reached the pinnacle of
its success•
Sacra~

Ln· the fifieenth century the so... called "Rappresentazione

was produce·d in connection with the ecclesiastical feast celebrat•
.

ed in honor· of John· the Bap,...tist•

2

T....L..

'"41-e·garci to the· history of Spanish

drama as it was utilized· for· religious· educati·ona:l mea:DB, it may·· be· said
that frODr the time' of the twelfth·, century on, sacred plays formed a high-

ly

popular form· of amusement for the Sp._anish' People.

Thcr process--ion,

marking the opening of their festival's was always followed by· an "auto
sacrementale" 1 that is 1 a play which bore a· religious le·seon·}

lt is

significant, in view of this study, that the great period of Span-ish·
drelJla was the period when· the best playwrights of the day were active in
composing dramas for use 1n the church services• The name of Calderon belongs to· this age when Spanish drama, at Us greatest glory, was contributing to the vitalization of religion. Calderon wrote plays known ·as
"Autos Sacre.mentales" which portrayed the mystery of the Eucharist in

'

drs:me.tic form•

4
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study thus far has· dealt with the use· of drama as a medius

for the transmission of religious teaching; as a method which has been
employed in the achievement of major- objectives in religious education.
In this investigation it has been revealed that drama as an agent· of
religious education· bas achieved certain major objectives with their dependent corollaries;

the impartation· of knowledge, the development of

attitudes, and the establishment of prescribed habits of conduct•

Although

drama actually achieved these objectives from primitive times and among
various races, the day came when the drama was condemned· as an agent of
religious education• This day came when secular influences crep..;t in and
established a barrier between religion and dratna•

1

lLytbe time· of the

twelfth century the religious plays had becometoo elaborate for the
chancel of the church and it was deemed necessary to move them onto a
platform before the church door.

When those plays were once outside of

the church there was no reason why the· Latin of the ritual could not be
2
'
replaced b.Y the vernacular•
Both of these changes made way for the fre•
quent introduction of new and extraneous matter creative of a different
atmosphere and pro\TS.oative of a different response on the part of the :·
audience •

In this we:y, the drama soon became a '1thing of questionable

value and·· decency.";

Thus,. the plays which were· originally religious in

nature, not only· lost the favor of the clergy, but were actually- banned
by them.

In 1642 the London· theatres ba:d traveled so far in this down-

bill course that the English Parliament considere-d it expedient to close
every theatre in that city.

4

For the following eighteen years all London
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theatres reamined nominally closed and it· is asserted that no actor 'Or
sPectator was safe during thll· days of the furitan rule.

1

As in the

Roman period', drama had' ceased t'O portray th4t true and the good; it had
becQme· irreverent- and 'Obseene-j theref'Orec, it· could no longer be emplored as en agent in religious- education, but-- must be forbidden•
F.

Drama as an Agent of Religious Education in America

·since P.uritan standards· h.;,ld sway--in Amer·iean life·· for some
time, it was no wonder that several centuries elapsed: before drama be•
came an· agent ot religious education in America•

Just recently the

Ohurch and DralJla' Asso<tiation: (composed of those· who-, in the words Ot
Edith l;vnne· Matthison1 are eager for the' renewal .. of the ancient fellowship between ieligion and Dramatic Art~ ) :~batt· been organized• Dr. Cadman,
9;JJ

president· of the organi2L.ationJhaa declare-d: that:
11 Realizing•••that

the dramatic, like the religious instinct is
:dee ply ro<;?ted in human nature and that these two mighty forces
have been closely associated since the days of primitive man,
we, the leaders of the church and ~heatre tO""day must re.-es~
tablish their· ancient fellowship.~~ .

Thus, the dey bas come· when dralJla' is· once more Officially rela-ted
to the program: of religious education. · lt baa been seen that· this relationship was a ignificant in the pas-t in the achievement-- of ma·j or objectives
Of religious· education·; therefore, the· dramat-ic method presents
when··it

re-appear-s··t~ay-·a.s

a aea-ns of realizing the great aims of the

program· of religious· education •

••••••
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III.

SUIIID.S:ry

In the preceeding" pages Of this chapter considerat"ion has been
given to certain major objectives which drama has actually- achieved whenever it -appeared in history as an agent of religious education··

These

major objectives, achieved in varying forms, from primitive man until the
time Of the Puritan era, might be surnn:erized briefl_y as follows J
1.

ImPartation of knowledge regarding:
a)

The sacred literature of the. group

b)

The deeds of the great religious leaders of the group

c)
2•

;.

The religious laws and duties of the group

Development of attitudes regarding;
by the group

a)

The deity or deities

b)

The treatment of fellow creatures

c)

Sin

d)

The religious organization of the group

e)

Immortality

worshi~t,..Ped

Establishment of prescribed habits regardingt
a)

Formal worship, including the technique of ritual

b)

Social obligations

c)

Individual conduct

H._ence, this historical survey has yielded evidence to the effect
that the dramatic method has' been most effectively used· in the Past in
the achievement of·these major objectives sought in all religious education.
Proceeding from- this point., it is well to take a less extensive# but
a more intensive view of the subject; to exchange the telescoPe for the
microscope and consider the dramatic method in relationship to the contents
of the dramatic impulse as it exists in the junior chiid.

Chapter II
The Psychological Basis for the Use of the Dramatic Method in the
.tteligious .t!.ducation of tm Junior Child
(A Study of the Relationship Between the Characteristics of the
Junior Ohild and the Content of the lJra.matic Impulse a.s a Basic
Consideration Relative to the Use of the Dramatic Method in the
Religious l:!;ducation of the Junior Child)
I•

Introduction
The first chapter, devoted to a study of drama as an agent

of religious education throughout the various stages of history,
served to indicate that the dramatic method has proved to be an
effect_ive means of realizing certain major objectives sought in all
religious education.

This chapter, following that general discussion of

the dramatic method in religious education, will include a considera•
tion of the use of the dramatic method in the religious education of
the junior child Lfl particular•

Such a consideration is necessary in

treating the problem of this thesis, :!:'or the methods of religious educa..
tion must always and at every point be fitted to the needs of the child
in question.

The dramatic method must be definitely harmonious with the

nature of the junior child if it is to be employed in his religious
cation.

ed~

Consequently, this chapter will be devoted to a comparative

study based on material found in modern text books regarding the chanr"
acteristics of the junior child and regarding the content of the dramatic
impulse•

The procedure will involve an analysis of the junior child for

his outstanding characteristics, an analysis of the dramatic impulse for
its component parts, and a comparison of the resulting analyses at each
point

ll~

order to discover whether the total correlation is of such a

nature as to justify the use of the. dramatic method in the religious

'.
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educa'ti.on: of- the:

j~i-or

child•

In accord·

with~

the moden1· emphavts· .upon

child· centered' education, the- object -of panm.oun-t. importance in -each

·pbaee wili be ·the juntor ·-ehi-ld.
II.

i'hfJ: J'UDior-·Ohild and the Dramatic Impulse
A•

k~tivity'

-

In· mald.ng an analysis· ·at- 'the- j11nior child·

o:r the· baftis'

of

'llle:terial found in recent·· boob· on child studT:t th'e writer f'mmt an
a-bundance· o-r--evidence te-stifying as- to the energet-ic· activity"o:f the
junior·· child• .P:owell, in' ccmsidering· the- pri:mary'·i.nteresta· ·at- junior
1
boy-s and· girls·, lists int-ere-st in activity as first'•
She ·remarlaJ

that· aur one• who- wat·ches jtmior-·--clrl:ld:ren' ·cannot ·but· fee-l that. they
are·filled with an exuberanc.- of· energr and· that

-~our-

juni'Orl f~t of

all likes al)tivity•'~2 lt. J. Baldwin says·· that· tb~ junior· sta:ge of
life· is ·one· of·· ~~<tless eDezg·and· ceaseless activity· II' :In· harm~
.
*ttir·thts-- a&serti-on·ii J • L. Baldwin· writes of· the-· junior~ age as ~ in
which

~peysical

vitality· with··a corres·ponding irrepressible act·ivi't7•••

reaehe~~ ita- highest point • "4 14arf· T • Whitley· reminchr her- readers that;
tWO"'•th-irds of· the:-games· played· ·by-- jun·iors• 11 involve·· comfi-ders;bl-e 'bodily
•'
5
movements•;~
A bost~·o:f-·oth-er·writers, including A'bheal'D'I Hutton, B&tts.
and"Hawthome-aleo unite in emphas,h·ing· the tireless activity which is

characteristic Of· the junior·· child·. 6
1.
2•

3•
4•
5•

6.

Thus

far-.

then, it ha-s been found
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th.tt

"motor activity is of prirnary import::nce in the nature of the junior child.

1
revea.ls tl12.t motor activity is one of the fundamental tendencies.

Motor

activity, a primary characteristic of all organisms is the first great deive
in the droJntttic impulse, in the opil:ion of '~food, Betts, H::~i:~rthorne, and Overton.

mentsl in plot; 2.ncl ch~T?cteriz:3.tion since it is by this neans thE?,t the plo.y-

r:1otor activity is s. ;:Jrimary chs.racteristic of the
seen that it is e.lso a primary constituent of the dn':!3atic impulse, is it
,not justifiable to declare that in this particulsr respect there is a close
correlation between the results of the two analysesi

B.

Gregariousness
Returning again to the central point of this study--the junior

child,

~t

is found that present

day'~Titers

stress his gregarious character-

istics. The junior child, according to Mary T. Whitley, exhibits a spirit of
fello\'!ship as shown by his interest in clubs and gangs. 4

In this respect he

manifests a desire ·to be vi'ith others in order to share with them in certain
experiences, motives, and interests.

Dr. Luther A. Weigle, in agreement '\dth

Miss VJhitley, se.ys that the junior child shows a love of team pl::c.y and
gang

e~so

In line '.-:ith tlw.t

it is rc c.'1aracteristic of the nonw.l junior child to seek for co:mp=.:unons,

3.

Cf c :;:;ood, if. Cs.rletom The Dn'Jl1<:.tic I::ethoc1 in P.eligious Education, p. 15
Cf .. Betts and Havrthorne: op. cit., P• 238
Cf. Overton, Grace Sloan; Drame. in Educr::tion, p. 47
Ibid.
Cf. ,;ood: o:p. cit., P• 47
Cf. ITors~~,,~:-orth~r 8J1d ·~n1 i tle~r: Tl1 e Ps~rch olo;;·:r of -0~: il C:11 o cd, P• 300
Cf. -~:J'eigle, IJ o J .• : !l~1e P1.l;'i1 CL11d ~t.110 rre~~.c:1er, :PTa 30--33
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that he· pre:fers to act in groupJl rather than alone, that he plays with
other children- more at this period than at·

en::r other I and-

tha<t a study

ot his games reveals that he prefers those whi-ch· ne·cessitate the presence
l

JQsephine L. Baldwin1 in discussing the influence of the ~ ··
.
gang, also p<>ints out that the junior is keenly desirous Of social con2
tact and group activity.
'lhus, authQrities in the field of child study'
Gf others•

unite in saying that the' junior child exhibi te a stron-g tendency' to cleave
tc his gang or club, due to the prominence of his gregarious instinct at
just that stage of his development.

In cQnnection· with the purpose Of

this phase Of the study, it is interesting end significant that Wood as
well as Betts and· Hawthc;>rne, in analyzing the dramatic impulse place this
very ·quality· c;>f· gregariousness in a pQsition of· high importance.

They

show that the de&ire to be in contact with fellow-- beings is a character·istic of every normal individual and this instinct is of "great importance
in conddering the human incentive for dramatic expressio~.~~;

Thus, the·

gregariousness CJf· the junior child finds its counter-part in the dramatic··
impulse e.nd in this second phase there is a close correlation between the
results of the two analyses •
· 0 • Des ire for Approval
The junior child manifests- a distinct desire for approval, related, no doubt to his gregarious tendencies which were discussed above.
In a ·preceding paragraph attention was called to the influence of the gang
in the life of the junior child and to the importance which he atte:chea

•••••••
1. Of• PQwell: OP• cit., PP• ;8,
2•
/~-,.

;9

Of • Baldwin, Josephine L.: · op. cit., p • 1;

WoodJ OP• cit•, P• 17
Of. Betts and Hawthorne1 OP• cit., P• 2;2

to its approbatiort- Miss Wh-itley reminds 'her readers that in the eyes
of the junior child "to be ap._plauded by •the fellows• guarantees tnt

~

"1

.

ternal satisfaction."

.

Mise Josephine L. Baldw-in affiTmS Miss Whitley's
.
statement, by declaring that juniors desire pre-eminence· and public reclog:a

nition•

2

At the same· time it is found that the desire for approval is

another urge- compr·ising·the dramatic impulse•

;

'l'his desire, sometimes

lmown as love of. ap._.probe:tion, manifests itself in re·sJU)nse to the social

demand· for agreeable behavior. All thru life the individual seeks the approve
al and acclaim of those around· him; th" t~ child watching for his moth•
er 1 s smile growS" into the adult seeking recognition· in an ever widening

--

circle•

4

.

This love of approbation is an instinct which· is most power-

ful in motivating dramatic performanc... at all ages-.5 After studying the
love _of approbation as found in the junior child and in the drama:tic im-·
pulse, it is· clear that at this third point the results of the two analyses
again coincide.
D.

Loyalty·
In the immediately preceding d·iscussion·it was noted that the

"junio-r chhd is essentially a social being-, closel~llied to those· of
his gang' and hi·gJl'ly desirous of the1r approval.

Loyalty to the gang,

6 and ~ u deve lop.;...ed as far as the

is i in· turn-, considered a chief' viJotue
group consc i ousneaa

extends·~"

7 If' t he

group - becomes- involved

in-~

dif'fi•

cult;y, the loyalty of the juniors is evidenced as all the members ·face the

•••••••
1. ihitleyJ op_. cit.,. P• ,S
2.
'•.

4

5.

6.
7•

Of • Baldwinj· Josephine L.a op. cit., P• 21
Of. Wood·t op •. cit., P• 15
Of. Wood-a op. cit., p. 15
Of• Be•ts end Hawtborne1 op. cit., P• 2;;
Of • Overton1 op. cit •, P• 47
Of-. Baldwinl The Juniors& Bowo to Teach and Train Them, P• 1;
Whit1eys op. cit•, P• 118
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situation as a group and considezr it ;•unthinkable for one to· save h:i.IP
self' at the exp...ense of' the·

rest·'~

.

1

The junior als<t· shotrs a sense ot

-

loyaltT for his· family, hie neighborhood., school, and town, although
his strongest allegiance is to his

gang.

2

This element ot· loyalty, so

prominent in th-e character ot the junior child ia also prcainent in the
dramatic impulae•;

An avenue for the exPress-ion of this drive mq be

found in the· program of dramatic activity and· in that way it may ·be utilized so as to function to good a-dvantage in the growth of personality.
In view of th·is, it may be said that loyalty., as found in the make- up
of the junior child., is congruous with the loyalty which is a con•

stit·uent· of the dramatic impulse.

6. Altruism
'.L'he juni-or child1 allied with· others of his

own· age in the

gang group be'CO!I1es· an· enthusiastic and an efficient· participant· in al•
truistic works. 4

Leaders have' found that groups Of junior boys· and

girls have displayed a keen interest in the promot-ion- of better sanitary
conditions and in the service of the sick and old in their communities.5
Josephine L. Baldwin declares that the championsh-ip of a cause always
·appeals to junior children and she points out that in l!.lallJ schools they
organize themselves inta clubs for- the purpose of- carrying on: a program
which is based· on altruistic· motives•

6

'Ibis trait of· altruism is a higth•

ly developed form of the social instinct found in the dramatic impulse

•••••••
1.
2•
;.

4.
5.

6.

7•

Whitley: op. cit•, P• 119
Of. Baldwin, Josephine- L.Lop. cit., P• 1' ·
Of. Norsworthy and- Whitley a op. cit., P• 296
Of· Powellt op. cit., p. ;a
Of· Norsworthy and Whitley., P• ,02
Of· WoodJ op. cit., P• 15
Of'· Baldwin, Josephine L.c op. cit., P• 21
Of. Wooda op. cit., PP• 15, 17
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F.....

Imitation
As has already been observed, the junior is able to enter sym-

pathetically into the experiences of others• This inward experience of
sympathy is closely related to the external act of imitation, since
participation in the'mental states of another normally results in an expressional response•

1

The younger junior is prone to imitate people of

hie immediate acquaintance and thru his PlaY experiences he relives the
2

activities Of adults around him·

The older junior, in his desire to

imitate people of a more remote reahn, turns to the field of reading and
imagination to find the heroes whom he considers worthy of emula_tion. ;
His active imagination reaches out toward idols found in a world of fairies
nymphs, .kings, knights, and warriors; he imitates the actions of an Indian,

. .

,y.

an outlaw, or a pr inca on various oc~ a ibns.4 His intense admiratiiri for
his idols becomes hero worship and he copies a great manw points of speech,
action, and mannerisms.

5

Imitation, eo fundamental in the make- up of the
6
junior child is also fundamental in the make-up of the dramatic impulse•

This tendency 11 to repeat the thoughts and acts of another 117 is one of the
basic human instincts, appearing at an early age and persisting througbw
8
out life in various forme according the the age of the individua1.
These

••••••
1.

Of.
Of.
Of.
Cf.

Overton: op. cit., P• ;8
Norsworthy and Whitley: op. cit., P• )O;
Baldwin, Maud J.: op. cit., P• l l
2·
Powell; op. cit., P• 40
or. Baldwin; Maud J. : op. cit., P• 11
Of. Powell: op. cit., P• 34
5. Ofo Whitley: op. cit., P• n;
Of. Athearn: op. cit., p. 1~2i 124
6. Of. Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• 2)2
Of. Wood: op.~it., P• 19
Of. Overton: op. cit., P• 47
7· Overton: op. cit., P• 48
8. Of. Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• 2)1

z:

different- fol'JnS" of imitat-ion· ".variously combined add an important- color
to· the drm:natic

impulse•~

1

.

Again, there ·is· close correlation· between

-

a characteristic of the junior child and a characteristic of the -dra•
matic·impulse•
G.

Ouries·ity
Boys end girls of the junior--age dis·play an interest in the·

unknown. as'

~bown·

by their tendency/t-o investigate the

unfamiliar.~

This

trait of· curioslty leads to experimenta:t·ion- in order to discover the
bow, the why, and the what pertaining to objects within their ken)
This adaptive· instinct of curiosity, so apParent· in the· res·ponse· of the
junior child to his environment-, is a basic drive in the dramatic imPsychologists declare· that cur~'ity is aroused· by the novel and

pulse.

that it gradually develops into interest# attention, suspense, wonder,
and awe•

Drama is essentially dependent upon the component of the' dra•

4

matic ':1mpulse known- as curiosity.

Thus, the curiosity of the junior

child corresponds with the curiosity found in· the dramatic im-pulse; again
there is agreement between the two factors under consideration.
H.

Manipulation
In discussing the interests· of the junior child, Miss Pftell

declares that ~there is none more compelling than the ·urge to make thinga." 5
.
This instinctive interest, often known as manipulation, is evidenced b,r
the junior's incessant sttivings to "make things happen, to get results··~
This constructive tendency

common to the junior child is most easily

observed as it leads him to activities Of building and fashioning

·-·····
1.
2•

Woodr op. cit., P• 19
Of· p-owell: op. cit., P• 41
Of. Norsworthy and Whitley: op. cit., P• ;o2
~· Of. Whitley: op. cit., P• 24
4. Of· Wood: op. cit., P• 2~
5. Of. Powells op. cit., P• 41
6. Of_• Whitleyt op. cit., P• 2;
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a wid& variety of articles.

Maud Junkin Baldwin: d€fcle:res· that junior

boys like to make things such as sleds and wagons; that tlley enjoy
building railroaas and bridges; that the junior girl displays this
same urge to make things as she cooke food and fashions clothing for her
1

dolls•

This characteristic found in the nature-of the junior child is

comparable to the tendency toward construction which is a constituent of
the dramatic impulse•

2

At this point, also, there is ha.rmoey between a.

trait of the junior· child ·and an element
I.

of~

the dramatic impulse•

Aesthetic Interests
The junior's constructive-tendency yields a-by-product of

aesthetic interest)

This aesthetic interest, with its instin·ctive basis

is not so highly developed during the junior age as at latel"' periods, and
yet, it must not be overlooked•

Juniors respond to the beautiful in art,

sculpture, and painting to such an extent that they;bt'ten enter upon a
state of inward rapture after such contacts.

4

According to Professor

Wood, this aesthetic interest is included in the dramatic impulse and involves appreciation of unity,; emphasis, harmoey, symmetry, balance-, pro. portion, and grace.

5

Once more, then, it is found that a. junior's interest

tallies with a phase of the dramatic impulse.
J•

Expressiveness
The junior child manifests his exPressive instinct in connection

with his characteristics cited above under the headings of love of appro-

••••••
l.

2·
~·
4.
5.

Of' • Baldwin, Maud Junkin: op. cit., PP•
Of. Woodl op. cit., P• 15
Of. Overton1 op. cit., P• 47
ef. Wood: op. cit., P• 24
Of. Whitleyc op. cit., PP• 118, 119
Of. W~odt op. cit., P• 24

9, 10

bation, propensity to imitate, to construct, antt to enter upon aesthetic
exper-iences•

This urge for expression, reealing itself in ge'Sture and

voice is dominant in the dramatic impulse• 1 Again, e. characteristic of
the junior child and a characteristic of the dramatic impulse are found
to coincide precisely.
III.

Summa17
In this chapter, then, the writer has set forth data gleaned

from modern textbooks regarding the· prominent charac"teristics of the
junior child and re-garding the eonst·ttuent elements of the dramatic impulse.

This twofold analysis, involving the junior child on the one

hand· and the dramatic impulse on the other 1 resulted in the discovery Of
a close correlation between the two factors at each point of comparison.
This brief summary revealed that these outstanding characteristics of the
junior child have counterparts in the dramatic impulse:

activity, gre-

gariousness, desire for approval, loyalty, altruism, imitation, curiosity,
construction, expression, and an aesthetic interest•

Since the fact of

this congruity has been established it may be asserted that psychology
justifies the use of the· dramatic method in the religious education Of
the junior child.

• •••••
1.

Of. Wood& op. cit•, P• 24

Ohapter III
'file P.otentialities of· the Dramatic Met-hod ae a Means ·of· Meeting the
Objectives Sought in the Religious Education of the Junior Child

At th'e outset of- this study- eonridttration wa1r given t-o the use
of"the·dra111a:ti-c method as it appeared· in history·asa

means·ot·ro'al~··

m·g thru· the use· -of' various materials the maj()r obj eot•ives 11ought 1n all
religious education--namely--. know-l&dge'# attitudes·. and skill in living•
.At this thle, it· is fitting" to: move ·from· that realm· in order to -concentrate
upon· the relati-on betwe·en the s:p&cif'i:c obje-ct·ives sought' in the re-ligious
education· of-· the ·jun1.or child and· the dramatic method.

In th-is chapter

the· junior· child·· will be of· central ·importance·; the objectives for his

religious education will be analyzed and reduced to their simplest· form;
Biblical and· miss-ionary" data· will be se-lected' as two types- of material
to serve as the media tbru· which the dramatic method "/J1.8.Y be tested in
order to ascertain its efficacy as one means of achieving the objectives
sought' in the religious education of the junior· child·· Thus, the following pages· wilJfbe devote-d' to a study of the· major etbjectives sought· in the
religious education· of the· juniar· child· and then to an· empirical· test ot
the dramatic method as one--means of· achieving these- desired outc,omes•
I-I.

The Dramatic Method and the Objectives Sought in the Religious Education af· the Junior Child
A·

'lhe· Objectives- Sought

In his· book-. Objectives in Religi01:18·EducatiOD 1 Dr· Paul H•
Vieth proposed a sevenfold goal as the aim· to ·be apprehended by all
modern religious education. 1

TheS&'·--general principles thue set

••••••
1.

Of· Vieth, Paul H. a Objectives in Religious Education; pp;. 80-88
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forth by Dr· Vieth were paralleled in the statement of objectives
for the religious education of the junior child proposed by the
committee on the religious education of children.
their

sev~~~old
11 1.

Briefly stated,

objectives are as follows:

Religious education seeks to foste'r in juniors a consciousness of God as a reality in human experience and a
sense of personal relationship to him. • ••

2•

Religious education seeks to develop in juniors such
an understanding and appreciation of the personality,
life, and teachings of Jesus as will lead to love for
him. and loyalty to his cause, manifesting themselves
in daily life and conduct.

~-·

Religious education seeks to foster in the junior a
progressive and continuous developnent· of character in
harmony with the teachings and example of JesUS•••

4.

Religious education seeks to develop in the junior the
ability and the disposition to hep make the ideal of
the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man a reality
in his own world••••

5.

Religious education seeks to develop in the junior the
growing ability and disposition to participate in the
organized society of Christians--the church••••

6.

Religious education seeks to lead the junior into a
Christian interpret~tion of life and the universe••••

1· Religious education seeks to effect

in the junior the
assimilation of the best religious experience of the race
as effective guidance to pre sent experience • 111

Al1 attempt to analyze and

synthesi~e

these objectives reveals

that suggestions of knowledge, attitudes, and

skil~

in living, (or

conduct).aims are woven throughout all of the seven.
consideration of each brings these various elements to

An individual
l~ght:

••••••
1.

Bulletin prepared by the committee on the religious education of
children--''International Curriculum Guide--Preliminary Draft-Section I (Children 1 s Work), pp. 110-115)
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1.

11

consciousness of God 11
of personal relation to him· 11

KNOWLEDGE

ATTITUDE

Xfi6WLEDGE

ATTimUDE

11 sense

2·

(

11 understanding

of life
and teachings of Jeeus. 11
lllove for him 11
"loyalty to him. 11
"manifesting themselves
in daily life and conduct· 11

KN0'1VLEDGE
ATTITUDE
ATTITUDE
CONDUCT
I''

;. --"character in harmony
with the teachings and
example of Jesus 11

KNOWLEDGE

4.

KNOWLEDGE

11

ability and tiisposition 11
make fatherhood of
God and brotherhood of
man a reality11

CONDUCT
ATTITUDE

11 help

5.

11 ability

CONDUCT

ATTITUDE

KNOWLEDGE
and disposition"
in the church 11

ATTITUDE
CONDUCT

11 participate

§.·

"Christian interpretation
of life and the universe 11

1·

11

KNOWLEDGE

assimilation of the best
religious experience of the
race as effective guidance
to present day experience." KNOWLEDGE

Thus~

ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE

CONDUCT

it is evident that these objectives are based upon the

cognitive, emotional, and volitional phases of human personality as
they are related to the one end of developing Christian character.
cause of the

thre~old

Be-

foundation and permeating emphasis revealed by

analysis, it is possible to reduce them to Dr. Bett 1 s compactly phrased
goal of religious education which he sums up as; fruitful knowledge,
1
right attitudes I and skill in living.
Now' having stated this three-

••••••
1.

Of • Bette, George Herbertr

Iiow to Teach Religion, P•

I<OSS3
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fold goal as comprising the gist of the outcomes desired in the religious
education of the junior child, it is necessary to test the adequacy of
the dramatic method as a means of achieving each of these objectives.

In

order to give body and substance to this study, the dramatic method will
be tested first when Biblical material, and then, second, when missionary
material is employed as the medium thru 'l::rhich to attain these objectives
desired in the religious education of the junior child.

First, in the

religious education of the junior child, how may the dramatization of
Biblical material serve to inra~O'.cate fruitful knowledge, to develop
right attitudes and to promote skill ,in living2
B.

The Achievement of the Objectives Sought
1.

Thru the Use of Biblical Material
a)

Knowledge
In the religious education of th(3 junior child how

may the dramatization of Biblical material serve to inculcate fruitful knowledge?

In order to impart secular knowledge

2~d

to instill

social and moral principles the public school makes wide use of dramatic
activity and is defended in this practice by a host of present-day
psychologists and educators.

1

. In this regard, Lee says:

"The mind first
2

learns things by getting inside of them, by being what it studies."
Dr. G. Stanley Hall tYrites:

"Doing is a better organ of knovring than

is merely intellectual learning. "3

Miss Edland declares that dramatiza-

••••••
1.

2.
3.

Cf. Meredith: op. cit., P• 11
Cf. Russell, Mary M.: How to Dramatize Bible Lessons, P• 130
Cf. Miller, Elizabeth E.: Dramatization of Bible Stories, P• 5
Brockway} Meme: Church Work with Juniors, P• 116
Hall, Dr. G. Stanley--quoted by Ferris, Anita B.: Following the
Dramatic Instinct, P• 26

·"tiOJr a-s a

proc~nrS'-ot-·

learning -thru· ·action· i'B ·of Ptrime 'importtmce since

that·-whtch ·111 learnecl:" tnru·the medium··of··act-ivtv·makes ··a:·1D.T1Ch mOR··

lasting impres:e:i-on t.bs.n that.· which i"B' ··learned thru·111erel;r· hear:ing or
1
· seei.ng•
m· -thi·tr .&alfle''··connecti'Olt·!.frs• · Overt-on--wr·ite'&"tha:t··the

dramatic·O~·hod:·· ~prov:tdes' a· means' of· getUng"'tea"'C'hing· into• aot'itn:t• 11 2.

.

If·· the• drs.ma<t'ic · method", thus:- jus1ii.fied:;. is ·successfully ut'il.iz&d·by'· pabltc education 'to·

·im~'

aecule.r mow'ledge:,· mq it ·not· d:so· be

utilized' in re·li;gi-ous·,·education ta·

impar·t'·-re-l:tgtoue<·knO'ft'led~·?' ~"lbb

question··leachr··to•·:a; st&tement· ot'"'thlr·

th&f'ieid·of··re-ltgioua··educat·ton··

knowle~··a•im

·as·· .tt· ftmct'ions in

Dr• Bett•··· in d1seuae1n-gthiS'

am

which··bS' propos-es•'a!f-·fundamental,. sr:cy:s: ·tha:t··B'ince re·ligi·or.nnwrt··be inte·lltgen.t,· one· of·the-· ch-ief·obj~ectivea··ot···religious edUca-t-i-on·must be
'I

to· supply childr-en

with~· religious·

knowledge• Such knotrlecige ~t- in•

ing· presence:· who-·· is• activ&ly:-· at'· work in· the world1 a·· knowledge· of· the
divinity Of Jesus Ohriet·.?

Since the Bi·ble: is· the- supreme- -source

Of·i:nforma1iion on these·· matters·, it is" essentia·l that· th&•,Bible be
c are'fuUy-· studied· and-- tboroughlT'matttered''in'~orier- tba:t·,,it'S· meaning
m.q be- inte,lligently· applied'

1.

Of• Ed,laf1d, Elisabeth:

to~-prel!'ent

........

day-life}

Childre:rt1 s· Dramatizations, P• 5

2• Overtozn op-. cit-., P• 80
Of· Brockwqf · op. cit •, P• 117
et'• Millera op• cit., p·. 5

·

,.

· 4.
5·•

6.

NO.·, at this time,

Of. B&ttsr op. ctt•, P• 47
Cf• Be-tts and H awthorne:a op. cit., P• 87
C:f• I bide, P• 85

;a
it is- aprol'Oif to- put"- the'- que&tion· l'lhiclJ: is- the subject- of'· thi-s- pwtion

Of··the- stud.T=":

How· may- the·

drama.t·tze:ti.'Olt'""-of'- Bib"lical ~·}; nnre to

give· the" jun1or -child fruitful knowleug,e-, that- i-s·• ·knoriedge>'wlTi:oh is·

relative tcr··hill' nftdB"I protrlem&'l intere'Sts· aml a-ctivities" ixr tiri.s- pres•
ant· a-get

An exalnination·

ot books' by' contempor8J7' educat-ors·"l"P'eals

unanimous· agnrement;· on· this- point···of' · tbe•efft-eaey-· Of' timof' Biblica-l material as a means of· givingiih·e· chi-ld·

~ation

~ed-~·

relative

ta··hi;s · ev'el7' d-ar-H:te··
M"ereditlr ·points· ·-out'·· that" educat-iona-l· dramatics·· BerveB' "to impart
a· ~Bifary ·knoriedgec-·of--··Btb"iics:l geograltlY

'Since~

such-factS" may be ·

woven intlFthe fabric·· of·· tire• drmnatic prodtte't'ion-. · ·J.Jt· this: ·WST :also •
children

niaT learn•·the

vita-l. points--of· Bible·· hilttOJT• 'l'bru BW!h a

proons-, then-, dre:ma- ·is..·a·ble: t-ct ma:k:e' ·the Bible· live for the· children;

-·

whi'Ch· tner·lllSY'· cent-er· ·their "intere-st· and ·a:s such tt ·becomes· a project
for· the acquirement of fruitful knowledge•! Meredith is supported·· in ·

this position" 'b,r: M.e:tt·ie· 0 i Blemqu:t:et who'

stat~s-

that tbru· the· proces'

· of-studyin-g, writin-g, and· playing the Bible stories, the chtldren· becQJDe· familiar· with' ·the O:J.d· Testament·· and·· the-·· New Testament-, and the.t
in: thitr wq they learn··to--love· the' Bible as a st·orehoun,·ot

history, and-· ·dramatic

event"• 2 . In

U.t.era.ture,~

her·· book, The Dramat'izati.-on of Bible

Storip, Miller·- ueclares' that- wheB'"children··a-ctuaily·dJoematize· e.

·Bible

story they· are enabled to comprehend··the· life exp...:..eriences··o:r-·the

····-··

1. Of. M-eredith-1 op. c-it•,. P• 19
2.

ot• .International Joumal·ot Religious Education-, March·l9;o,. P• 17
(Article by Mattie 0•

Blomquist)

Hebrew peopleo who ere involved and that euch· a: comprehension bas a
1
vital influence' upon-their· own· standards" and idealS'•
Miss' W·ilson
.
says· that' when"the· children· acthout";an· Old-Testament·· incident•or a_
' New··'l'estament·para:ble·the··impression· is' inde,li.bly·stam'.P8d: upon·tbeir
minds•

2

·.

To bear out this

po~t.

she quotes Clavier who gives the

following· illustration:
1Martha

has· acted the para·ble of the Lost Ooin. Her house
.'was under· the c'hair; her coin was bidden in a crack in the
floor• Martha· has· swept·· and ssarched·'P1 view of· all the
delighted chil_dren; she has found the coin and has shown it
to them• All·to-tgether they have repeated the parable.
Martha will not forget it and neither will the others •' 1

In a· bulletin published by· the· committee on religious educattion of· .
the· NOrthern· Baptist· Oonveuti.on-, it is stated· that thru dramatization
Biblical material takes on new meaning, for if thi-s material is

~o

be

dramatized, the· unfamiliar phraaes··end·cus-toms must be· -stud·ted, in•
terpreted·; and ex-plained •
'

to bear on e·very .day
,

. 4

etlge •

l~e

Then, in that light-, the Bible :may be brought

and

thus become· a: souree"of fruiti'lll knowl•

.

.

In consider·ing ways· in· which the· Bib-le· may· bee made· vital to

children,-; Margaret· Monrad1 ··writing in the Pilgrim Elementary-- Teachelj
suggests-that· the teacher wr/uld do well to utilize the· child's dramatic
instinct ·to accomplish that de·si:red· end.

5

She e.uertB" that in: this

way, thru the use of the- dramatic method; the: child may· 11 live over again

in imagination those· grand olcl tales "

and· that the dramatization may

se-rve to 11 deePen and vivify impressi.ons-llla.de by them and elucidate
their interpreta-tions.u 6 Mies Eggleston, in writing of the dramatization

1.

••••••

'

Dramatization in· the· Church School, P• 6
2/ Ct. Wilson, Dorotby·F.: Child Psychology· and" Religious Education, P• 55
3•. Ibid• • P• 55
4 Of • Bulletint Pageantry in the· School of the Church, P• 10
5· Of. Pilgrim Elementary Teacher, NOv-. 1929. P• 48; (Article by M·onrad)
6 • Ibid. • P• 48;
Cf. Miller:
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of Biblical materials declares~hat such work is carried on for the
' purpose of developing r:i thin the children "an interest in e.nd an under..
standing of great and noble Bible characters to stimulate wo;rthy ideals
and :onotives."

1

In \'lriting along this lilJ.e, Miss Ferris points out that

educational drmnatics, based upon the child's ·natural dramatic instinct
is a splendid means of making the Bible and its people live for children today.

She suggests that dramatic activity may vrell be utilized to give

vividness an\1 reality to much of the Biblical material v1hich might otherwise be difficult to teach to _children.2

She rejoices that thru such

dramatic activity, not only_Bible stories, manners, and customs may be
learned in an unforgettable way, but th::1.t thru this avenue Bible truths
are imparted and "all in the v;ay of joyous play • 113

In concluding this

phase of the discussion it is fitting to call ·attention to Miss Kimball's
view of the matter.

She holds that children should be given an oppor-

tunity to live out the Bible in order that it may not be merely an intellectual experience, but rather, a life experience.

4

Thus, these present day leaders in the field of religious educatiou aff:i:rrn that thru the dramatization of Biblical
may acquire knowledge closely related to his life.

rnaterie~

the child

Consequently, from

this test, made on the basis of Biblicc:.l material, the dramatic method
is deemed an efficient tJ.gency in the rer3.lization of the objective--

••••••
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eggleston, Margaret r;.: The Use of the Story in Religious Education, p. 158
Cf. Ferris: op. cit., P• 21
Ibid., P• 33
Cf. Benton, Rita: The Bible Play Uorkshop, pp. 15, 16
Cf. Kimba~l, Rosamond; The ·iiooing of Rebecca and Other Bible Plays, p. vii
Cf. Benton: op. cit., PP• 14, 15

fruitful knowledge-sought in' the' religious education· of the ·jmior

b)

Attitudes·
Permeating and· underly-ing the·"Seven·object·ives· Proposed as

out·comes·-to· be· des,iTed in· the -r-eligious:· edu:eat.ion of the· junior- -child
·there·· are· several included· by Dr• Betts: in his statement of ·the second
aim· at the··hes:rt· of· religious education:

"Right attitudes; the· religious· warmth# res·poaa·iveness# intere-sts,
~ ideals, loyalties , and enthus ie:sms · which lyad to act ion and to
a true· sense· of· what is mos:t worth· while."
In· view of that; the next" problem· of this discussion logically follows:

In the religi'Ous: education of··the junior child hor111J'lY the· dramatizatioa
ot· Biblical ma:teria:l serve· 'to develop right attitude-a!

Before· e:nswer·ing this question· specifically, it is well to cite
general st·e:tementr wh-ich·· ·wi 11 serve to subetantiate · statements· of a more
detailed nature.

For example; Mrs• Overton' pointe< out tha:t ·drs:matic

expression gives·· the· child· an opportunity to put himself in another's
pos-ition· end· then-to- gs:in· experience· by proz;y. 2 When a child· actuallystrive·s· to int·erpret· a noble character he has· a.. morally uplifting experi•

ence· in that· he' is moved .. by the impu.lse whi-ch . prompted the character
whose experience he is· reliving•?

On

this point, Professor James B.

Pratt··bas written· the following--words:
"so close is the relation between· reaction end feeling, between
~bodily expression and inner··state that· he who imitates another's

••••• ••
1.
2.
,.

Betts• ep. cit•, P• 47
Of'• <mtrton"i op• cit-., PP• 77, 78
Of· Weigle I op. cit., PP• 150, 151
Of· Meredith• op. cit •• P• 195

action, posture, or expression, is likely to share, at least ir.l,eit
cipiently, in the mental attitude thus expressed .... It is more
:important- that he (the child) should imitate actions which are
expressive of religious feelings and thus come to wonder, think,
and feel for himself than that he should learn any amount of
pious words • ·~ 1

-

In a preceding section it was discovered that·'the dramatization
of' Biblical material serves to impart fruitful knowledge •

These state•

mente suggest that the dramatization· of Biblical material also serves to
develop attitudes

glorified~ in

Biblical lore •

2

For example, *hen chil•

dren act out the story of Esther, the girl who takes the title role comes
to realize anew the devotion required on the part of the real Esther• in
working out a dramatization of the story of the Geo,d Samaritan, the parti•
cipants experience the attitudes shown by the various characters, end in
that way they· comprehend anew the meaning of the parable as it is in!

volved in the attitudes shown by the various persons who are represent•
.,d. Those who have portrayed the Nativity scene in a dramatic way will
ever afterward be more interested in and more appreciative of the Christ•
mas story, particularly in their feeling· of adoration for the Ohrist•
child.

To illustrate tliis point,Kiatball sP-eaks of three very lively

junior boys who had been assigned to play the part of the wise men in
such a production.

In the course of the preparation for the play the

boys ·:were· not drilled, but filled with a sense of the sacredness of it
all."

-3

'l.'hru the experience· they· entered into' the a:ttitude of worshiP•

4

••••••
1.
2·
;.

4.

Quoted b3r Whiting, Isa•bel I. a Dramatic Services of Worship, P• x
Of• Mereditli-:1 op. cit., P•- 112
Of • Bet'ts; op. c-it., P• 176
Kimball, Rosamond: The Wooing of Rebecaa and Other Bible Plays, p.6
Of• Ibid., P• 6
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Miss Brockway also illustrates the effect which dramatization of
Biblical material produces upon the attitudes of the participants.
She writ'c'S of a group of junior boys who enacted the life of Daniel
at a week day session of the church school.

After representing the

story in four scenes 3 each of which had ended in an ascription of praise
to God, she then asked them how they might express the meaning which
the story had had for them.
11 Holy,

In response, one boy said:

11 Let 1 s

sing:

Holy 3 Holyl 11 The request for that song sprang out of the drama-

tization of that particular portion of Biblical material showing Daniel 1 s
attitude of praise•

.thus, thru the dramatization, these junior boys

achieved a new and a deeper appreciation of God 1 a holiness and re-o;.··
1

!:>ponded in a desire to praise him.

In this connection, Mise Powell

says that it is one thing for a child

to~

the teacher tell about

the generosity of .I.Javid in sparing uaul 1 s life, but that it is quite
another thing to portray the role of David and in so doing to assume
2

· the generous attitude.

She continues her discussion of the relation

between the dramatization of Biblical material and the formation of
right attitudes by saying that;
11

If we are seeking to get the child to
a religious spirit, how can we better
him really share the life experiences
this God consciousness vivid and ever

live all of his life in
do it than by letting
of people who lived with
present." )

In view of these facts just presented, it is

a~arent

that

thru the dramatization of Biblical material the child may develop

••••••
1.
2•

'5•

Cf. Brockway: op. cit., P• 117
Cf. Benton: op. cit., P• 20
Cf. Powell: op. cit., P• )48
Ibid, P• )48

right attitudes· tt which lead to action and to a sense of what is

- 1
most v1orth while. 11

Consequently, in the case of this second test,

made on the basis of Biblical material, the dramatic method has proved
to be an effective means of,realizing the second objective--right
attitudes- -sought in the religious education of the ju.~ior child.
c)

Conduct
Thus far it h13.s been pointed out that in the

religious education of the junior child the dramatization of Biblical
material serves to impart fruitful klJ.owledge and to develop right
attitudes •

The emphases of the sever,•fold goal established for the

religious education of the junior child which are not contained in
those two objectives are contained in the third
Betts as

11

aL~,

proposed by lJr•

skill in living 11 which he considers as
11 the

power and will to use the religious knowledge and
enthusiams suR.Plied by education in shaping the life
and conduct of the daily J.ii'e···l

In stating the

imp~ications

of this third and last aim, Dr. Betts

'
declares
that it was included in the first two and that it signifies
conduct and ri@1t living.

He announces quite definitely. that

krlow~

~dge

and attitudes achieve their true goals only as they are realized
2
in wor~~y actions and that conduct is the ultimate test of education.
Now, with this in mind, it is possible to proceed to the third test
of the dram::ctic method in relation to the presentation of Biblical
material: In the religious education of the junior child how may the
dramatization of Biblical material serve to promote skill in living?

......

\

1.
2·

J:5etts:--op. cit., P•
uf. Ibi~, P• 46, 47
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Biblical mate?ia:l as a means 'Of· ·realizin~ this· gos:lt

"Dramatization
~

is th& working out by: th·e- child of his c~ructive imag~rS" m 'teftllr ot
1
acti-on.•~ · Re-prbased:, this aimply-means·that· "thru drama:tic-act·ivttq,
knowledge' and· 'a.ttttudes· mq· become· vivid· realit-iEHr to· the· ch-ildren as
·they· portTq theon

In this cOilllel)tion· it· is··importmt· ·to note· the vieP

pcrl:nt1r· ·set~ forth ·by" modem·· educators·· regarding· ·dramatia· activity in
general as en aid· to the acquirement of· -skill in the activities

of liv-

Gracec: Sloan· Overton· writ&tr that· constant practice• is ·nece-ssaryThen she refers to· Weitoni 1
2
a9s&rtiont hat it is possible to learn·· virtue·only thru action.
Conin order to- ac-quire· sld.·ll in conduct•

tmuingthis· discusaion··of the· ne-ces-sity-· for the· transformation ··of·
ideals into actiotr in· order·· to achieve ues·irable- con-duct:. Mrs• Overton

states" succinct·l,-;

11

The dramatic method of ·tea-ching provides· means f~

do·ing· this very·th~-~~- In· this· same connect·ion BagleJ' says that· ideals
'beceme- crystallized in· the

process~

of· dramati'C expression and -that

·oth&r ·.virtues· may in· this way be and-owed· with" 8\tffic ient·· ·emot·iona.l force
as to carry·them thru life as eft'ective contro·ls of conduet•••4 in
thinking f'urther-ot>-the educational value of dramatic acti-vity,Oierlon

••••••••
1.

2•
~·

4.

The P;&ychology~ of· Childhood;, P• 164
Ove,rtoru op. cit., P•. 82
Ibid., P• 82
Bagley• William o. • Ed'!jcational Values;, P• 170

Noraworthy'afld Whitley-;

o.r.

Or r

1 '

1, says

that when the dramatic metbod" i:s used

det'1nitely raised problems may· be ·pre"BentEtct in ·which princi-ples
right· conduct may be· actually emplc:Jy'eci- Thus, the
child gains experience in developing skills in living• l'he dramatic meth-od ·provides a means for getting teaching into· ac'bion.~ 1

11

~gcwerning

-

Mary M. Russell ha1J pat· the; gist· Of this thought· into· these worda·:

mat1:c·s render virtue· real thru· action.•? Profe·ss:or·W'O"Od' agree•
~-

aDra•

P&ri'~ct-

ly with these· authorities for he- also· contend·e that· the- dramat-ic·meth:od
serves to· transfornr principles &f · ethica'l teac-hing-'into·m.ora.l action.
He ·insis-ts that it is by"·means· of· tbis method that· ethical teaching

gathers force·"thru instinct; emotion:, and will and tmm·becomes<·vital
in'·evel'TdtlY' living•~

In· liner· with···tbie· opini®., Meredith~, after· dee-

cla-ring· that educat-ional dramat-ics> serves- to· ··determine character, writes

the·bringing:·int'O· activity
In· view

ot~·this-'

of~e

vital elements composing character•

latowledge must be· put· to·· use thrtl-" dramatic expression-,

and·then·· sympathy'··JDaTfind·an·averme··for- expression, car17ing over into

.

actua-l· conduct •

4

Finally, as ProfelH!or· Wo·od< poin'ts out, it is thrtt' such

living eX'Perience· ae ie made· possible thru d-ramatic·· activity· that cha-racter
5
is really- achie-ved•
This se.mtt· opinion is expre&sed· in theaec··worde by
·the· commil:ltee on'· religious education of th&'<Northern Bapt'ist- 80Dvention;
~'lhe

acting-·of a good deed·

Oll"

the platform tends to stimulat& its

repe-

tition in practical every d~!7 affairs·'~6

••••••
1·· Overton'S op. ci1;., P• 90
Rusee-11;- Me.'17·M-.1 Drama,as· a Faotor in Social Education~ p.- 1,0
-~·· Of. Wood'l· op-. cit., PP• 46, 47
4• Of• Meredith1 op• c-it., P• 19
5. Of. WoodJ op. cit., P• 120
6. Bulletin:: Pageantry in the· School of the ChurchJ An Experiment in
Religious Education, P• 1~
2•
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thru drcJnatic :1ctivity:

the 2. bility tc co-oper·.:tte; a. respect for tl1e

others; "' rJholosome feelhlE; of self confidence; a conquest of self consciousness; ~;.n achievemen-t of self control •1

liiss Povrell, in considering the

dramatic method in relation to skill in living, points out thc:.t thru
the uedimn of drs.rr..atiz?.tion the child is given an opportunity to meet
and solve the problems of other people.
the child is enabled to form his

0\711

She feels th~J.t thru this process

standards and to acquire techniques

of conduct, and th,at 2.s a result, he will achieve nev: a.nd greater skill
in meeting life situations in the right V!ay.2
Tl:ese v.Titers agree

~hat

the dr<:1!llatic method serves to promote

skill in living thru affording experiences in right relationships and
practice in the performance of good deeds.

Other ·writers note that the

dramatic method also serves to promote skill in living 'Jtlten it places emphasis upon the highly undesirable results of evil doing.

Miss Brock-

r:;ay feels that lYhen a child has portrayed the part of an um:orthy character he -riill hate the conduct of such a person to the extent that he
..,

will be held from like actions in his o':'m life • .J

Meredith ·writes with

this very same vievrpoint, asserting tha.t thru dramatic activity lessons
may be learned in the inhibition of wrong conduct.

This experience

will have an importo.nt meo.ning in the child's life as he moves from the
rather controlled environment of the classroom out into the larger and
the uncontrolled environment knovm as "the outside world."

••••••
~.

2.
3.
4•

Cf.
Cf.
Cf.
Cf •

Miller, Elizabeth E.: Dramatization in the Church School, P• 65
Powell: op. cH., p. 348
Brockw~t op. ci~., P• t~3
}!eredJ.:vl • ope C:L • ' P•
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Thus, it appears that tll,ere is unanimous agreement among these educators on the point that dramatic activity is an aid toward the acquirement· of right conduct--skill in living.

Now, after having established these foundation· principles, it is
well to illustrate them by citing actual incidents which bear them out.
~her

book, Church Work Among Juniors, Miss Brockway says that ohil•

dren acquire new ideals as they enact the lives of great heroes, and then
she tells e>f the little Mexican lad

who~

had just finished playing the

story of David as he spared the life of King Saul. As this little boy
waited outside of the mission school building following the class

eess~on,

another child, who was also waiting, annoyed him by little pokes and
~inches•

Instead of retaliating in the way customary in his group, the

little Mexican boy reached· out his hand in a gesture of magnanimity and
then declared:

'I'll not hurt you; I could, but--I'm just like David.1 1

Miss Eggleston tells of' an instance in which- a classroom dramatization
served to. ach-ieve the objective of right conduct in a child 1 s life•

She
.

sws that when the, story of Abraham and Lot we:e- dre.Dl§tized in a certain
class the teacher assigned the major roles to two brothers wha. were al•
ways quarreling, hoping that the playing of the story would produce an
improvement in their conduct•

Several days after the daamatizati.on of

this story· the teacher was greatly delighted to hear the boy who had ·; ..
played the part of Abraham make this·

comment~ 11 1

like thGSe words that

Abraham said: 'Let there. be no strife, I pray thee, between thee and me
for we are brethren• 1 Since we played the story I 1ve thought of those
·-words every time that I started to quarrel with Bill.•~ 2

••••••
1.
2•

Of. Brockwayt op. cit., P• 125
Of. Eggleston;· Margaret W•: nte Use of the Story in Religious Educat-ion,
P• 155

In the light of the data set forth in these immediately p~e

ceding paragraphs, it is only logical to conclude that thru the dramatization of oiblical material the child may acquire skill in living
which will issue in desirable forms of conduct.

From this third test,

on the basis of' :::5iblical material, the dramatic method stands as a
helpful means to be employed in the abhie~ent of the objective--skill
in

living--s~ght

in the religious education of the junior child.

By way of summary it may be said that thru the dramatization of
~iblical

material the child acquires fruitful knowledge, right atti-

tudes, and skill in living; he comes to know his Jjible in such a way
that it 11 may be of actual use to him in life situations • nl
fold test of the

dr~atic

This three-

method on the basis of Biblical material has,

then, at each point yielded the conclusion that the dramatic

m~ethod

is an efficient means of realizing the objectives desired in the religious education of the junior child.
2•

ihru the Use of Missionary Material
Now, at this point, it is well to test the adequacy

of the dramatic method when missionary material is employed as the means
thru which to attain the.objectives desired in the religious education
of the junior _child.
a)

Knowledge
In the religious education of the junior child how

may the dramatization of missionary material serve to inculcate fruitful knowledge?

Since, as was noted in the preceding chapter of this

study, the junior child is a worshipper of heroes, he will eagerly

••••••
1.

Athearn, Walter;

The Church School, P• 265
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reach out· toward· knowledge when it is presented in terms of attractive
personalities•

!roteeeor Wood sugge-st-s that the lives of

mi-ss·i~

heroe-s 6 both of the past and· of the present- age:, are· full of'- dramatic
possibilities which may well be reeognized· by---the' teacher of· religious
educat:tonwho w-ish-es to· ·impart-· missionary k'nowledge'

~

a vita·l fa1thion. 1

The junio:fs int-ense curiosity ,ae discussed in- chapter two1 is a valuable asset·· in the· Presentation of missi.onary mow-ledge, for the junior
child wishes to know about the world- in which he lives-•
junior child :r&sponds- readi:ly-

t~

2

Thus.l the

dramatization tbru whi:ch· he m.q • in a

measure-, satistyc his ·consuming curios-ity- about the- wor-ld as he studies
the· he:bits·;- dre·ss·• and· manner of life common· to--people of· othe-r lands.

;

It is by means· of dramatization ·involving informati-on- -along· thecee- lines

that· the· child may· come to- know- alien peoplee almost as well a:s he lmows
4
himself· and really act· as those others· might act •

In th-is regard •

Mrs• ElizabethMiller·Lobingier -writes that mi-ssionary dramatiz-ation
~:makes

vivid· to· a degree· impos-sible in MlY"- other

meth~-,

the every day

life and experience-s of chi-ldren of· other lands or rs:cia:l groups ... 5
In stating· this same conviction; Miss Powe·ll voices the- opinion· that

when· a group of jun-ior children ha-ve studied about life in India or
in China· and· then· have

~ven·

the results· of· their· ·study" ·int-o· dramatic

form, the lmowledge thus acquired be-comes intimate, vivid, and there-

••••••
1.

Of· Woods op. cit., P·-75

2• Of• HUtton: op. oit., P• 7
,.

4.
5•

Ofe Ibid., P• ;2
.
-Of. International Journal of' Religious Education, February 1927. ·· p-2;
(Article lJ7Eli-sabeth Edland)
Of. Ferris: op. cit., P• 21
Lobingier, Elizabeth-Miller: Informe.lllieeione.ry Drems.tization, P• 7
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fore fruitful, in that it is definitely related to the interests and
comprehension of the

.

ch~ldren

themselves.

The Missionary Education of Juniors

1

Miss Hutton, in her book,

, writes of the relation between

dramatic activity and tbe impartation of

fruitfu~

knowledge regarding

those in other lands· She points out that junior children are led tQward an intelligent conception of those in foreign lands when allowed
to act out in an informal manner some of the customs found in those
regions•

Then she adds that at times this informal demonstration may

be easily develoR.,..ed into a simple play written and staged by the chil•-'
. spontaneous fash'J.on. 2
Ctren
themse 1ves ~n

Although

s~ch

spontaneous

dramatizations are worked out with no audience itt mind, it often happens
that they may be profitably shared with another group in the promotion
of missionary kn~vledge.5
In summarizing the connection between the dramatization of
missionary material and the impartation of fruitful knowledge, it is
fitting to remember that dramatization is one of the most attractive
means of presenting information about the missionary enterprise;

4

that "dramatization furnishes an avenue thru which individuals are able
to actually see and feel missions 11
..

;

5

and that dramatization provides

a channel thru which life in foreign lands and actual conditions o~he
mission fields may be presented in concrete fashion.

6

Thus, it is

apparent that the dramatization of missionary material is a genuinely

••••••

1. Cf. Powell: op. cit., P• )48
2· vf. Hutton: op. cit., pp. 67, 68

5.

vf • International Journal of Religious Education, Fe b. 1927, PP• 25, 24
(Article by Elisabeth Edland)
Of. Ibid.
Meredith; op. cit., P• 205 (Quoting Dr· George Mecklenberg)

6.

cr.

5·

4.

Ibid, P· 215
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useful method in giving the junior child fruitful knowledge- -the first
of the three objectives proposed as soals to be sought in his religious
education.
b) Attitudes
In the religious education of the junior child how may
the dramatization of missionary material serve to develop right attitudes:

In general, it may be said that after a child has engaged

L~

a dramatic project involving a study of peoples of other races, it is
1

only natural that he achieves a growing appreciation of them.
presenting a missionary dramatization which requires search thru

Thru
bod~ks

and pictures in order to learn about the customs, habits, modes of dress,
and ma..nner of life among a certain people, the child comes to thin.~f
2
them in an attitude of sympathetic understanding.
In other words,
the dramatic port:rayal of missionary mater.ial widens the child s experience and deepens his sympathies;) participation in a missionary
dr.ama yields knowledge which reveals the good qualities present in all
races•

4
~1

particular, it must be remenbered that during the junior

stage of life, the child is especially facile in his ability to comprehend and enter into the life of other peoples thru the medium of dramatic
activity.
him a

In view of this, dramatization of

missio~~ry

material gives

rare opportunity to develop an appreciation of all peoples. 5

......
1.
2•

3•

4.
5.

or. Wood: op. citl, P• 164
Of. Candler, Martha: Drama in Religious Service, P• 33
or. International Journal of Religious Education, July--August,l925,
p. 46 \A rticle by nobert Moulton Gatke)
Of. Brocklvay: op. cit., p. 116
Or. Bulletin--Deseo, Mrs • Lydia Glover: Dramatics--ilby and How, p. 4
or. Hutton: op.' cit., P• 8
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As Miss Ferris writes of the utilization of the dramatic instinct in
the missionary education· of" junior~ children· she says that betwtretr the
years·· of ·nine· and eleven : impree&ions are made· and attitudes ·Of· thQUght
assumed· which' will last· thru life .ul
:~

-

In conclud•:tng this· paragrs:pb: con•

.

cerned· with the· functi;on of· dramatic act·ivity in the· realizat-ion of
right att1.tudes toward those· of· other races·, attentiOir is d1.nt·cted· toward
Mrs• Elizabeth· Miller Lobingier 1·s summary of· the matter•

This writer says

that the· dramati;c· method employe-d in missionary· education leads the- child
to a better· understanding· and· appreciat·ion of rac&"e-· other than· his· ·own
and· helps·to· develop· a friendly· attitude toward them.~· _In conclusion
e
she deelBl6._s thatJ ~Atv·method that so- readily leads to the aceomplish~

m.ent of this import~t a-bj ective is to be· commended--and: U!3ed • ~ ~
In these respects, then» the dr-amatization of missionary material

- serves· to develop right att·itude-s• Thus-, it· is evident t-hat in th·ie- way
th·e dramatic meth-o-d· is an effe·ct·ive means of· realizing the· second inelusive objective sought in the religious education of the junior ch-ild•
right attitudes •
c)

Conduct
Thus far it has been seen that the dramatization of mission-

ary material serves to impart fruitful knowledge and also to develop
right attitudes• At this time it is well to test this method on the
basis of missionary· material in regard to the third objective proposed by

••••••
1. Ferris& op. cit., P• ;4
2• Of• LobingierJ op. cit., P• 1
,; Ibid., P• 7
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Dr. Bet.ts--s-kill in living•l
state this quest-ion:

At tbiv·- tim&, thenc, it is apropos to

In the religious education of the junior child

how-may the• dramatization of missionary material serve to promote
skill in living!
In writ·:tng of· the necessity of· the transformation of·knowl•

edge and attitudes· into act-ion in th-e· cave of· mts1rionaty

dramat-izattion~

Miss Hutton declares that when· the junior child has learnetl of· the world
and· its needs and has been stirre-d to a feeling of symPathy# it is neQe'sin deceds~ and' that he ~show· hims·elf a brother and a
.
.
.
.
.
2
he·lper··else it WEn-s better for· h·im that· the impulse bad never· coine• 11
say that he

~react

Then this same- writer pointe out· that the teacher who attempts to devel.op the- true missionary s-pirit of world brotherho-od· and friendship
toward all races must be alert t·o- the evidences of that spirit as the
children of'· her group• actually mingle with those of other races in their
home communities} Just at this point dramatt·ic act-ivity is useful ·in :
serving to break :down the pre-judices · · · 'lbicb'· prevent children from

k-

carrying- over the missionary-- spir-it into actual conduct as they meet
with those from: other countries.4 Mrs• Deseo gives· this concrete example of the use of the dramatic me-thod as an instrument to achieve the-express-ion of the missionary attitude in behavior·. She says that· a group
of junior· children who lived near to a large park displayed c·ontempt for

the Italian caretaker, even going so

far~

as -to· call him 0 Dago"-.

Their

teacher, sensing this, guided them in a dramatization .of the play, "The

••••••
1. Of· Bettu op. cit., P• 47
Hutton-: op. cit., P• 46

2•

,.

4.

Of• Ibid•• P• 110
Of• Vieth: OP• cit., PP• 21~, 214
Of• Ohurch Sc·hool Journal, November 1927, P• 585
(Article by ~dia Glover Deseo)
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-

.

.

dren of their· own age who came to respe·ct'" and adm±nr the Ita-limqnan who

courxtTY' as Columbus-,- a statue, of ·wbom:·wa'B soon· to··be unveiled· with wch
honor•

As a· re-sult· of-· that dramatic experience·• th-e·

childret~·who·

-parti-

ci:pe:te·d- in tha play· developed an ent-ire:ly new ·attitttd-a-· aml behavior
pattern toward the··Italian·
:caret'Sker·, never calling··b:im· J'De:go" ·a-gain•
.
•"'

1

-~

Mi:Bs Edland pre-s-ents an illustrat·ion·which· is a clos&· -para-11&1 to· the

whO' displaye-d any'thing· but· th-e·

mi~sionary-·

spirit of·· world fr·ien'tslrlp

tol'HU"d Tony, the little Italian boy in his clasB'e

Ylh~m

the· -group played

the··story·Of- Columbus;, the teacher.r knowing the· situati.on, ehose-•-H,Jlrry
and: not.. ·Torv- to play-thee role of·· tire· great explorer-•

As time· went

Harry"s' a'PP!"ec-iatiorrof· Ooluarbus-·grer by lea·p&" and bounds•
the teacher· sa-id:

~Barry;J

-

=•

On& day when

do you know that our Toey"· cam~ from the -land

of Clolumbust~, Harry was amazed•

However·, the dramatizati.orr. ·brought the

-

-

desired results in Harry's conduct; for from--that· day onward his treat•
ment of· 'l'OD¥ we:s ilJaccord with the"missionary· attitude-. 2

"'-us, in -the-

light· of· the ee· last· st·atem.ents- and· iilustrations 1t is· evident that the
dramatization· of·missionary·materials (supp~emented as the situation requires) serves to· develop,. skill hrliving.
In i:Onclttding thi1t··eecond· portivn:,·of··the chapter-· it mq bEt said that this- threefold test of' the· dramatic me-thod· on the basi-s of mission-

••••••
1. Of. International, Journal of' Religious Education, January 1929, P• 22
2•

(Article by Mrs• Lydia Glover :Qeseo)
·
Oaildren·' s Dramatizations, PP• 16, 17

Of• Edland. Elisabeth•

e.ry material, has-, then, at each· poi.nt- yi:e-ld:ed·thEJ oenclus·icm 'that the

-

dr'amati:c m.ethod ·tr in ·this way·, an effecti.ve·-mesns of·Tea:lizing th·e
.

object-ives of· fruitfu·l k:nowle-dge-, right· attitudes, and skill in livingeDdesired in the religious education of the j1mior child•

III.

Summary-·
The purpaae·· o;t."- thiS'· chapter· has be-en tcr stud.T the dramatic

method~ as·

a· n:reans

of~TeW1izing·

certa·in me:j or· objectives- sought · in ·the

religioUS'' education· of· the junior· child· At the· very outset of this
chapter the· seven objective-s praposed· for·the··religious educat-ton··of·
the junior· child were, 1 isted- ·and then reduced' to ·the·:tr· thretr etJ:eefltial
elements,-namely, fruitful

knowledge~

right att·itudes, and skill in

livint·.,· Then· two type·s of· material-Bib-lical and· mi'ssionarr--were
selected· as Dle'dia: thru· which the dramat-ic method might be tested· as to
its efficacy in'· achieving-the essential element's· sought in the reli•
gious education of·· the · junior child. The·· first portion· of the· chapter
centered· around the· question·:

In· the rtt'ligious education of the junior

child how may the drBlD8:tization· of Biblical material serve to- inculcate
fruitful knowledge·• to develop right· attitudtts·, and to promote skill
in livingt· Then· these tl'I'O·te·sts·, both-of-a threefol-d nature·• yielded
the same· ·type· of" result in all instane&s• leating·tct·the· conclusion·
tbe:t ..the dramatic methGd

meai1s, of·

realizing~

.!!.•

by empirical verification, an· efficient

the major objectives sought in the religious edu-

cation of the- junior child.
Thus fe.r in this study of the dramatic method in the- religious

education of the junior child these facts have been brought to light:

51
l• AocorcU.ng to h-istorical datil', the dramatic

method~

has been

an effec"'t'ive·meantJ ot-·realiz:lngthru the use of·various materials the
major- objecti.veec• s-ought· in· all religious- educat-ion.
2•

Accord·ing to psychologic-al data regarding

th~

l'lfrl,ure of· the

junicn-· child and· the conet·ituente· of· the dramat-ic im-pulse';, the· dra•
mat·ic metnod· 113

1f~ll

ada-pted for use in the religious education of the

junior-child·
~·

According to a study of· data· found in modern· textbooke· re-

garding the objectives, sought· in the religious education af·· the junior
ohi:ld- and· the· outcomes achieved' thru the use· of the· drmnati'c method·, it
wasc discovered that this method· is an efficient· means· of realizing the
objectives desired·. in the re-ligious education· of the junior child·
Thus, thru this foregoing study it has been· shown that the dra•
mat·ic· method;, discerningly used, is an efficient agent in the religious
educa-tion of the junior child•

The follow-ing chapter will be devoted to

a cons-ideration· of guiding principles· which are listed by modern writers ·
in connection with the use of the dramatic method in religious education.

Chapter IV
Guiding Principles Relative to the Use of the Dramatic Method in the
Religious Education of the Junior Child

I.

Introduction

The first chapter of this study indicated that the dramatic method
has been an effective means of realizing certain major objectives sought in
all religious education throughout the ages • Following this g-eneral treatments the dramatic method Ylas then s.....tudied in relationship to the ju.-rlior
child.

A comparative study of data from modern text books regarding the

nature of the junior child and the content of the dramatic impulse led

to

the conclusion that the dramatic method is specifically adapted for use
in the religious education of the junior child·

ln the first two chapters,

then, the validity of the dramatic method as a means of religious education was established: first, on general, historicel, and then next, on specif-_·ic, psychological grounds• The third chapter 1 was devoted to a study of
/
the potentialities of the dramatic method as a means of meeting the objectives sought in the religious education of the junior child.

From an examine....

tion of materials found in modern text books and in current periodicals on
religious education it was discovered that the objectives sought in the reli...
gious education of the junior child may be achieved thru the use of the
dramatic method.
Now 1 after these considerations, it is fitting to search for guiding principles which pertain to the use of the dramatic method in the religious education of the junior child.

In view of that, the succeeding para-

graphs will be devoted to a presentation of suggestions made by modern
religious educators regarding the use of dramatic activity.

A detailed

study of these various suggestions will be carried forward with the hope
of bringing to light principles which modern religious educators deem as
of basic importance relP-tive to the use of the dramatic method in reli•
gious educe,tiono
II.

Principles
a.

G~erning

the Use of Dramatic Activity in Religious

~ducation

Fundamental Postulate
A survey of modern text books on religious education reveals that

the child centered emphasis of modern pedagogy (as noted in a previous chapter)is of outstanding significance.

This emphasis is in striking contrast to

many of the older systems of educe.tion which were material centered, or
teacher centered, or method centered, but rarely child centered·

Various

writers indicate that this stress had a marked effect on dramatic work in
education.

Grace

~loan

Overton calls

atte~tion

to the fact that in the

past, dramatic activity was not child centered; under the old educational
scheme, the child became merely a puppet in the dramatic performance; he
was, controlled by the director, having no idea v;hat the drama was all about
save that he must do

the director's bidding

L~

order to please the audience.

Elizabeth Miller speaks of the older method in much the same •.vay, character.;;.izing it as a formal exercise which was superimposed upon the child by an
adult; as a system L11 which children were trained in order to entertain
adult spectators which meant that the dramatization as such became an end in
2

itself •

Formerly such a method as

that was cons.idered perfectly legitimate

••••••
1.
2•

Of. Ove.rton: op. cit., P• 105
Of. rililler, Elizabeth E.: Dramatization in the Church

Schoo~,

p. 7

1
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for it Yras consistent nith the then prevailing concept of educcttion.

To-

day, however, the modern educator begins '.':ith the child Etnd works outnard
\7ith him to,::ard a constantly enlarging .experience .1
the child is o£ supreme imp6x·tance.

At the present time

With this new conception o£ the center

of the educational process, a change has been inevitable in the theory
and practice relating to dramatic activity as a method in religious education.

It may be· said th:?.t e.s e. direct result of this modern pedagogical

emphasis upon a child centered program, dram.s., as utHized in religious
education has been re-christened and is nor! knoym as

educations~

dramatics.

In the words of :Meredith:
"Educational dramatics purposes to select, control, and develop
the impulses of the indi vidua~ 11hi ch naturally ~md spontaneously
find expression in dramatic activity."2
Following the above definition, the some YTiter proceeds to

~:urther

de-

.scribe this child centered raethod by decl9.ring that it is a very n:::.tur:::ll
mee.ns of te3.ching in that it har:wonizes with the child's instinctive desj-res and that it attracts the vrhole attention of the child to such an extent that he actually lives out for the moment the life ·which he is por ..
traying.3
Thus, with the rise of educational. dramatics, Sh2.kespeare 1 s immort2l
phrase, "The
thing., 114

ple~y's

the thing•; has been revised to read, "Thtr pupil's the

By ·cay of sum.mary at this point it may be s<:>.id thD.t on the basis

of "Gne materie.l cited above, the modern teacher y;ho employs the dramatic

••••••
1.
2..
3.
4.

Cf. Overton: op. cit .. , P• 105
L:ereclith: op.. cit., p. 54
Gf. Ibid., Pe 55
Cf. Int0rnationc~l Journa~ of :i:i.eligious Education; January, 1929, P•
(Article by Lydia Glover Deseo)
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method is supremely concerned that it shall be employed in order to promote
the development of the child, rather than to stage an interesting p.....ublic
performance; that dramatization in education is no longer an end, but is
simply a means used in the achie~ent of a far greater end, which) is, according to Mrs. Lydia Glov!j:lr Deseo 11
was before• 11

1

11

to leave the child more Christ-like than he

Thus, this study has revealed that present day educators

ha.....Ye re-instated drama in education under the term

11

educational dramatics 11

with its predominemtly child centered aim,; approach, and method.
Such data as has been given above leads to the enunciation of a
fundamental postulate, namely;

Drame.tic activity employed in the religious

educe.tion of the junior child must always be child centered in every respect.
B.

Related Principles
I

Now, after having found that present day educators base all their
pedagogical theory and practice on this child centered foundation, it is
well to pause for a consideration of their emphases which relate to and grow
from this view.
1.

Concerning Gradation
One of these emphases is in regard to the matter<>f

gradation, ·and as such falls into two general divisions:

gradation in re--

spect to the instinctive tendencies of the child and with respect to the mental characteristics of the child.
a)

With respect to the instinctive tendencies of the child
In this regard, Betts and Hawthorne write that

dramatic activity must not only be child centered in general, but must also
be child centered in particular by being so organized and utilized that it

••••••
1.

Interne.tional Journal of Religious Education 11 January 1929, p. 22
(Article by Mrs. Lydia Glover Deseo)
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fs

adapted to the child at each stage of his development.

1

Mrs • Grace

Sloan Overton writes that since each stage of the child; s life is cha!1"'
acterized by certain needs and capacities peculiar to that specific
stage, the teacher must discerningly select materials and types of dramatic
2
activity appropriate for each stage.
In such a. selection it must be ·
constantly borne in mind that there is wide variation in the expression
of the dramatic imR_l.:llse at different stages in the child 1 s life and
that what might be appropriate for the kinder,g;arten child would be high...
ly Ul1suitable for the junior child.)
clares that :the

dra.m~;ttic

In this respect, Miss Edland de-

method must be as carefully graded as any other

method used in the teaching process.

.She points out the absolute necessity

of gradation in connection with subject matter and is seconded in

4;

emphasis by Mrs. Overton referred to above •

t.)lis

'l'he latter writer, in speak*

ing_ of the adaptation of ma.Jerial says ·that when the child is very
young the 'id.eal material for the basis of his dramatic activity lies within the range of his every day life

~ithout

reference to historical setting.

As he grows older, dramatic characters and events may be chosen from an
enlarged circle 1 _while still later on, specific phases of Biblical literature,·history, and morality may be chosen with a focus of attention

q

the historic setting, manners, customs, and laws involved.

upon

In writing

of the child 1 s natt..tral ways of expression, i1dss Ed land points out that

••••••

or.
or.
5· cr.
4. cr.
1.
2·

5.

Betts and Hawthorne ; op. cit., P• 557
Overton: op. cit., P• 105
Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• 2)1
Edland, Elisabeth: Children's Dramatizations, P•
(;f. Overton: of. cit., P• 107
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the child's first

w~y

of expression is thru gesture; this is followed by

tonal responses and later on takes the form of words and finally issues in
a combination of all three modes of

exp~·ession.

1hese variations accord-

ing to appropriate materials and various modes of expression result

in

the gradation of dramatic activity with reference to the dramatic form
employed, proceedL1.g from the pantomime to the play and then to
pngsant.

l

the

ttThe form used should always be one which is natural to the

children for their period of play. II

2

Thus, on the basis of the above material

gathered from text-

books written by leaders in the field of religi8us education, it is
possible to deduce this guiding princip:}.e relative to the use of dramatic activity in connection with religious education:

Dramatic activit;y

employed in religious education must be adapted to the child in respect
to his instinctive .tendencies at each stame of his development.
Now, after having established this general principle as it
applies to the use of the dramatic method in all religious education, it
is now possible to relate that same principle to the religious education
of the junior child.

In the second chapter of this study

a comparison

was made betv:een the nature of the junior child and the content of the
dramatic impulse with the result that it was discovered that the two
coincide in such a . ay as 'a ve.lide.te the psychological soundness of the
·dramatic method in teaching the junior child.

With this theoretical

foundation as a basis it is well to build a superstructure composed
elements visible thru actual Practice.

••••••
1.
2·

Of. Edland; op. cit., p. 7
Of. Ferris: op. cit., P• )8
Edland: op. cit., P• 9
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'l'o re-state this same thought, it
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is important to

consider precise points at which drametic activity is

to be modified and adapted with reference to the religious edycation of
the junior child.
it was pointed out in the second chapter that the junior child
a creature of intensive activity.

is

Thus, in using the dramatic method

for the religious education of the jtm.ior, the te:;::,ch -r must constantly
keep this in mind, remembering that long complicated materials cannot
be employed since they would
active junior's power•

requir~

a period of attention beyond the

Bec2use of this it rs best to choose a single

incident or a short scene as the center of the junior 1 s drFJne.tic
activity.

.m viev1 of this

f'ccc~

it is always preferrable to v1ork for a

brief psriod with interest at white heat rather than to labor thru long
sessions while the children become restless and show a lagging of inter~J~t.

A~

the teacher proceeds to use the dramatic activity the junior's

exuberant energy must be allowed to exP,,,,,ress itself in a helpful we:y at
each point in the procedure •
tion relative to a given

For example, in working thru the conversa-

ep~isode

the children themselves should be

en-

couraged to participate actively, using their Bibles to find the original
1
wording and then allowed to re-word i t in their own v;ay.
'l'hus, this
specific quality of activity, characteristic of the junior child, means
an adaptation of dramatic activity as it is employed by the teacher of
religious education.
Closely allied with the ·jill"l:~or 's tendency to act is his tendency
to construct.

Since the junior is naturally prone to make things it is

••••••
1.

Cf. Ferris: op. cit., P•

35
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possible for his teacher to
dramatic work.

capitalize his manipulative interest thru

Anyone ;-;ho has ever worked Yli th junior boys and girls

knows that at this age they are pa.rticularly interested in making the
scenery and costumes for their· dramatizations•

1

Despite certain liroita-

tions of/skill they are able to design and fashion their own costumes
2
in a simple manner•
For exalllple, boys and girls of this age to.ke
keen delight in studying the Tiesot pictures in order to find out what
kinds of clothing vrill be appropriai!e for those rep..... resenting Siblical
characters •

They eagerly search and ingeniously contri-e as they fashion

such cof;3tumes for their plays .5

Again, the junior 1 s peculiar a:?:e response

means an adaptation of the dramc·tic program arranged for him.
In the second chapter it was pointed out that the junior is not
only prone to act and to construct, but that he is also prone to investigate, due to his insatiable curiosity.

A recognition of the pres-

ence of this trait of curiosity h1 the make-up of the junior child is of
utmost importance as the teacher seeks to adapt dramatic activity to
meet the junior's particular needs and interests.

At the jQ~ior age,

the child is no longer contented to merely dream about an imc,ginary worldj

4
instead, he longs to know the real world.
zation this bent to

11

In connection with dr.funati..... -

find out things 11 may well lead to the study of

manners and customs of people represented in the bit of drama which is

••••••

1.

Of. Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• 2;54
Of. Edland 1 Elisabeth: Principles and 1'e chnic1ue in Heligious Dramatics,

2·

Of. Powell: op. cit., P• )54
Of. Ferris: op. cit., P• 55
Of. Overton: op. cit·, P• 60
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studied.

1

Vlhen Biblical material is used, inquiry into Bible manners,

customs, geography, and history may prove to be an intris~ing quest•

2

Again, it is clear that this instinctive tendency of curiosity must be
considered in planning the entire program of· religious activity for the
jrmior child.
Tr..e developing e.esthetic sense of the jrmior_,as described in

a

previous chapter 1 must be recognized by the teacher who would adapt
dramatic activity to the jrmior child.

At this period children may well

be encouraged to create their own plays, basing these plays in some cases
upon stories told to them and at other times upon their own findings on
assigned subjects.)

As they do this cree.tive work they may be led to

put their own original dramatic arrangement into as beautiful Englisl; as
possible.

4

1bru such experiences they may find a satisfaction in their

longings for perfection and harmony of form.
The jrmior children 1 s interest in heroes meg_ns in turn, that dramatic activity
element.
profit 11

11

pla~~ed

for

the~

must be unusually rich in the heroic

This interest in heroes and heroines may be utilized with

by the religious educator.

the lives of great men and

11

5

Boys of this ame like to portray

the currents of emotion which tingled thru

the nerves of these men and made them great will stimulate their understudies to • • ·honorable action. 11

6 In this instance, also, dramatic

••••••
1.
2•

5•

4.
5.

6.

Of. Po we 11 : o p. cit • , p. )54
Of. Ferris: op. cit., P• 35
Ofo Meredith: op. cit., P• 71
Of. Edland, Elisabeth: Principles and Technique in Religious Dramatics, P• 64
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Of. Lobingier: op. cit., P• 15
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activity must be adapted to the junior's tendency--this time to his
tendency to worship that which is heroic.
The gang epitit, so characteristic of the junior, is described
by Meredith as a quality which makes it possible to undertake dramatic
activity on a larger scale than hitherto
education of the ju..YJ.ior child.

p~ossible

in the religious

The junior t s spirit of group loyalty

becomes at this stage a brand new asset which may well be utilized
1
thru.dranntic activity in the program of religious education.

In summarizing the content of the irnGmediately preceding paragraphs it may be said that these six points considered are focal points
in the relationship between the instinctive tendencies of the junior
child and the program of dramatic activity, namely,.; ·she junior 1 s propensity to act, construct, and investigate; his interest in the aesthetic
and in the heroic; and his gregariousness•

If the teacher of religi4us

education notes these instinctive tendencies of the junior and provides
a properly adapted program of dramatic activity he may direct the expression of these ju.YJ.ior tendencies
11

along lines that will idealize morally heroic conduct, teach
right attitudes toward God, human bein~s, and the animals
and fix wholesome habits of behavior. 11

p)

With respect to the mental charact@ristics of
the child
As was stated before, present day writers discuss

the gradation of drame.tic activity in respect to the mental characteristics of the child.

In this ref,ard Betts and

He~thorne declar~

••••••
1.
2.

Of. Weigl~, 1. A.: The Pupil and tre Teacher, pp. )0--))
vf' • Meredith . o p. cit • , p • 72
1'/ood: op. cit., p. 58
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is only when a player is put into situations '<<hich resemble or which
are alcL'I'l to his own life (~nd thus within his comprehension) that he is
.
1
able to achieve entrance into new and larger ree.lms of life•
orockway points out that with this enlargement of experience will come a
growth of understanding and sympathy.
life

~e

2

At most periods in the child's

is able to apprehend the abstract only as it is presented in

terms of the concrete; he can embrace an ideal or an attitude only after
he has actually observed and imitated a person who has performed a deed
illustrative of that specified ideal or attitude)
~bilities

ihus, the mental

and capacities of the child at each stage must be carefully

considered by the religious educator who desires to use the dramatic
method.
Then, in the lig_h.t of this conclusi::m resulting from an examination of the above views, the follovling principle may be evolved:

Dra-

matic activity employed in religious education must be adapted to the
child in respect to his mental charecteristics at each stage of his
development•
No;·;, at this point, it is fitting to relate this general prin-

ciple to the junior child in particular, considering his general

~ental

characteristics which must be noted wl.th reference to the use of dramatic
activity in his religbus education.

In the text. book, :Psychology of

••••••

2·

ur.
ur.
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1.

Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• )61
Overton: op. cit., P• 106
Lobingier: op. cit., P• 9
Raine, James Watt: Bible Dramatics, P• 7
Brockway:op. cit., P• 116
Overton: op. cit., P• 106

.uhildhood· by Norsworthy ..a.lJ4 Whitley, the authors summarize the junior's
mental characteristics in this <7ay:

his creative imagination, construct-

ive imagery and attempts to imitate are not idealistic, but realistic;
his memory is poncrete, rather than abstract; his interest in history is
centered around deeds rather than motives or movements; his ideas of
conduct are seldom generalized; his ideas of morality are always related
to the concrete and the immediate; his grasp of aesthetic and ethic::::l

1
values is· possible only when these values are made specific and concrete.
In viev1 of these mental characteristics peculiar to the junior
child, his religious tre,ining thru the avenue of drame.tic activity must
be imparted thru types of dramatic activity which embody the desired
ideals and virtues in a form v1hich is realistic, concrete, pragmatic,
specific, and immediate, rich in action and feeling rather than in ideas

.

and abstractions•

2
2•

Concerning Adaptation
n

study of modern textebooks regarding the use of

the drematic method in religious.education reveals that various leaders
write of the adaptation of dramatic activity.

'l'his matter is consider-

ed with respect to the individual child, vdth respect to the child's entire program of religious education, and

~'lith

process of the child 1 s free expression.

At this time, then, it is well

respect to the normal

to ex:amine the materials presented on these p......oints, studying them in

••••••
1.

Of. Norsworthy and Whitley: op. cit., PP• )04; 250, 304

2•

6f. Ibid., P• 249
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the order

naJI.l&d•

a)

With re•pect to· the individual child
In writiBg of this emphasis ·upon the individual

child :Mislf Powel-l sqs that f
"Although-· oert11.in ·tendencies· t~action appear in almost
·~every 6hild at about the same age·, nevertheless instinctive
reactions can never completely account for sn:y person• We
are above all els&, individuals, and each personality offers
a new' problem• ~~ l

-

In view at this truth1 then·, children 1 e individual d:i:ff'erencee · JDB¥. not

be ignored·, but must· be taken into· acccnmt•

Pre•ent day educators in

writing or- the· use of· dr8Dlat·1c activity in·· religioua education are unanimo~

in this· imdstence that the individual child shall not be

swallowed: up in theoretical classifications• :Miss· Russell seye in this
ree-pectc

".1'11f1..1.7 child1 s needs must be

considered•~ 2 PrOfessor Wood

asserts that as the lea-der proceeutr he· must use dramatic· activity ·
only wbere it will serve to

ca'~italize·

the instinctive t.endenciee .of

each individual
his group and that the underlying motive -of that
-method"
should be- the development·
good conduct, right att-itudes and
in

of

1

Ohristia:n living on the Part of~ child under hie leadership.;

-

Meredith tells the·. teacher that he must neve-r fail to regard-each ch·ild
under his direction, while Edland is a little more specific by> de4
claring that every child must' have a part in the dr8Dla:tization.
lhen a teacher thinks of each· personality- with·in his· group
in tbe light of the above statements he will give special ·attention not

••••••
1.
2•

;.
4•

Powell·a op. cit• ,· P• ;5
Russells op. cit•, P• 91
or. Wood-: op. cit. I P• .58
Of • lleredithi op. cit-. 1 P• 85
Of• Edla:nd 1 Elisabeth& The Children's King-, P• 11
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only to individual abilities, but also to individucl needs. Formerly,
when drarnatic activity was organized c:ith the viev; of pleasing an audience, the individuals of native ability v1ere given primary considerat ion, while those of lesser gifts were forced into the background.

Since

the rise of educational dramatics in Yihich drmnatiza.tion is carried on
for the education of the individuals rather than for the entert'-dnment of
the spectators the teacher centers her dre.rnatic prograrn e.round each of the
individual children with a ·view of developing their latent abilities
and meeting their needs. 1

Since the teacher who uses clrmnatic activity
2

'\':ishes first and foremost "to teach children s.nd not to produce plays 11 ,

great care nmst be 'exercised in the assignment of parts. For this reason,
it is sometimes 17ell for the teacher to select arbitrarily

cer~c·:.in

chil-

dren to tc.kefcertain roles, not bece.use they are able to perform them
especially YJell fror.1 a purely artistic stc.ndpoint, but becmse in their
own lives they need the
In

~ch

e~perience of interpreting a certain character. 3

experiences in which the child assumes the role of another char-

acter he may

b~

grea'tly blessed in feeling the beauty and depth of this ,.

una"t' his O':m cha.racter is "n10lded
other person's life to such an extent ..L1

and strengthened and the eyes of his spirit openecl."Ll

In the words of

Edith Lovell Thomas, such an experience gives the child an
"for the practice of right deeds and kindly graces."

5

op~!ortunity

Miss Thomas con-

tinues by saying tha.t in assigning the various parts to the different

.......
1. Of. li'i:iller, Elizabeth E.: The Dro..mr1.tiZation of Bible Stories
(Introduction \·:d.tten by E. S •.Ames, P• 2)
2. Edl8.nd, Elisabeth: 'rhe Children's King, p. 10
3. cr. Ibid., P• 14
4. Kimball: op. cit., p. 8
5. Thomas, Edith L.: "IJusic, Drruna, <md Art in Religious Education"
from: Studies in Religious Education, p. 231
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reminds

bilities of the ve.rious
charac~ers

tea.cher to the

be given by

attention

11er

rectder s tlle,t

in the 02.se of some of the 11 weaker

may re

be assigned to the parts of' a villai.."'10t.ts or
ive character, the repreeento.tions of v1hich mey have a detrimental
inf'
book,

showin3,:

.Jhildren 1 s Dre.matizations

an

effect vkdch dr::·rna.tization may have upon individual
of the gro1zth which ccLile in this v1e.y to

and development, tell

Ohira•

1

gives

s

Ohi:ra lived in the r.idst of squalor and sordidness
the good and the beautiful cexne thru a

where her only· contact

After one of these hours r1hen an old velvet dress had been used

hour.

e.s the queen 1 s robe in the story playing, Chire lingered behind the rest

to touch the robe

and softly.

was arrested by the expression

o:{

did

'
i\.S

eo,

the teacher

wistful longin;; in the girl's eyes and

at the next story hour, Ohira was sseigned the Part of queen.
was awkv;ard, ungc.inly, and extremely self conscious.

As t

grew in grace, ease, and poise; at the final
1s

·went on,
ehe took

were me.n:r other girls who could have 1-'J.S.ndled

part 1 al thougp

the part in a much more pol

fashion.

The tee.cher wanted Ohira to

have the part, however, bece.use it meant more

2
one member of the group.

True, she

to~

than to any other

Follovdng this account, Miss Edland sull'lills.rizes

the point of her illustre.tion by saying:
11

0hildren are given parts in a dr<:u:aatization, not because they
are fitted to play them well, but because the playing of j;.he
part vliH be an aid in some phase of their devAloptnent. n "

••••••
L
2·
)•

J.horuas,. J!,di th Lovell: op. cit • ., P• 2)1
lt;dland, Elit;abeth; Children 1 s Drarrtatizations, pp. 1--)
Ibid,,p. 4
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In another book,

The Ohildren 1 s King , Miss Edland rephrases the same

thought in this v;e:y:
do not teach children something .hich they already
which they can already do. ·;le teach those who do not
who cannot do •••• J.t is not the value of the child to
that guides our selection, but the value of the part
child· 11

11 'ile

know or
know and
tne part
to the

Meredith even goes so far as to assert that in educational dramatics
the child may well be cast for a part for which he is dramatically un...
2
suited, provided that the Part furnishes a stimulus in desired growth.
In' 'I'he Book of Play Production, Milton M. Smith stresses this same

idea by referring to the
ple:ying a part that

tc~kes

11

edu cational value that lies in the student 1 s
him out of

h1mself 1~~

such as a bashful boy

assuming the role of a ~r~ggart, or "" t9o forvmr9. gi7~ interpreting

.4
the part of a timid co1.mtry cousin.

Miss Ferris expresses the same

conviction by advising her reader that it is better to have the shy
child play the part of a bold person in order that he may become more
corifident, rather .than to have the self confident child take the same
5
role which would be natural to him.
Mattie Crabtree Blomquist declares
that when a child, thru the process of drcmatization, achieves an understanding and a love of a noble Christian character he will experience

"'

a broadening of S;}tillpathy and a deepening of spiritual life·
By way of surmll2.ry it may be said at this point that present day

••••••
l. Edland, Elisabeth: The Ohildren 1 s King, P• 17
2 •. Of. Meredith: op. cit •, P• 125
Smith, Milton M.: The Book of Play Production, P• 29
Of • Ibid • , p• 29
rerris: op. cit., P• 19
International Jounnal of Religious Education, March 19)0, P• 17
(Article by M attie Crabtree Blomquist)
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educators feel that the teacher dare not rest content when he has chosen
a form of drametic activity deemed appropriate in general for the average
child of a particular age group; that it is essential to move from the
large, rather vague circle enclosing
to a smaller circle enclosing
the individual child is

Q~ique

11 Billy 11

11

the junior child 11 , for example,
of

11 F'anny 11

J that in the last analysis

and of supreme importance•

Thus, the

testimony of the authorities cited above serves to unfold this third
gu&.iiling principle applicable to the use of dramatic activity in the reli""'
gious education of the junior child:

Dr~natic

activity employed in reli-

gious education must
be adapted to the needs of the individual child.
,,.,..---b)

'Uith respect to the child's entire program of/
religious education
As was said at an earlier time in this discussion,

presen-'"-day writers consider the adaptation of dra111e.tic activity with
respect to the child 1 s entire progrom of religious education.

Betts and

Hawthorne, in writ,ing along this line, say that sometimes dramatic activity
is spasmodically employed in order to stimulate lagging interest in the
regular program of the church school.
into an already full curriculum.

1

;:;ometimes it he_s been crowded

At other

t~es,

it has suffered at the

hands of unwise enthusiasts who have used it upon any and every possible
occasion r:ithout discri:uination.

In such instences as these, dramatic

activity was brought into the church school program as a separate feature
and sto_pd quite unrelated to the other features and to the total unit.
In speaking of this unfortunate state of affairs in which drematic expression was not connected with instruction·, Grace Sloan Overton avows J

••••••
1.

Of • Bet,ts and Hawthorne: op. cit • , P•

553
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"There must at least be an attempt to secure correlation between
the instruction and the expression. The teaching may be excellent,
but ~o unfreleted to the expression that it cannot be assimilated.ni
At this point

~~s.

Overton illustrates her thought by saying that a

missionary drama which actually gre•w out of a mission study course
.. auld be much more meaningful than if it were introduced out of a clear
.
. t •2
s.ky as an ~dependent
prOJec

.Miss Ferris is also of the same opinion,

for she remarks that dramatic activity must always be considered as a
concrete part of the program of religious education; that it must never
be regarded as a mere incident, but instead "should be constructively
correlated v1ith the educational program as a whole ."3

All of these

statements are related to the modern aim of religious education as it
strives

11

to meet the full needs of the individual to be taught 114 •

Since

this can be accomplished only thru a diversified, yet unified program
of religious education, all the various proposed activities must be
harmonized and correlated •

In view of this, dramatic activity has a

right to a place in the program of religious education only as it is related to the "constructive projects of the departments and their courses
of study 115 , assuming that such projects are related to the whole life
of the child and not to just a mere portion of it.
From the presente.tion of the above views held by various leaders in the field of religious education, it is possible, then, to discern another guiding principle which is ap"'plicable to the use of the

......
1.
2•

3•

4.
5.

Overton: op. cit., P• 94
Of • Ibid • , p. 94
Ferris: op. cit., P•
Overton: op. cit., ~· 93
Ferris: op. cit., P• 3
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the dramatic method in the religious education of th·e junior childl
Dramatic activity employed in religious education must be an integral
part of the· child's entire program of religious eduee:tion•

.Now, passing from the statement

of this pr'inciple, it is well

to give cons·id·eration· to its· e:p,;..plieation• In other words, it is wise to
note sp...ecific, concrete ways in wh'ich dramatic vr&rk

5

be made an in--

tegral part Of the child 1 s entire program· -of religious education. Because
of this, the following par~gra~ will be devoted to a study of the

manner in which dramatic activity may be introduced. into- the program of
religious education, not· as a separate unit, but as an integral part of
the work carried on· in already existing units•
Professor Wood advocates the use of dramatic activity in the class
instruction period of the church· school, suggesting that the informal
1
method of procedure is the most· suitable in such- a situat-ion•
Miss
Ferrie, in writing Of the place of dramatic activity in relation to instruction gives an example of a group studying Old Testament history •
.She suggests that at the outset a play centering around a group

of Old

"testament characters may be selected and then studied in connection with
the regular lesson•

In the course of such a study attention would be

accorded to each character from two approaches-that of the lesson ma•
. terial itself and that of· the play. As a result of this"louble barreled
attack0 the imp._reseion made by the study would be clarified and deepened.2 Meredith writes of the value of using dramatization in connection

••••••
1. Of· Vlood; op. cit., P• 51
2• Of. Ferris~ op• cit., P• 12
Of. Powell: op. cit., P• 101
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with instrv.ct ion in these terms •
11

Results measured bv interest in the curriculum and in the
"development of the~ scholars indicate the rracticability
of this new progre.m of class activities•"

Oftentimes the use of dra:m:tic activity in the class instruction period
of the Sunday or week day sessions of the church school reveals a need
of more of this kind of activity. miss Miller tells of a church school
class in which a certain smount of dramatization had been attempted at
(

the time of the regular Sunday session.

'l'he children: s enthusiastic

response and eager demands resulted in the formation of a club which
met for half an hour on Sunday afternoons to dramatize Bible stories!

2

In the case of the formation of this club group, drrouatic activity was
not introduced as a separate U..<'lit, but was introduced in relationship
to the regular courses of instructbn in such a way as to vitalize and
intensify its significance.

Candler, in writing of the place of the

drametic method in religious education, says that in the instructional
work of the vacation church school and in the week day church school
there is· rich opportunity for the dn:.111atizat ion of nible stories as
they are studied.
creasin~ly

....

Cav~on.

)

Miss Candler feels that religious ·educators must in'"'

use this mode of instruction in the progr2m of religi8us edu-

At this juncture, Meredith points out that. in the week day

school where attendance was optional dramatization proved to be an attractive method, and because the children were so eager to Participate in it

••••••
l.Cf~eredith: op. cit., P•

182

miller, ~lizabeth: The Dramatization of Bible Stories, P•
)• QO. Candler; op. cit., P• 125

2.
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that they were glad to attend the school. 1

~dgar B· Gordon also writes

in support of this use of dramatic activity in the class._.room of the
week day church school.

rie says that when children are encouraged to

act out every lesson which has any dr'ame.tic possibilities, the lessons
become so vital as to result

11

i."1 a larger attractiveness for the school

and a more normal approe.ch to the child mind.

112

Since the story is usually

at the heart of class room instruction, in all departments of the church
school, these sentences written by Miss Powell relative to the dramatization of -the story are of vital importance just in this connection:
11 The

child nho not only reads and hee.rs and talks about a situation,
.but who, in addition, actually lives thru it in dramatic form,
makes himself a part of it, enters into the experiences of others,
and assimilates desirable attitudes until they become a very part
of himself. '15
Thus, there are many religious educators who feel that the dramatic
method,as employed in the class instruction periog, serves to make dramatic
activity an integral part of the entire program of religious education.
Vlhen it comes to the matter of the departmental assembly, Professor
Wood points out that the theme of the assembly may 'Nell be embodied in
drametic form, such as a tableau, a pantomime, or a sacramental drama•
Such a presentation may well be assigned' to different classes or departrnents.

When this is done, the production by one division before other

divisions of the group strengthens the bond of unity and sympathetic under-

4

standing.--

:Jeredi th decleres tha,t tM.s type of activity is an aid in

making such a service

11

both attractive and educative."

••••••
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In writing of effective methods in connection viith the juniors of
the church school, Miss Powell declares that there are times when the
dramatization of a story proves a helpful portion of a worship U..'Ylit. She
suggests the.t such a dramctization should be simply clone with a maximum
of interest up.OJJ- the spirit of '.'IOrship throughout 1 unhampered by any
unnecessary interruptions of distracting preliminaries•

1

Brockway lists suggestions as to suitable t:i.r:::1es and places for
dramatics in the junior progrsJn of religious educr:;.tion,
all the pre-session period as an ideal time.

na~ino:

first of

In this coru1ection she

says that dramatic activity increases punctuality; that in such a plan
classes prepare the story in advance sometimes, and on other oca.asions
the story is given in pantomime, while those observing try to guess the
names of the characters represented.

At tllnes a number of the teachers

may utilize the entire group in the presentation of some story known to
all before the time for the formal opening of the church school session.
'Nhen a dramatic presente.tion is part of the program pl:?nned for a club
group, this

pre~ession

time may be used for the telling of the story

to be dramatized, the selection of a cast, the choJsing of' scenes, and
the enlistment of properties• Continuing to suggest times when junior
dramatics may be vitally related to the entire progrcrn of reli.;ions education established for the jt.mior, Miss Brockway asserts that at junior
parties dramatics may supersede games in popularity, and that in the
case of mi·ssion clubs the members often drvmatize the stories v1hich
deal with the life of some outstanding missionary hero.

••••••
1.

Of. Powell: op. cit., P• le6
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comes to the matter of dramatization in the VG.cation church school this
same writer declares that this form of activity is very useful in this
department of religious education.l
The above paragraphs present in sumn1ary fashion a ste.tement of
some of the v:ays in vrhich drame.tic activi-ty may be utilized in re:J_igious
education in such a fe.shion that it is an integnu part of the entire
:program and as such ministers to the full needs of the junior child.
c)

\'lith respect to the normal process of the child's
free expression
As was indicated above, present day religious

educators show an interest in the ad;:::.ptation of drmnatic ctctivity with
respect to the norme.l process of the child's free expression.

Eiss·

\'lilcox, in discussing this matter, writes first of the act of im.rersona.tion, saying that it is a highly import::mt aspect of dr2.matic activity,
provided, of course, that it is guided according to educationo.l princi ...
ples. 2

In discussing this act of im::::,ersonation, the s::c,me i7l'iter says

that it is a type of spont<:neous self expression in v;h{ch the individual
endeavors to enlo.rge his oY.'n experience by livin;;, for o. ti;:1e, at least,
in e. different })ersonality c.nd a d:i.fferent environment.
'11'J.8.ll1 J runes '

\i~

··

conce~·:n;J..on

o_f'

·
..1.·
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i'·ollowing; this, Miss Wilcox presents the outline of the normal process
by which this dramatic personality is assumed,
Fry's analysis.

accordi~~

to

~mma ~heridan

As long is this process is fundamental in the case

of

all types of dram8..tic activity, it is meet to include a brief statemment
of it at this point.
In the act of impersonation the first step is analysis with
attention to the

"~ho

and what elements", or, in other words, a primary

inquiry into the charo.cters and their actions.

J."ollowing this, there

comes an awakening of drs.mstic imagination which naturally follows intellectual apprehension of the matter in hand.

Next, there is an arous-

ing of dramstic instinct which manifests it§elf in a desire to express
in action what

has just been imagined•

The fourth step is the primary

attempt to impersonate and includes only elemental factors such as standing position, general movement, and perhaps \in the case of some dramatic
forms)

a few words.

The climax of this process is reached when the in-

dividual actually achieves characterbation.

The distinction between

the fourth stage--impersonation--and the fifth stage--characterization-is rather hard to define, due to the prevalent confusion of those two
words, so it is well tO:
ence•

cite Miss 'l/ilcox 1 s illustration of the differ-

She says thG.t \'.'hen Bobby first played the part of Atlas in e. purely

spontaneous dramatization in his play group, it was observed that he stood
with his hands upraised as though he might be holding a tray of flov;ers.
Later, when Bobby had thought of the meaning of his role as the supporter
of the world, he stood with feet firmly planted and hands upraised in a
pos-ition to indicate that he actually felt the Vleight of' the world bec:tring
do;vn upon· him.

At that last point he had re::,ched the stF,ge of' character.;.-

••••••
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ization, whereas, he was merely impersonating· in the first instance•
After giving· this· illustration, Miss W·ilcox says that the expression
of characterization is of major interest in educat1;one.l dramatics, tor:
II It

is nat· unt'il some degree of characterization has J,leen
the dramatic instinct is genuinely· fulfill•
ing its·funotion.".l

~achieved· that

After noting that principle 1 then, it is we-ll to investigate in more
detail the nature of the- normal proces·a by which· the child arrives at ·
expression of characterization, dnce it is deemed to be. .
the· outward
.
the heart of the process- involved inall forms- of·dramatic activity.
In this conne·ction Miss Wilcox refers again t·o theories set

forth-by"Emma Sheridan-Fry who observed· that in the case of children's
spontaneous dramatic ·play, the processes leading from perception· to
action 11 followed the natural law and the normal ordert

2

~,

In view of

this observat-ion, Emma Sheridan Fry outlines the- process by which the
child naturally and spontaneously achieves an expression of characteriZation. ·Since drama-tic

express-ion~

realizes· its full educational value

· only· as the process is in 1 ine· with the natural law and the normal
order it is well to list the chief points of the process in this present
connection··
According· to Emma Sheridan Fry there are e&ven steps in the
achievement- 9f characteriza.t·ion. Contactc is the· primary experience in
which-the individual experience-s ·a percePtion of the thing imagined•
Normally a period of investigation follows which may vary widely in ex•

••••••
1.._ Wilcoxt op. cit., P• 8;
Ibid., P• 90
;. or. Ibid·, P• 90
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tent' or duration; during this- period curiosity is a strolfg force and
different·types of sense· percep tion man·ifest themse-lves while at•
tent ion is focused uporr -the object which is

perceived·~

Following in-

vestigationthere is an'eXPerienee or identification in·which·there is
apperce·ption involving the establishment· of a relationship between the
idea:·· of the object and other ideas already in the mind•

Emot·ional re-

adjustment .succeeds investigat·ion· and results in a re-conditioning or·

,..

, the organism· which leads to action• Th-is action· shows· itself in the
next step r~eulting in the generati~n of ensrg• at this stage the· :P~.
tential energy lying dormant in the body becomes a dynamic sort of energ

which ·normally expresseS" re-adjustment· in the· feelings or in both
The place

the inte·llect and the feelings.
may be· summed· up in this way:

or impulse in the process

There· is n-o voluntary· action except as

it re·eults from impulse; the only impulses to· be regarded· as genuine
are those actually experienced· by the person concerned-·

1'

In conclusion

of this· outline, ex·prees'ion is named· as :everything which an individual
2
does in respons·e to· stimuli which· come t~ him·••

Now• afte-r presenting this outline it

may be· observed that

the seven etep;....s listed lead· naturally from initiat-ion in sensation on

thru· to completion in

a~tion.

In this phase of· the study devoted to

the normal proce-ss of the child's free expression these points are or
i

.

high: -sig!Jficance in that they represent the natural course which is
peculiar to the mode of ex-pression taken by the dramatic impulse •

••••••
1.
2.

Of. Wilcoas op. cit., P• 87
Ibid., P• 87
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In· ord-er to clarify and illustT-ate the natural.nttas of- this succeas·ton
from'·"etmsati:on· to·· act·ion, or fran conta-ct"' taexpreas·ion, He>le-n L. ·Wilcor

re:porb· her· own~ observation of a litt·l&- girl who- in spontaneous~y ·interpreting the part of' a pi-oneer woman in· her plaT group proceeded naturally
along· the course ae-t· forth in the imme·diate-ly preceding- O'tl'tline, ·thus·
descrtbmg t!fe natura-l lar and the norma;l ord-er· followed by'· tbe·· dTama.t ic
impulse--. 1

First·, the lit'tie· girl acte:d as th-ough' she- saw an Indian

lurking· behind·· a tree, making· ready" to-· shoot' her~ ~ c·hild~; in just the·
twinkling· of ··an f!Te· shtr ·glarread- around···in··order· to investigate•·-what the'
Indian· intended· to··ktll and· then· she identified· her" 11 ehild11

~e

the target;

this was followed by a re•adjuetment1 bot~ ot ·an intellectua-l and ,Of an
emotional character;· her genuille· ··impulses- then· found· outward· e-xpress ion·
as she made a dash

tor

her ". child'.. and ran. oft scree.ming• 2

'L-1·
Fro.~-

synthe•

sized thearignitic-ance ot such· an· observation for educationa-l purposes
when he· wrote:
liinr•";5

~Watch

the- child and· he will show· yOu how· to- teach

It ·ts ue~leBe to dwe·ll further on the high· value of such obser-

vation' and· well to- summarize the data pre·sente'lt'thue far•
Frau the' immediately preceding paragraphe · it is clear that in
any proce:ss of drama:tic act-ivity· used t-or· educational purpos·es the procedure·mu&t· be such· that the p-layer,· is enabled:·t'O· establ-ish genuine-,

contacts' rlth- the dramatic,-environment- in<h-is

~itie:l

percet>tions; to

engage· in a, proceS's- of invest-igation and· then of identificati.on:; to ex•
pe-r ienoe, emotional and, intelle-ctual re-adjustment'-; to-· feel a genuine
impulse arising from the- emotion experienced· and then to express ·this

••••••••
l•
2•

:5•

ut.

Wilcox: op. cit•, P• 89
vf. Ibid•, P• 89
Quoted by Brockway 1 op. cit., P• 115
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iutpulsEh

1

Now, a summary-, of"'' thCJSEt immedi:ate-ly f'oregoing "eutpha.'Sea ·:takes

the fo:t'2!r of' a principle· wh'ieh

lmcy'' ·be"· stated· ·in· 'bhis' wtt)"t-'-

···Dnms.tio·

activity ·employed in recligious· education· mus-t~ be so- planned· that ·i:t is
,!dapted to the normal process- of the child's free·ex-preseion•
III. SUD,Jmary
The pur·poee" of this- fourth· cha'Pter· ·has been· to· study' modem· text-·

books· nrgarding the" use of'··the' drmlmtic method in religious· •educa:t'ion in
order to· formulate ba'Sic· principles for ·guidance in· the· use· of the· dra•
matic· method in connect-ion with the religious education of· the junior
child. At the· outset· it· was found t-hat acll writers insi'Sted-· UP911 a child
centered· scheme•·of education end:· in view·· of thi'S- heid that·-- the dramatic
method must no ·longer· be employe-d to"' gratify· err aud-ience; ·as Of old·, but
rather, to· develop the child•

This overwhelming stress which all writers

placed ·on thi-s point led te the statement of a fundamental postulate: Dre.•
me.tic activity employed· in religious- education designed for the junior
ch-ild must always be· child centered in every respect.

Further··investi•

gation· of' contemporary· opinion along t·his line•led ·to the- emergence- of
five"·p$c-iplee related to this f'Umlemental postulate-, two"''o:f these-- pr:i.nc1•

plee' concerning gradat-ion; and· three concerning adaptation of ·dramatic
activity· with respect to the child •
As far as gradation was concerned, these- two principles were
discovered-:
1.

Dramatic act-ivity ·employed· in· religious ed-ucation: -mtUJt be

adapted to- the child in respect to hie instinctive tendencie-s· at each
stage of his develop:nent•
1.

Of· Wilcox& op. cit • ., P•

90

Dram:at·ic activity employed in religious education lltUst be

2•

adapted to ·the child in· re-spect to his mental "Characteristics at

~ach

stage of''his de'Ve'lo~<ent"·
As:

far·· as adaptation was cont;Jerned, these three principles

were· discovered.:
1. Dramatic activity employed- ·in re-ligious education must be
adapted to the needs· of· the individual child.
2•

Dramati:c activity' employed-- in re'l:igious education must be

an integral part of the child 1 s entire program of· religious education•
·,.

Dra.mat'ic· activity employed· in re'ligious education must be so

planned· that it is adapted to the normal process Of the child 1 s free

By way Of review· of the· study· thus far, the following points
may· be

lbted
1.

a-& thos<e of major importance::.

The first ·cha·pter revealed that records· Of· the· past prove

thee histori~al validity of the dramatic method as one means of achieving the goals common: to ·all religious education.
2•

The second chapter, devoted· to a compa:rativtt -study of the

nature of· th-e junior child and the content of the· dramatia ·mpulee,

m..

dicated the· psychologica·l validity of the· dramatic method in res-pect to
the religious education· of· the junior child•
;.

The data of the third chaptero serve-d· to sh-ow that· the dr8ll:f8.tic

method is ·an effective mea~ of realizing the objectives sought in the
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religious education of the junior child.

4. i'his fourth chaptel!l':r set forth guiding principles fundamental
to the wise use of the dramatic method in the religious

educatio~~~of

the junior child.

1he next portion of this study will be concerned with the methods
and materials which may be employed in harmony with the facts presented
in these first four chapters•

Chapter V
Guiding Principles Relative ·bo the Choice and Use of Dramatic
Material in the Religious Education of the Junior Child

I.

Introduction
In the opening portion of this study it was discovered that present-

day religious educators regard the

dr8~atic

method as historically, psy-

chologically, and pedagogically adequate for use in the religious education
of the junior child.

It was found that in view of this conviction they

present certain guiding principles relative to the employment of this highly approved method.

Thus, the purpose of the immediately preceding chapter

was to bring to light guiding principles set forth by modern religious
educators regarding the use of the dramatic method in the religious edu•
cation of the junior child.

In contrast to this, the

pu~

ose of the present

chapter will be to bring to light guiding principles set fa- th by modern
religious educators regarding the choice and me of

materia~s

adapted for

dramatic work in the religious education of the junior child.
At the outset of this chapter H may be said that authorities in
the field recognize six sources of material for dramatic use in religious
education, two primary sources--Biblical and missionary--and four secondary
sources--historical, literary, musical, and artistic.

The following study,

then, will be based on discussions by various writers regarding the choice
and use of materials from each of these six sources.

This study will be

carried thru with a view of discovering standards by which to judge materials.
which may be used in a dramatic way in the religious education of the junior
child.

8;
Eef'ore beginning an invest'iga:tton· of any· of· these separate
aource·s it· is well, first of all, to enumerate· general. qualifications
which:, in the· opin·:l:on· of modern religious educators, any dramatic ma•
terial mttB-t poas&ss· if it is· to be adjudged as suitable for use in religioue· education.
1.

It must possess gemine dramatic value•

The characters must

be ·intelligible,; the' plot must present conflict and suspense; the· entire
.

1

tone of the· material must be filled with intensity· and enthusiasm•
2•
to

br~

;.

It must possess positive moral and religious value in order
'

a wholesome contribution to the participants•

2

It must posse-ss educational value, presenting truth in respect

to accuracy of detail and in respect to human life and character•;

II. Materials Adapted for Dramatic Use in R&"ligioue Education
Now having thus set forth in th'e' above form the broad; general
principles governing the choice of materials for dramatic' purposes

in

religious education; it is desirable to stuq the· ·prominent·aources of
11l8.terie.l and in connection with each

s~ce

to look for the re-quire•

menta which· present'-hy writers-· sugge-st· regarding the select·ion and· use·
of· materials from· that source and then· to list materials which; accord•

ing to·· these writers, are adapted· for dramatic use in the religious education of the junior· child •

••••••
1.

Of • Wilcox: op. c·it., P• 10
Of. Betts and· Hawthorne·t op• cit•, P• ~6

2·

,.

Of• Wilcoxt op. cit., P• 18
Of • Betts and Hawthorne-: op. cit., P• ;57
Of• WUcoxt op. cit., P• 10
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Major· Sources

A•

1.

Biblical Ma:terie.l
According to· the data set f-orth· in the opening

chapter of this s·tudy, the Bible was the prilDa.r;y eource or· drama-tic ma•
terial employed during the history of the Christian· church• Since that
time' however I Biblical c~iticism has arisen, leaving its unmistakable
influence on medern

th&~rie-e· of

religious· education.

Because of that,

-

it is well to see hOW' present•day leaders in the field of rel-igious education regard this ancient sour.ce when they are looking about for ma•
terie.ls to be used in e. dramatic we:y in religious educat-ion•
Betts and Hawthorne, in their text-book, llethod in Teaching
Religion, point out that the Bible ie filled with- stories and events,
1

which, after proper adaptation• form splendid material for drsmat·ization•
Professor Wood· reminds his readers· that the great persona·lit-ie s which
the child meets thru Bible study" presenil challenging possibilities for
drama-tic port-rayal•

2

Dr• Raine-, in writing along this line, speaks of

the clearness and of the vividne-ss· with which the Biblical account re•
veals these personalities as they exemplify higil moral qualities in their
decisions and· in their deeds• He· continues· the- trend of his argument
by saying that wh'en the·ee· Bible stories·, so rich with· human interest,

are cast into d-ramatic form, they have a powerful and a fascinating
-~

appeal•

Helen Wilcox agrees, for-- she points out that the teacher of

religion may consider· the Bible as "a· direct· source Of dre.mati:c ma•

-

terial since it is possible to find· within its pages much that is suitable

.......

1.
2•
~·

Of· Be-tte and Hawthorne" op. cit., P• ~
Of. Wood; op. cit., P• 72
Of· Rainet op. cit., P• 8

for inllledia:te use•

l

Mary M.. Russell feels that Biblical material

lends itself very' well to drSlllatizat-ion, due to the prominence of the
action, to unusual situations, and to the deep truths inherent' in many
of thet stor,ies-•

2

In like manner, Dr· Soares commen-ds the use of ma•

terial from· the Bible as of value for dramatic activity
education.

h

religious

He definitely points out that -t:-he Old Testament stories are

powerful in their dramatic quality; he mentions in particular the story
of JoSB"ph with its elements of love, envy, .hatred, revenge;, loyalty, and

forgiveness; he calls attention to the accounts of .Moses, Joshua, and :.
Samuel-all noteworthy in this connection because of the dramatic we:y in
'

which they present vital truths of great moral import.

~

In this regard,

Betts and Hawthorne point to the value of these Old Testament narr&tives
for dramatic purposes, specifying the stories of· Ruth, Esther, Joseph,
some of David 1 s experiences and incidents frOJ!t' the lives of the prophets.
1he same writers add that some of the New Testament parables and stories
(such as of the wise men anti the shepherds end the experiences of the
disciples and the Apostle Paul ) lend themaelve·s well to dramatic treath.

ment. ·

Miss Brockway lists stories suitable for dramatization from
also
Genesis, Exodus and tiumbers, saying that junior childrenl\enjoy the Gideon,_

David, Samuel, Esther, and Daniel stories. Turning to the New Testament,
the same writer lists parables which ~ell be dramatized, such asa
The Lost Sheep, "the Prodigal Son, 'the Ten Virgins, end The Good Samari•

tan.

'

.

1.
2.

5

.

Of· Wilcox& op. cit., P•'

• •••••
48

Of· Russell• op. cit., P• 12

~· · Of•

International Journal of Religious Education, April 19~0, P• ll
(~rticle by Dr. Theodore G. Soares)
4. Of· Bette and Hawthornea op. cit., P• ;54
5. Of •. Brockway& op. cit., P• 125

'lhus. it appears that thS' Bible is still looked upon by present•
day· leaders· in the field of religious··education as a major s"Ource of
dramatic material which may be utilized in rel.igiotts· education.

Hom-

ever·:, despite· these widely reoognize'd values inherent· in Biblical ma•
terie:ls1 it must not· be for-gotten that the fine· art of- discrimination
applie-s· here as· well as- elsewhere·· Milts P.owe·ll declares that since the
time set· as·ide: for· religious education is so limited it· is necessary for

the leader to make a careful choice of materials which are to be dra•
matica-Hy inte-rpreted· in order· that those chosen· may 'enrich the children • s lives-.

l

Kiss Edland says that many of the Bible stor1ee suitable

for- teaching ah"Ould not be dramatized, and in yiew of· this, wise selection
must be made before any material is presented·· for dramatization.

2

In an-

other instance she remind·a her readers that it is very necessary to give.
careful attention· to the S\lbject matter which is chosen from the Bible
for dramatic portrayal.~
cessity of carefully

After reading these warnings as to the ne-

select~g

Biblical mater·ials before· proceeding--with

the· dramatization, it is now apropos to search for basic ·rules which
modern writers- present as guides in the choice and use of Biblical me.teriala.

While ·their guides are of a more or less general nature:, and

while they relate to all religious education·:, they are, neverthe·leas, defi•
nitely

~pplicable

to the· religious

ed~cation

of the junior child and hence

have·a· place· at· this point of the·rlUdy•

••••••
1.
2·
~·

ct. P.owella op. cit•, P• ~54
Of. Edland, E·lieabeth: Principles and Technique in Religious Dra•
matics. P• 81
If· Edland, Elisabeth• Ohildren'1 s Dramatizations, P• 21
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a) Prineipl·es Relative to Its Selection
l)

Mater·ie.l repre·eenting Deity·
In reading· thru modern text books rela•

tift' to the us-e of the dramatic method·· in religious education it was
found· thatnue.ny writers consider· the problem: of· the representation of
Deity as it arises in connection with the dramatizat-ion of Biblical mae
terial.

In· this re-s-pe'Ct-, Dr· Weigle· says- tbat·· there- 1--s· no irreverence

in the dramatization of Biblical material so long as· no attempt· is made

to represent God· or· Jesus-.

l

Miss BrOckway makes the statement that
2
"stories with· Deity whould not- be dramatized11. , and· that· ·when such stories
·~

-

are auggested·t;be-·leader may sett·le the matter by saying that· nobody
could poas-ibly portray-· the part· of God or Jesus •

;

It- is pointed out by

Betts end Hawthorne that the dramatization of New Testament material is
limited in com·R.,arieon to that of the Old Testament since representation
4
of Jesus· is generally conceded· to be· out of the· question•
Miss Miller
reminds· her reader·s that it is poa-sible, however, to dramatize incidents
about·· the life-• of Jesus without bringing him into the scene direotly. 5
Miss Wilcox calls -attent·ion to a ser·ies of plays written· by Mr_e. Deseo
about- the life of Jesus and called The Friends of Jesus-. Mise Wilcox
pointe· out that tbie series is an example of dramatic material about
Jesus which does not involve

portr~ing

him on the stage•

6

••••••
1.
2•
;.

4.
5.

6.

ct-. We·igle, L. A. t

The Pupil and the Teacher, P• 142
Brockway• op. cit., P• 12;
Of• Ibid•, P• 12;
Of• Betts and Hawthorne·& op-. cit•, P• ;54
Ct. Miller, Elizabeth~ Dramatization in the Uhurch School, P• 58
Ot. Wilcox= op. cit., P• 2;
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Thus, after reading these materials reviewed above, it is found
that modern writers agree in this declaration:

Biblical material chosen

for dramatization should not involve a representation of Deity.

2)

Material ~ithin the child's comprehension
It is fou.11.d that many different writers

diseuse the problem of the relation between the material chosen for
dramatization and the child 1 s mental capacity.

These discussions serve

as a reminder of the child centered nature of the

edu~ational

process

(which has been emphasized time and again throughout the course of this
study)•

In the previous chapter, devoted to a consideration of guiding

principles relative to the use of the dramatic mEthod in the religious
e~ucation

of the junior child, it was stated that in view of this modern

emphasis, all dramatic activity must be graded with respect to the mental
characteristics of the child.

Although this point is often overlooked

when Biblical material is employed for dramatic purposes, it is noteworthy
that a great number of religious educators discuss the matter.
I n this respect, Miss Edland says that the story of
example,

i~unsuitable

for

for children 1 s dramatizations since it is built

upon an adult theme and is beyond the child 1 s comprehension.
~itional

~sther,

l

An

illustration of this point is found in the sto_ry of .Noah•

ade-'As

this story is generally interpreted, it is not suitable for work among
juniors, since the junior child is not able to understand the real heroism
which Noah represents.

In conjtrast to this, there

are>m~y

••••••
1.

ur.

Edland, Elisabeth:

Children's Dramatizations, P• 22

l:lible stories
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ot--m"Oral heroiaurwhi:ch- are· we·U rithin· the junior·' s· grasp. such as
these:

'!'he RePJ)rt of the Spies, Abraham· and Lot. Gideon, or Isaac

and the We-lls•

1

In addition to this as-pect of· the problem:, it is well

ao·note Miss Wilcox's further advice regarding the prop-er sele-ct-ton of

-

Biblical material for dramatization among junio~ children•

She says· that

they should not· dramatize any Biblical material which is of such· a llature
that ·the rendering would interfere·· with· their appreciation of it· in· future·
years•

1

After etat·ing ·this; Miss Wilcox illustrates her thought· ·by speak-

ing of· the story of' the flood as involving material which should not ·be
dramatized- by children since they· could not possibly realize it1r full

meaning and thru· the dramatic act'ivity the··si:gnif'icanoe of· the· story would·
be·lesseDed for them as they approached it in matur'ity·. 2

In these respects.

thens, it ·is clear that· the teacher should· use the· utmost· discrimination·
in order' to choose·· Bib·lical materials which are within the· range of- the
ch·:ild*s comprehension· at hie particular stage- of develoP~Ient•

The cOJlllit',....

sensus· Of· opinion· on· this- point leads· t'o' ·the- enumeration of···~
a second requirement··wh1:ch· is- based" upon em·pha:ses note-d in the previous· chapter·.

Thh requirement· may be stated in--this

w~:

Biblical material chosen- for

dramatization should· be within the. range· of the child 1 s understanding and
abHity of· exJ>reseion.
;)

Material representing· ethical action
Twentieth century religious educators con-

sider the· choice of Biblical material with respect to the ethical
placed
actions which are involved therein•

ln a preceding chapter emphasis was A

••••••
1.
2•

G:f• Wilcoxs op. cit. • P• 48
Of• Ibid.,. P• 48

upon the outcomes of right attitudes and skill in living which might
acrlrue from dramatizations in which the children portrayed noble characters•
As bas just been noted, the Bible is rich in its tales of noble personalities which may well be portrayed in dramatic fashion.

And yet, side

by side, and constantly related to these worthy individuals are others
who are utterly unworthy of emulation and who, consequently, should
never be given the center of attention in dramatic work.

Elizabeth

Miller Lobingier, in writing of missionary material suited for dramatize.tion makes specifications which are applicable to the choice of Biblical
material in this respect. She says th.at while undesirable characters
may at times be portrayed, these individuals should. never be regarded
as of

max~um

importance by the children, but should always occupy a

position subordinate to the admirable characters. Uontinuing the discussion of this matter, she declares that it is contrary to all pedagogical theory to attempt to teach positive truth in a negative fashion
and that any tendencies in this direction must be carefully

~u~rged

against in the choice of materials for dramatic presentation.

1

Miss

Powell points out that in an earler book the same writer says that the
story of Jacob is a good example of Biblical material which is not suitable for dramatization, since in this story, Jacob, as the hero,
2
what he wants thru the unethical means of deceit and trickery.

secures

A digest of these opinions, leads, then, to a statement of another

principle governing the choice of materials from the Bible for dramatic

••••••
1.
2•

(;f. Lobingier: op. cit., P• 22
uf. Powell: op. cit., P• )54
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use in

religious educationl

Biblical material chosen for dramatization

should be of such a nature that the center of interest is focused upon
ethical action.
4)

Material involving a God concept

In considering the characteristics

of

Biblical material which may be 8uaed for dramatic purposes, Miss Edland
writes of a qualification, which although not mentioned specifically by
other writers is well worthy of consideration. She says that children
should not dramatize stories such as the story of the flood with its
concept of a wrs.thful, punishing God. She points out that those who participate in the playing of such a story will not be aided, but will rather
be hindered in an appreciation of God as a kind and loving heavenly
Father•

From this point Miss Edland vvces an opinion which may be

accepted as a further guide post in the dramatic use of Biblical material;
Biblical material chosen for dramatization should give the child a Christian
conception of God.

1

Thus far it has been seen that in religious

educa~ion

the most frequently used source of dramatic material.

the Bible is

In this connection

it was found that present-day leaders in the field of religious education
feel that materials chosen from this source must be selected with the
greatest of care and that in the choice of Biblical materials for dramatic
use these general rules should be observed:
1.

Biblical material chosen for dramatization should not involve

a representation of Deity.

• •••••
1.

Of. Edland, Elisabeth:

Cbildren 1 s Dramatizations, P• 24
.

'

2•

Biblical material chosen for dramatization" must be within

the range of the child's understanding and ability of· ex-pressi.on•
~·

Biblical material chosen for dramatization should be Of" ·such

a nature that the center of interest is focused upon etb~cal act·ion •
..
4. Biblical material chose!i for dramatizat-ion should be of such
a nature that it giyes the· child a Ohr·ietian conception of God.
b)

Principles Relative to- Its Use
After having d'iscovered these regula-ting-factors

re'garding th·e choice of Biblical

materials~

it is now-desirable to look·

thru current materials on recligious education in order to find qualifcationa relative to the .!:!.!. of Biblical materials for dramatic purposes •
Thi15 quest will be pursued with the' view of unearthing principles which,
when

followed~

will enhance the values -resulting from the d-ramatic use

of .1:3iblical materials in the religious education of the junior child.
1)

Biblical language interpreted
Tl)ere is wide-spread discussion emong

modern religious educators· re·garding the· p...roblem of Biblical language
a-s it arises in connection with the dramatization of materials from the
Bible.

In this respect, Professor- Wood makes statements which are in·

perfect ha-rmony with· the second principle of gradation diecusnd in the
previous chapter:

Drtlmatic activity must be graded in respeet to the

mental characteristics of the child-.

It is in writing on this point

that l:'rofe-s'Sor Wood indicates that- if portions of the Bible are to be
dramatized by' children these port-ions must first of all be re-cast into simpler langua-ge in order that they may be understood by the

9)
children. 1

'l'his holds true in the case of dramatic activity such as

pantomime or picture playing where the children do nq__) speak, yet it
is of special importance in forms of dramo.tLation including oral in...
terpreta.tion.

Miss Russell, in speaking of the v10rding of a Bible

story when it is enacted in the cle.ss._room, says that it is not wise
to urge the children to arrange it in Biblical language at the outset,
but rat:1er to let them phra.se it in their own v1ay as long as the theme
?

and the spirit are preserved i..Yltact.-

Miss Miller declares that there

has been a considerable difference of opinion on this point, but that
a middle position is possible--that is, the children may use their
own words in the initial stazes of the ;wrk, and then, as

the~r

proceed,

they may gradually adopt the classic langusge of the niblical acc:JU...'1t·'
In \'lriting of the use of Biblical language in dramc.tic forms involving

conversation, Miss BrochiE!.y gives this

exBln~~le

of a gro...J.lp of junior

children who had been enacting the story of David and Goliath·
story teller had quoted David's words:
to me with staves?"

11 Am

The

I a dog that thou comest

The little Italian boy who portrayed the part of

Goliath exclaimed at the tim.e of the first playing:
,.!hat you comin 1 vlith a stick fv.r? 11

No comment

WRS

11 I

ain't no dog.

made on that v1ording,

but before the story was played again it was suggested that all
re-read the account in the tli ble so that they could

sp~eak

pl~ers

just as

••••••
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Qf. Miller, Elizabeth: The Dramatization of Bible Stories, p. 11
~~. Edland, Elisabeth:
Principles and Technique in Religious
Dramatics, P• 64

D~,'ifid, Saul, and Goliath spoke·

On the third.playing the Biblical

phrasing appeared without any obvious effort on the part of the chil~
1

dren•

Thus, it appears that all Biblical material employed for dramatic

purposes in religious education must be made so meaningful that the
child is able to reduce it to his every day speech and then, after thorough
assimilation of its import, return to the Bible to see new meaning and
beauty in the expression of the original account.

Thus, a·conaenaus of

the opinions held by these religious educators may be stated:: in the
form of this principle:

The dramatization of Biblical

ma~rial in•

volves language interpretation and adaptation.
2)

Biblical history and GUstoms explained
Those who write of the dramatic use of

Biblical materials give consideration to a study of Biblical history
and customs in connection with the dramatization of events from the
scriptures. J.i'or example, Professor Wood says that even though the
Bible is rich in its messames about great characters, these characters
cannot be fully appreciated by the junior child until he is able to place
them in their natural setting, knowing of their life and customs.
ex~ple,

l!'or

if a group of eleven year old girls are to dramatize the story

of Miriam·caring for her baby brother, Moses, they should be led into
a thorough study of the times out of which the story came in order that
they may apprehend the history and customs in the story which are signifiacant for a proper understanding of its messages•

i'hru such a study

the story would become a living Teality for them. 2 Miss Miller also
••••••

1.
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places emphasis upon a correct portrayal of the customs and

maiL~ers

of

Biblical times, saying that the manner of salutation, prayer, bows,
blessings, and oath taking need detailed description and practice.

She

declares that when children dramatize the story of Abraham, for instance,
iX.c.;j;s highly important that they realize why Abraham lived in a tent
and that they have an accurate idea of the kind of tent in which he·lived,
realizing that it was not like an Indian wigwam.

If the story of

Jose~h

is enacted those appearing in the court scene must learn the manner of
the Oriental bow and not
dancing school.

1

11 courtesy"

to Pharaoh ai'ter the fashion of the

!n view of this, then, it is apparent that the leader

must devote attention to background study before proceeding with the
actual dramatization of the Biblical story in order that the material
used in the activity may be made meaningful to the participants•
-tn.:o.

Thies study, then, lead.s to__..declaration of another principle regarding the use of dramatic material from the Bible:

The

dr~matizati~

of Biblical material involves the study of Biblical history and customs.
3)

Biblical themes clarified
Recent books and magazine articles

which a_;re concerned with the dramatization of Biblical materials contain discussions regarding the leader 1 s. part in clarifying the message
which the chosen Biblical material is expected to convey.

ln these

sources it is pointed out that Biblical material, coming as it does out
of a vlide variety of life experiences, contains details and ideas which
are quite alien to present-day experiences.

In view of this, the leader

must study the portion of Biblical material which is to be dramatized in

••••••
1.
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order to present it in such a way that all points are made clear and
harmonized in relation to the central· theme which crystallizes its value.
To re-phrase the same thought, it may be said that in any attempts to
dramatize Biblical materials the important points must be made outstand-

1
ing so that the theme of the given material may stand out in bold relief.
SOmetimes in the

~ourse

the effect of the theme.

of the dramatization the

~tion

tends to blur

In one town where the children had given a

dramatization of the story of David and Goliath many of the merchants
found their shop 1Nindows broken. That happere d because as the children
had drrunatized the story their interest had centered upon the activity
of the boy with the sling shot_,and stones, rather than upon the true
message which the story vias designed to convey. 2
Such data found in modern text-books regarding the use of
~dramatic

material in religious education leads to a·statement of a

third principle regarding the use of Biblical

ru~terials:

The dramatiza-

tion of Biblical material involves a clarification of the message whi6.h_
desip~ned

the rdven material is

~)

to carry.
Biblical spirit preserved

The atmosphere of reverence is another
'
aspect of the dramatization of Biblical material which receives e.ttention
from modern writers•
the field, writes of

In this regard, Elizabeth 'Miller, as a leader in
11

the reverent spirit which pervadebthe dramatization

of every Bible story. 11 )

Miss Brockway presents an illustrrttion of the

••••••

1.
2·

3•
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creation of this atmosphere of reverence.

S~e

tells of a group of juniors

who were dramatizing the story of Daniel in the Lion's Den.
approached the door of the den and called out:

When the king

"0, Daniel, Daniell", Dick,

who played the part of Daniel, greeted His Majes·l;y with a flippant response:
"0, Hello, King'"

At that, the other juniors in the class expressed utter

disgust with their chosen hero and made protests such as these:
doesn't say that._ He's supposed to say:
boy added:

•o,

"Daniel

King, live forever&' Another

"Yes, Dick is spoiling it. We ought to have another Daniel."

At that suggestion, Dick looked startled and declared earnestly:
.it; l can do itl

I just forgot for a minute."

"O, I can do

After that he was an irre-

proachable Daniel and the spirit of seriousness and reverence had been restored.1

Thus, no matter whether Biblical material is cas-t; into the form of

a simple tableau or an elaboEate play, it must be handled with respectful
seriousness and reverence throughout each step of the dramatization.
· This emphasis made by these writers may be framed into a fourth
principle governing Biblical drruna:

The dramatization of Biblical

mat~rial

involves the creation of an atmosphere of reverence.
The immediately preceding paragraphs ha::ve been centered around
a consideration of one major source of material which may be used for
dramatic purposes in religious education--namely, the Bible.

In that

connection it was found that present-day religious educators hold these

••••••
1.
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convictions regarding the choice of Biblical materials for dramatic use
in the religious education of the junior child:
1.

The materials chosen should not involve a representation of

2·

The materials chosen should be within the range of the child 16

Deity.

understanding and ability of expression.

5•

The materials cho$en should focus attention upon ethical action.

4.

The materials chosen should give the child a Ohrist_ian conception

of God.
Following the discovery of these principles, further principles relative to the dramatic use of Biblical materials were then brought to light
and read as follows:
1.

The materials must be interpreted and explained·

2·

The materials must be studied in such a way that the history and

c.ustoms involved are understood.

5• The materials must be so presented that the central message of the
given material is

4.

crystall~zed.

The materials must be employed in an atmosphere of reverence.
2·

Missionary Material

Now, at this time it is fitting to study a second major
source of material which may be utilized in a dramatic way in the program of
religious educRtion- -missionary material•

!_n the following pages devoted

to a study of this source attention will be focused upon values inherent
in this material' and upon a search for principles governing its choice and
use•
Present~day

material is

11

religious educators express the conviction that missionary

a mine of dramatic possibilities

••••••
1.
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.n; and they say that thru
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the dramatization of such materials children are enabled to inter into
1
the lives of people who have lived greatly and earnestly.
Writers such
as 'Ncod, Hutton, Brockway, Miller, Betts and Hawtho,ne all consider this
particular source of material of high value for dreJUatic use in religious
education.

As

in the case of Biblical material, fine discrimination is

also necessary in order that the choice from this second major source
be wisely made o

At this time, then, it is well to look for require-

mente relative to the choice and use of missionary material adapted to
dramatic treatment in the s·cheme of religious education•
a)

Material embodying truth
One of the phases of the question considered

by contemporary writers is concerned Yii th the quality of truth in.'l:terent
in the· missionary material chosen for dra;.1Ja'.:.ization.

It is when writing

on this point that Lydia Glover Deseo declares that the principles having to do with the selection of missionary material for dramatization
may be summed up in this one statement:
n·;le should, s.bove everything else, adhere to truth as we portray the lives of those of other natione.litie~· ·:le must truly
portray their customs, tJ:eir every day life. 11

Miss Miller also asserts that in presenting the lives of other peoples,
correctness and accurscy are of fundementel importsnce .3
leads to the statement of an initial requirement:

'l'his, then,

!4i~~nary

material

chosen for drnme.tization should adhere to truth.
b)

Material embodying fairness
Another aspect of this subject receiving the

attention of present-day religious e,~lJ,Q:a.,i;prs.· has to do v:ith the fair

......
l

o

2•

3,
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representation~ of all raeia'l gr'CUPB·•

ln discussing this. Mrs'• Deseo

says that· it· is of utmost importance to· choose only th-ose materials
which· present'' other groups in· a fair manner; sh-ow-·mg not"'m&rely the
unhappy; sordid asp._.eets Of their lives. but also mirroring their
aspirationa and achievements.

l

In this respect• Mrs-. Lobingier is

willing to second Mrs. Glover 1s opinion, fGrthe former declares- that
allT material employed for dramatization· in the field of miesiona.ry· edu-

cation must be Of·such a nature that it promotes an attitude ot-·world
f"riendship· and that

·~only-

those· stories are euita·ble whi-ch reflect a

-

.2

kindly fee·ling· and· an apprec-iative att·itudEr toward· other peoeples•"

In· view ·of" this', 1.t is pos-sible to inf'e-r· a second · principles

!U.Bsion-

arr material chosen· for dramatization· should~ give a fair rePl'!sentation
of all racial groups.

o) Ke.terial bearing situations· possible to dramatize
In discussing furth-er the choice of mise ionary

mate-rial which is adapted for drama-tic use·, Elizabeth Miller LobiRgier
voices her opinion on several points· not·· dealt with by her colleagues.
Siuce Mrs• Lobingier is generally recognized

as a· pionee-r 1n her f1.eld

it is wise· to· present her views- on ~e ma:t.ters, even though·· they are

not -aup.;:...ported· by any-· other wr·iters•

Tbese cons-iderations-· have to do

in general with the' choice of missi0%4 material as it relates to· thepractical pro·blems- connected with dramatic production'•

In·· this- re·gard

Mrs• Lobingier· says· tha-t· misslona:ry·mater-iai chosen for dramat-ization
sbottld not· involve the representation' of·an ·animal by·· one, of· the chil•
places
dren. -Since anhne:ls are often introduced into mi-ssionary materials ln A

••••••
1.
2•
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of prime importance, Dt must be borne in mind that to have one of the
children take the part of an animal is likely to produce an effect so
ludricous

~

that the entire point of the dramatization is lost.

Lobingier says that in the mission story of

11

Mrs.

The Stubborn Donkey 11 , for

example, the presence of the doru{ey is absolutely vital to the action
of the story, and yet, if the donkey's Part were actually assumed by
one of the children, the hilarity produced would ruin the message which
the material was originally intended to convey.
It is undesirable to have children dramatize missionary materials
in which the ce:1ter of interest is focused upon a wrong course of behavior.
This principle is discussed in connection with the dramatizatio_, of Biblical
materials and may well be re-stressed just here•

As was pointed out in

the former case, this does not mean that undesirable characters must be
omitted altogether from the dramatization, but re.ther, that they must alwa:ys be subordinated to the story in such a way that the positive message
of the material is the outstanding impression left upon the minds of the
children• For example, the mission story of

11

When Joan and M.a.rgery :f:'or-

got 11 should not be chosen for dramatic interpretation, since in that story
the eJ1ger of the old woman is a central feature, the representation of
which would not be desirable.

The story,

Christmas" is an example of a story

11

The P-orto Rice..n Children's

well suited for dramatization, since
1
its teaching is positive and constructive throughout •

••••••
1.
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Beside's making these- euggeeti.-ons:, Mrs• Lobingier·· adds that·
missionaey material

oboe~

for" dre:matiz.ation should not contain -eitu-

ations· wb:ich·tmr chi-ldren· could not·· reproduce"•
se-lecting· mate-rials for·. dramatic pur·poses it

She· dec'lare·s· that in

a· not·

wise- to- ·choose

mis-sionary materials which wouid· necessitate· the· represem.n·ton··· ot a
scene which the ·children could not· repreaent•

She· illustrates her point

by saying that the mission· story of ~The Sugar Cane· Whistle~ involves

the portrayal of a dq spent" in· the sugar· cane fieid•· and- the cutting
of t;he· cane•

Because of· that, the effect·iveneee of the· st-ory· depend-

· ing upon· the sett-ing and action, would be· lost in dramati.zation since

.

the children· could .not reproduce the·· ·setting•

1

Thus, :f'rom Krs• Lobingier 1s d'is-cuss'ion this additional guiding principle emer-gesJ

Missiona.r;y material chosen for dramatization

should not· invo-lve situations· undesirable or t-oo difficult· for the· plq-

B• Minor· SourcesThus far this chapter bas been devoted to· a search for princi•
plea governing the choice and use· Of·- dramatic· materials froar two ma.j or
sources--:Biblical and· missionary·•
,..

Important as tbeece· sources are, they

JAe'1' well be- supplemented· at· t·imes by mater·ials from· history, literature,

music, and art in order to increase the- possible values which

J:D.q

come

tbrtt the· dramatization- PrOcess: in the curriculum-- of re-ligious education.
Before" listing-- and· disousEring-the·mater-ials from these· minor· sourcesit may·· be·· said that' the principles regarding the·ir se-l'ect'i<m and use are
akin to those· discovered· 1n connect'ionwith both· Biblical and-miss-ionary

••••••
1.

Ofe Lobingier: op. cit •• P• 11

materials and therefore they do not require re-statement at this t~e•
1.

Historical Material
If dramatization in religious education serves to

"crystallize principles of noble living, set up worthy ideals and characters made real in great personalities"~ then incidents taken from the
2
lives of world figures may well be dramatized·
Professor Wood says
that church history is a et_9rehouse of such materials and that dramatic
portrayal serves to humanize the child's knowledge and appreciation of
characters prominent in the history of the Christian church-characters
such as Jerome, Origen, Athanasius, Patrick, Boniface, Wesley, and a
host of others.

Thru dramatization of material from church history as

well as material from Biblical and missionary sources, the participants
may reach a new realization of the continuity of God 1 s activity all thru
the Rges.J
2·

Literary Material
Cuttings from the world 1 s best litere.ture rich in the

dramatic element may yield

11

concrete examples of genuine Christian liv-

ing114 and thru meeting these examples in dre..matic form children 11may be
guided in ordering their lives • 11

5

of King Arthur and His Knights 11 and

Professor Wood designates
11

11

The Legend

Tales of a ¥'/ayside Inn 11 as typical

examples of literary material of high merit which may be used fruitfully

l.

,.

2·

4.
5.
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in the process of religious education. 1

Miss Edland speaks of the drrunati-

zation of the King Arthur story which has. been pre pared by \"/alter Russell
Bowie as interesting material in which the religious. element predominates •

2

5• ·Musical Uaterial

An additional source of material which may be utilized
in religious education is found in hymnology.

These hymns may be present•

ed in a variety of forms, sometimes in tableaux, pantomime, or sacramental
drama, depending upon the particular composition, the participants, and
the ocassion.

The following hymns are suggested as examples which are

suitable for dre.matic treatment ·in religious educat~)m:
'l'idings 11 ,
Hymn 11

11 Vlhere

, 11 While

Uross the Crowded itays of Life 11 ,

Shepherds Watched 'I'heir Flocks 11 , and

11 Hushed
11 0,

11 Publish

Glad

'lias the Evening

Little Town of Beth-

lehem11.5

4. Artistic r&iterial
Works of art, includinz.; both painting and sculpture
may ·be worthily used in a dramatic Yiay in religious education since their
meaning is greatly enhl1anced for all those who participate in the actual.
reproductions in living fashion.

~

course it is needless to say that

no picture necessitating the portro.yal of Christ should, at ai:rtime be
dramatized.
Reynold's
11

11

4

Pictures such as the following are adapted for this use:

The Infm1t Samuel 11 , Calderon's

Ruth Gleaning 11 , Israel 1 s

Mme BQJ.lguereau 1 s

11

11

2·
)•

4.

and Naomi, 11 Brick-Lajos 1

David Before Saul 11 , and

11

David as Good Shepherd", 'I'ophan's

the Captive Maid 11 , Van der Seyden 1 s

/l.

11 Ruth

••••••

11 Adoration

David and Goliath 11 1
11 Naaman 1 s

Wife and

of the Magi 11 , Gentile da

Of. Wood: op. cit., P• 76
Church School Journal, July 1924, P• 459, l~ticle by Elisabeth Edland
Of. Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• )54
Of. Ibid, P• )56
uf. ~ood: op. cit., P• 76

1C6
Fabriano 1 s ttAdorat.ion of.the
of Great Price 11 , J. Sa.nt 1 s
.

11

Kings 11 ~

Joy*s "The Merchant and the uarl

The Infant Timothy Unfolding the Scriptures",

.

II

Shield'e .:st. Pi.Ul a....-t Rome 11 , and La Suer's St. Paul at Ephesus. 11

Often

times pictures of secular aubje eta ma:y be used, such as representations
from history and literature which convey a religious
III.

message•~

Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter has been to make a study of materials

adapted for dramatic use in the religious education of the junior child·
At the outset three general characteristics were named as the primary
qualities, which, in the opinion of present day writers, must be present
in any dramatic material if it is to be chosen as the basis of dramatic
activity in any program of religious education.

Then, following the

enumeration of these broad principles, attention was focused upon two
major and four minor sources from which material might be drawn for dramatic
use in religious education, the sources being, in the order of their
importance:
artistic•

Biblical, missionary, historical, literary, musical, and
In this connection principles were discovered in modern-·cext-

books regarding the choice and use of materials from each source and examples were cited of materials which conformed to the previously named
principles•

Thus far in this study of the use of the dramatic method in the
religious education of the junior child it has been revealed that:
1.

On the basis of historical evidence the dramatic method has

been used effectively thru the ages as a means of realizing the major

••••••
1.
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objectives ·desired in all religious education.
2•

On the basis of psychological knowledge regarding the nature

of the junior child and the constituents of the dramatic impulse, the
dramatic method is very well suited for use in the religious education
of the junior child.
~·

On the basis of a comparison 'Of the objectives of modern

religious education with the outcomes realized thru the use of the dramatic
method, this method is an effective means of attaining the objectives
desired in the religious education of the junior child.

4. On

the basis of modern pedagogical theories, five chief

guiding principles must be heeded if the dramatic method is to realize
its true function in the religious education of the junior child·
5.

On the basis of attention to the two major and four minor

sources of drreuatic material principles regarding the choice and use of
materials from each of the six sources

~7ere

discovered as the basis of

naming specific materials adap_ted for

dra~~tic

use in the.religious

education of the junior child.
It is apparent, then, 'that the study of the first four points
was centered around the interrogative

11

why 11 ; the fifth point involved the

question 11 what 11 ; the following Pa;;es will be concerned with the inquiry
11

how" •

Thus, the next chaR-ter will contain a general description of the

pro.cedures involved in the various types of dr8.lnatic activity employed
in the religious education of the junior child•

Ohapter- VI.
Ttl&·· Aecepted'···Mode-a· ot-·Prooedure· in Four Ty:pett of··Drsmaiii-c Activity

Adapted for Use in the Religious Education of the- Junior Ohild

In this:

stud:f~

atterrt.i.on· was- first·· centered· about·· hi.lttorioa:l,

psycho·logieal., a:nd· pedagogice:l data· which· served" to- ·juetif'7·the· place
of· the· dr8.llll!.tttc· metb<nl"' in the· religiOUtJ' education of ·the jwior child.

Following 1;his justificat·ion', conrlderation"·was· then: given -tcr six

sourcer of-·lDaterie:l and-' prin'Ciples· were esta·blishect fOro the· se--lection
of· mat-Etrial fronr'eaeh source.

Now~

at· this· point·• afte-r· having dealt

with·· the· ~why~· and"· the ",what" of· the dramat-ic met·hod" it is we·ll to
turn· to· the·

-

~how~

··aspect and to describe the· accepted- modes· ·of· pro-

cedure· in· four·· of the· many

t~pes

of dramatic activity adapted, for use

in the· religious· education .of· the junior child., namely, ta•bleau, pantomime•· stOl'T playing, and· the pre·psred· play •

ri.

Modes of·· Pr'Oeedure · 1n F'OUI" 'r.Y:Pe-s of Dramat·ic Activity
A•

The Tableau
ih-e tableau., sometimes· called the living picture, is the motion-

less form, of picturesque drama.

1

It is defined as a "static· r&production

of a single · scene with a musical or literary accompenlment·• 112 · 'l'echni•

oally speaking, it is a pictor-ial design -made· up- of· three d!mens-ional
forms-line• mass, and· color and bearing the suggestion of both past

•••••••
1.
2•

Wood'~ op. cit., P• 99
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and future time. 1

Tableau may be used either to give a pictorial effect

of a certain situation or to reproduce a chosen picture•
instance, the teacher

may~

In the first

the desired story and then help the

chil~-

<lren to build a picture representing some element in it, while in the
latter case, the children attempt to reproduce a given painting.

2

Miss

Maude E. Davis, writing in the Pilgrim Elementary Teacher says that when
picture acting of this former type is introduced in the teaching of Biblical
material, the teacher should choose a picture which gives a clear presentation of some important action in the story, preferrably the climax•
Sb:e says that this act of forming a tableau should lead the participants
to study the expressions on the faces of the people in the painting, to.
consider their positions in the picture, and to discuss what they migght
A

be saying at the moment which the picture represents • ./ Meredith points
out that thru the tableau it is possible for the actors to portray not
only one significant incident or situation, but to represent a series
of related incidents as described in the Bible.

He adds that related

scripture reading and fitting music serve to eru1ance the effect of a

4

tableau.

B•

The Panto-mime
The pantomime, the second form of picturesque drama, is

mute representation in

action of characters and incidents. 115

Cf. 1'/ood: op. cit., P• 284
Cf. Overton: op. cit., PP• 116, 117
Pilgrim. Elementary Teacher, Sept. 1928, p. )85
(Article by Maude E. @avis)
Of· Meredith: op. cit., P• 146
Betts and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• )58

a

In con-

trast to tgis static form of the tableau, the pantomime is a moving

••••••••

11

1

picture· in which motion, rhythm. and· tempo an usential elements •

It

is a play without· words• being·mtule· up of· movements· and attitudes which
.

2

.

may· center in a· single char·acter or wh·ich J11!1Y include an entire plot•

Thru its use-, source ma-terial of· re-ligiou·s education (listed in the former

cbapte.r as-- Biblical, mtnionary·, musical,

or- literar,y}

a new and vital meaning for the participants··

may be filled .with

The value of pantomime is

greatly increased· when· it· ie· accompsnied···by-mus-ic t-o give

atmo~tphere

by dramatic reading to- deecTibe· the action and to make· the meaning

or

clear.~

I

While it is generally

reoo~ize·d

tlmt the pantomime 1s Of grea-t

edueational value for y-oung children· it must not be· forgotten. that it is
also very· helpful .

::in the· religious-· education of older children who

have. reached the· age of: ten or twelve.

'This value lies in the fact that

it necessitates a very careful analysis Of· the characters involved in
order that appropriate· gestures and facial e.xpreesione may be attained··
Following a· period of preparation the actual work of' pantomime should be
initiated when the teacher tells· a story while each member of the group
tries to visualize the details of the action· in each situat-ion-. Junior
children are- we-ll fitted to P-rePare a pantomime of'· the Nativity, for ex•
ample, using carols· and hymns·•

In addition· to thee study of the people

and the emotions primaryfto this story, a careful study should be made ot
the setting wh-ich woa-ld lead· to an inte"lligent. construction of simple
costumes- and properties during the worksho·p· ·period.

l'he details of' the

action in the pantomime may· well be-brought to light· thru a period of

very careful questioning by the· leader•

In the preparation of the Nativity-

••••• ••
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pantomime·; th·e ·teacher might ask . some· questions such as;

"Why' was the

year in which Christ was born a very· busy one in Palestine with lots
of trave-ling?~

The children-'S respOIIBe's to a question-like this would

.

be the representation· ot a group of pectple go-ing

to· ·bEt taxed.

same fashion· the action of· each grOUP' may be indicated •

ln that

1

In considering important features in connection with the rehears•
ing of the pantomime it is essential to note that the teacher should at
the very beginning block ·out the action in small divisions and that these
should be repeated a: number of"' times independently before any· attempts
2
.
are· made· to join them to-gether•
All possible freedom should- be given
to each child as· he interprets· hie part according to· his part·icular light

on the matte-r• The teacher should never.

in~

case, show the child how

to act in a particular· instancet but she may bring out des·ired movements
and· gestures thru asking. questions such· asJ
•

11 Jobn.

.
>

how are you going to
it~

Jam.esf 11
Oppor.
tunity should be· offered for group suggestions in order that the max:lmtmr
show the surprise of the shepherds?

How would you do

activity.~ On this same point Kimb~ll sqs

of intere·st·may result from the

that the director 1 s suggest-ions should be en aid as the child interprets
a given situation but that· the child must be· allowed· to· express himself

1n his own wey.

4

Although the pantomimic productions should a:l.waya re-

!!lain ample-. there should always be- a striving t·owa.rd perfection.

As tbe

children sense the harmony between setting. action, and m.usi.o they should
be led into a desire to create a beautiful result with a full realization

•••••••
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or-· the

kmahip ··b&-tween· ·beauty~ and holiness •

1

form· of" dremat'ic- ac'bivity these· eumpl&s are- given by· Mires· Brockway· end
by Miss Ed'land·•

The former- says that in pantomiming the parable· -of· th·e

Ten Virgins it· is we--11 to- represent· all of· the wedding ·proeese:ion.

In

this story.. ses· neect not-- be eons'ide-reu·1 for- among junior children it
would be entirely:· sat'isf'actory- to· let·· boys· ·plq · the part· 'Of- the' -virgins •
For" a time· the- ten show ·the·ir ornaments· and· then"tber·ft:rll aslee-p,- only
to be-· awakened·
groom"s··party~·

by~e

watcher who· diseovenr the approa-ch· -of the· -bride-.

It- is import·ent·tbat- att'Sntion· be focused upon· the 1m-

ploring Of·· the· fo-olish· virgins and upon· the refusal of the wtse- ones-;
the· bargaining& of the· oil mer-chant' and· the meeting· of· the· win virgins
with the· bridegroom should also be inc-luded; at the close· it shou-ld be
shown-- that· the foolish· virgins" plead {in· pantomiine) f'or admission and

yet are· denied·

The leader would do· well to· ccmelude th·is pantomime by
2
reading the· WOl"ds'· found· in Matthew· 25:1,-.
Miss Edland writes that in· pant1JD11nhlg Bible stori-es' the· text
is read· by"· a· reader and·the actors·• re=s-pond in action only•

In· the

parable of· the Prodigal S-on';, for example, this motle-- of procedure might
bEt·followe-ch As· the origina·l story is read; the rich man· and·· his two·
sons aJL.PrOach; in their action they portray the ear l;y· course of the

•••••••
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story, showing the· division of property and the subsequent departure
of the younger son. ~-e fat-her looks longingly after his bOT while the·

older brother stands- by with eyes full of scorn•

No attempt is· ma'de to

dramatize- th·e portion· of the story dealing with the son's evil living in
the far country and the next scene is laid in the fields•

Following· this

there is shown· the meeting of the father and the son while the closing
scene is between the fathe-r and the older son.
0!

1

Story Playing
The steps in the process of story· playing have· been outlined

by many writers who have listed essentially the same steps·.

In: view of

that, this· discussion will be based primarily upon the· method of procedure which is outlined by Elizabeth Erwin Miller, although reference
to methads advocated by other leaders will be· cited from time to time•

1.

~is

is Miss Miller 1 s initi~l advice to the leader who

proposes to dramatize a story for the purpose of religious education1
.

"Select a story with

care·'~

2

In a later book, this same writer gives

further light on this point, suggesting that e1lY story selected for dra•
matization must meet the following requirements:
a)

Rave a sound basic structure whi....Dh includes a beginning, a

climax,. and a conclusion.
b)

Contain a clearly marked succession of events.

c)

Involve action.

d)

Be within the range of the children-'s comprehension)

••••••
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The second step in the procedure to be followed in

story playing is framed in this command to. the ·leader:

•rell the story,

placing emphasis upon the most important elements which it contains,
stressing action and events in particular, using direct discourse, and
.
l
attempting to present vivid menta 1 p~cturea.
Professot"': \'.'ood elaborates
on this point, ssying that in telling the story for dramatization, the
leader should observe these general principles:
a)

The theme of the story should receive central

emphasis throughout the course of the telling and should be clearly
understood by the hearers.
b)

The story should be so arranged that action ex-

ceeds narration and that long speeches are eliminated·
c)

The story should be so planned that division into

scenes for dramatization vlill be fairly easy and simple•
d)
of phrases which

The story should be made concrete thru the use

aP~eal

e)

to the senses.

The story should contdn direct discourse rather

than descriptive or narrative speech in the third person.
f)

The story should be humanized-that is,

1ll9..de

clear,

interestins, and importe.nt to present day life o.nd experience. 2
;.

Miss Miller says that after hearing the story, the

children may then be guided into dividing it into scenes.;

Miss Poweli

••••••
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suggests that the·ae scenes be listed on the blackboard in order that
the children may judge their own suggestions. She says that this often
reveals that they have chosen far too many scenes for representation,

and after a period of consideration and discussion they may decide to
eliminate the unnecessary ones.

1

Miss Brockway says that the childlien

themselves should choose the location of the scenes in order that they
they may have a clear idea of their placement; then she proceeds to give
this illustration to bear out her paintJ

"Where shall we have the brook

where David finds his stones?" asked the 'Leader•

1

~I 1 ll{get some grass

..

and lay it down on the pl,atform. 11 , declares one of the group.
else aeksJ

~Wouldn 1 t this crack in the platform do?

it was real wide· 11

Some one

We could play that

The leader left it to the group who decided in all

seriousness that the crack would do. 2

Mise Edland asserts that in dis•

cussing the scenes of a story which are to be dramatically represented,
the setting should be definitely limited and the location of doors, windows,
etc. ought to be made clear to all before the actual playing begins. She
points out that in using the dramatic method in the religious education
of the junior child, in particular, this is an important phase of the
procedure since juniors are very exact about details of that kind.~
4~

J:fter deciding upon the number, location, and details

of the different scenes, Mise Miller reminds her reader that the leader
must then allow the children an opportunity to discuss just what ought to
take place in each scene •

Next, volunteers from the group may act out

••••••
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one of these ecenes• 1 In this matter of choosing the players for the
various parts, Professor Wood points out that the original players

may'

be those who volunteer as the different parts are named, or that they
may be chosen by the leader or else by the vote of the group. ~ Kiss
Brockway recognizes that this step, involving the choice of characters,
is often a sore point in the use of the dramatic method among junior
children especially, since children of that age are eo self-assertive
that they Show no hesitancy about demanding the leading parts•

She

suggests that the group vote for those who are to play the major roles
while the leader

~ssigns

the parts of lesser importance•

again, the names of the principal characters may
board and two leaders in the class

may

be

Sometimes,

listed on the black!~

make selections• As was noted

in an earlier chapter, there are times when the leader should arbitrarily
choose the cast in order that various members may play parte _which will
be helpful in their
~·

dev~lopment

of Christian character.

After the players have been selected in one of these

ways, they may then play thru the first scene in the

way

in which they

think that it ought to be represented, expressing themselves in their

4

own words•

.

Kiss Edland makes the remark that as a rule this PrelimbJ...-

tcerY playing is mostly in the form of pantomime and that the sentences
spoken are apt to be short, and perhaps rather crude·5 Kiss Miller says
that at this stage of the process the children often show a certain amount

••••••
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of stiffness and self' consciousness.

The children, sensing these 1m*

·perfections, reach out naturally- toward ways of improvement, thus entering upon the next stage in the dramatic process•

At this time a period

of group discussion takes place at which time appreciation of the good
points and suggestions for improvement are brought forward.
leader r·aisea such questions as these;
best?"

·Why?'

1

Then the

~Which parts did the actors /do

.In what ways may they make improvements?

If y-ou were

acting a certaL"'l part, what would you do to ma..lce it better?
ought to have been said just at this point?~

What really-

Questions such as these

stimulate the children to offer constructive criticism and changes are
made in the dramatization on the basis of group opinion, rather than
2
on the basis of opinions offered by- the leader.
Questions also serve
to give each child an opportunity- to make helpful comments and to express his interpretation of the various parts by acting them out to
demonstrate bis thought•

This process leads to a re•enactment of the

scene in order to incorporate the suggested changes and improvements.;

6. As the succeeding scenes are dra.m..._a.tized in the same
way, each child should be given a chance to portray different parts. lise
Miller declares that after the entire story has been played thru a few
times it is then possible for every child in the group to assume any

••••••
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character in the story and that • ft is an essential part of thv method
that avery childt.'lell has a different part avery time • 1 ~
and Mise

~owell

l

Professor Wood

also write that it is important that thru this process

each child has an opportunity to interp_yet a number of roles• Miss
Edland, writing at greater length regarding this emphasis in the process
of dramatic activity in reli,::;ious educ:3.tion says

th~t

there must be a

change of cast with every playing, or at least in the case of ever-:1 second
or third playing•

This is desirable in order that all of the pupils in

the group may have

~

opportunity to play the character parts and may

thru this widened experience receive a well rounded underst.anding (}f
the entire story and tha relationship of the various characters in the
etory. 2 Miss Miller points out that in the process of playing and re•
p-laying in this fashion, the children will observe weaknesses in their
original portrayal of the material and will wish to poliSh and refine
their work, changing it in aocord with group criticism until the result
becomes

a product of the·ir very best effort} Mias Powell feels that

repetition of a dramatization will not be wearisome to the children or
result in the loss of interest if they are constantly on the alert to
judge their work and seek to perfect it thru suggestions of better ways
of sR_aaking and acting.

The participants should never feel that their

dramatic interpretation of a story is completely finished, but that the
way is always· open for further

~provement

and alteration.

1he wording

should not; as a rule, be definitely settled and each performance ouglht
to mean a slightly different interpretation. Sometimes, however, when

.........
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some Biblical materials are used as the medium for the dramatic
the wording

ma~ be carefull~

l

li~ee

from scripture

worked out b.1 the children on the basis of

In this respect Mise Edland

the Biblical language.
ma~

activit~.

s~e

that

well be memorized after the pupil

understands the situation and the characters involved•

worth~

thoroughl~

As was noted in

a former chapter, memorization introduced in this later phase of the
dramatic process is not mechanical, but meaningful to the

~rticipant.

In illustration of this, Mise Edland declares that the opening sentences
~well

of Paul 1 s speech at Athens, for instance,
linked with "free

speech~

in the ensuing sentences; that memorization is

excellent when it gives the child a natural
great utterances made

b~

be memorized and then

wa~

of learning and using

outstanding Christian heroes.

7 • If the story is to be

pl~ed

2

before parents and friends

as the last stage in the process, parts should be assigned to particular
individuals a short time before the public
emphaticall~

performance~

Miss Miller

declares that this presentation is not considered as the

climax of the process, but rather that it is thought of as an ocaseion
of little more importance than any one of the rehearsals carried on in
the group.

The children invite guests because they have enjo.yed play-

i~g the stor~ and wish to share their enjoyment of it with their friends.;
O~her

writers who advocate the use of the dramatic method in religious

education are also anxious to make their views vecy clear on this final
phase of the dramatic prooedure.when it means the presence of an audience •

••••••
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tions are seldom given before a.n audience.

Then she continues by de-

claring ths.t in educatio,JG.l dramatics if there should bE,L.a.'1 audience
the leader ought to explain to them tlwt the performo.nce is not presented as a finished play, but simply as a demons,;r:::rnon ~:>1 a teaclnng met11od. 1
•
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tiaation the audience should be considered as a vi tal port of Jche drsunatization itself ;::md that ·there ought not to be any distinction bet·r:een
the spectators s.nd players. 2

James ·,;att R~;.ine says that in education-

al drama·tics the audience may be regarded as merely incidenta.l.

Then

he shows that the pupils sometimes need an audience in order to have
the experience of sharing the result of their best efforts and that in
3
this light the audience ought to be invited to help the participants.
In 'Nriting on .this matter Professor Wood expresses himself as of the
opinion that when a group has had the pleasure of dramatizing a story

-

and \'/ish to share it tiith another group they ought to be given the opportunity of doing so.

The same writer acids that in such a case as this,
4
educational results may accrue ·from the presence of an audience. _Thus,

as has been pointed out in an earlier chapter, present day educators are
placing the child, rather thru1 the audience in the place of central importance vtith reference to dramatic activity.

In describing the details of

this last step in the dramatic pro cess relative to the playing of a story,

••••••
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Miss Powell says that the stage setting ought to be very s:imple so that
the attention of both players and audience may be centered upon the
message of the story itself rather than upon the background against
which it is given•

She suggests that the children who take Part in the

final playing may be seated tJ1 the front of the room but that they should
be with the other members of their group and not set aside as "chosen
people 11

·.

•

Before the dramatization begins the leader ought to tell some•

thing of the story, mention the spirit in which it is being presented,
describe briefly the various characters and explain the significance of
their costumes•

1his type or an introduction thus serves to make the

public presentation an entirely natural part of the entire process involved in the playing of a story.
D.

1

The Prepajed Play
The authors of "Method in Teaching Religion': write that in

the field of educational dramatics there are two large
.

2

spontaneous and prepared drama•

division~\

'lhe preceding paragraphs have been

given over to a consideration of the former type•-dramatic forma which
called for spontaneous speaking and acting on the

p~rt

of the players.

It was pointed out that in the case of the tableau, pantomime, and story
L
playing the leader presented the situation or story, after which the
pupils themselves analyzed the various scenes, characters, and actions
·rold then presented their own dramatic interpretation of the given situation
or story.

A finished production was not desired, but the entire activUy

••••••
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was· judged: in' the' light'· of'· its effe-ct upon the particiPants•

Now:• it

is desirahle to study' the prepared drama in relation· to ita rightful
place in dramatic activity which· is carried on· in connection- with the
religious education of ther junior child and to describe the mode of
procedure· whi:cb"educatore· advo-cate··
Those who- emphas-ize the importance ot the drems:tio method-in· re•
gard to the prepared· play claim that thru it the participants gain all
&t the valuea which accrue fran s-pontaneous- drama-tization;, since- they

must make a careful study' of the· text and interpret the· charactera•

In

1"81fP8Ct to these- tw& broad- d·ivis ions--s-pontaneous· and prepared -drs.me.-one· modern textb&Ok on religious education- contains this sentence·&~: 11 Both
1
metho-dfr·ahould· be employed·~
Now-, after having accepted this- statement
as- it- stands, it is· well to- cons·ider· the--details Of -the procedure· invalved· in the use· of-- the prepa:reU play- in the religiowr' education of the
junior -child•

Mrs• OV'ert'CJlr··sqe that since the juni-or re-sents any· dra-

matic form which· may seem· simple or childish he reaches out eagerly for
the pre-Pared· play•
1. l4i•s

Fe-rris~

in outlining the steps ~- the pro-cedure- relative

to the production of the prepared play says that· at the thle ot the first
rehearsal the theme must be ma:de absolute'ly clear to all and· that the
play should be told as a etory.f Another writer says that in telling this

••••••
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story the plot and the structural outline should be made to stand out
in· bold relief•

This telling should include direct discourse in order

that the children may gain a clue as to the conversation which is used
in the play itself.

Oftent.imes an element of interest may be added if

the leader reads directly some portion of the text.
2•

1

This initial step should be followed by a detailed

study of the material, with a focusing of attention upon conversation
and upon details of action.

This should be related to character analysis,

showing the different characters in the play with careful consideration
of their appearance, motives, their importance in the plot, and their
relation to each other•

Plot analysis then follows•

Ln this study

the action is traced step by step with an imaginative rehearsal of the
way in which the action is carried thru.
will make

a special

At this stage, the children

investigation of the customs, dress, habits, and

the general manner of life relative to the characters who are found in
the play in order that the interpretation may be made in the light of
their own experience.

A blackboard bearing an outline of the play, its

principal characters, its chief divisions, necessary revisions, and steps
in action is a helpful device in this first part of the procedure in
the study of a prepared play. 2
-'•

After this preliminary study of the play as a whole,

with special attention given to plot and character analysis, the group
should be ready to· begin acting.

At this point, when the members of the

••••••
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group have thoroughly discussed a chosen scene, they may then
it in action.

portr~

ln the case of dramatic work emong juniors, action is

of prine importance and it is in just this connection that Miss Ferris

writes that the children should learn the main outline of the action before being introduced to the words of the play.

l

The substanc·e of the

words may be given to the player and during the earlier rehearsals the
. chief emphasis should be upon action founded upon clearly understood
reasons for action.

Any words which the children speak must be rich

in thought content for them and comprehended thoroughly.

The memoriw

zation of the exact words of the play should not be attempted until
after the child has become thoroughly acquainted with the entire play
•
i on. 2 Miss n40We l 1 writes
and has achieved a measure of charaoter1zat

that the printed play should not be put into the hands of the children
until this thorough preParation has been made.
when they have

Then she suggests that

copies of the play before them they should be led in

a study of the play script, trying to find the meaning in every speech
and situation R.)"esented.:? Mary Alice Jones says that whenever a written
play is used in children's dramatizations it is essential that the words
should be made meaningful to every child.

This necessitates a period of

careful preparation and the avoidance pf all the hurry and anxiety eomg4
times connected with the presentation of a public perfor.mance•
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In general, it may be said that during the course of the

second and third rehearsals the stage settings and
production ought to be completed.
point by Betts and Hawthorne who

arr~~g~ments

Imp~tant ~dvice

say'!

for

is given on this

that the players ought to be

grouped and placed on the stage according to their parts in the play
and in correct relationship to the other characters to apPear with them
in order to secure balance, har.mony, and consistency in the whole play•

Stage pictures ought never to be rigid, but free enough to allow for
.
1
various changes fran t ime to tJ.me•

4.

'In leaving this technical aspect of the rehearsals

to consider the spiritual side, Dr. Soares writes that during the period
of preparation for a play reverence and appreciation should be given a
far more important place .;;.than merely theatrical perfection.

He adds

that the entire pr9cess ought to be educational in nature with emphasis
upon the understanding of religious meanings and that rehearsals ought
.
2
to be made exercises of worship with appropriate prayer• Mrs· Lydia
Glover Dese.cf' also stresses this devotional side of the procedure in the
production of a prepaied play for she says that before such a play is
. presented there ought to be a period of prayer and consecration, since
"only by such sense of devotion can the drama best achieve its character
objectives •";
Now, after having considered in general terms the manner and
modes of procedure appropriate to the use of the prepared play in the

••••••
Of. Bette and Hawthorne: op. cit., P• ;70
Of. IntelffiiSWnal Journal of Religious Education, April 19;0, p. ;19
Bulletin: A Glover, Lydia; Dramatics Why and How, P• 9
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religious education of the junior child, it is fitting to think of certain aide in dramatization- -costumes, setting, and prop•erties--which
may be helpfully utilized in the course of this procedure.

Before writing

of these aids, it is well to say that they will not be discussed in the
light of the technique of professional drama, since such a treatment
would not be pertinent to the matter of their use in connection with
the dramatic method in the religious education of the junior child· In
view of that, then, the following discussion will be limited to a study
of these aids as they may be employed to advantage when a prepared play
is studied and produced by junior children for educational and dramatic
purposes.
Mrs• Overton says that the child of junior age shows keen interest in the costuming, setting, and staging of a prePared play.

1

Miss

Edland says that the creatiye abilities of the juniors may well find outlet in the construction of costumes, scenery, properties, and stage
settings for their play. 2 lhus, the teacher is merely following sound
pedagogical

p~inciples

by considerbg constructive work as an important

phase of the dramatic procedure a..."ld by
simple accessories for their

plays~~

a~lowing

the chl).dren to make

Many who write of the dramatic

method in religious education ·suggest that in a vacation school, for
example, the children may make their costumes,

~operties,

and setting

for their play during the workShop period, thus making that activity
- -'0 t

••••

1. Of• Overton: op. cit., P• 112
2· or. Ibid·J P· 6;
Of. Bett.s and Hawthorne: op. oit., P• 2;;
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an integral part of the entire project.l

In discussing these workshop

activities as they become a·part of the production of a prepared play,
Betts and Hawthorne say that this phase of the procedure, educationally
.
.
. 1 2
speak ~ng,
~s very rlc1.

Candler ,..,-rites that when a group of junior boys

engage in making the stage panels necessary for their ovrn play, their
gang propensities are utilized in a positive vmy and that at the same
time the element of justifi:;.ble rivalry is not lacking'~

Girls, in mrili:ing

costumes for a BiblicaL' play., for exomple, need to study Bible pictures
in order to be able to make the costumes accurately. A period of study
of Sargeant's

Frieze of the Prophet:!~ or of Tissot's paintings proved to be

of inestimable value. 4

In discussing the outcomes of this ;::orkshop period

set aside for the construction of the fundamentel aids in dramatization,
such as costumes, seem ry, and setting, Candler says tha.t c;·orks11op ex;::eriences such as •::ere described. above ::;ive the

c11~.ldren

"s. store of 1:e:::.utiful

,r;,ile fu.lly recogn:1.zins these vr:-clues concomita.nt -c:ith the construction of sce:::1ery, costumes, ::mel properties, prominent 1:-rriters sound
notes of

v~rning

regarding the nature and use of these very items.

Merec1.ith says the:t costumes should alvtays be simple and suggestive; that
prorerties ought not to b3 elaborate

anc~

that brr:!.l'lbhes cut fro;n trees

eo • • e •

1.
13-a
3.

4.
5

A

Df. Russell, Es.ry r.=.: Eot.' to Dra.matize Eiblo Lcs:3ons, :P• vii
Cf. Bet·ts 2.11d l!aY:·ti1or110: op. cit., p o 363
Cf. Candler; op. cit., P• 51
Cf. Ibid., PP• 85, 88
Ibid. ' p. 51
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might well suggest the out of doorsS that in many
scenery could be eliminated alto-gether•

1

clas~oo.m

Candler says that costumes,

properties, and setting ought to be kept exceedingly simple
gious play.
fr~ing,

dramatizations

:J.n the reli•

She suggests that a city wall, for instance, built of wooden

covered with cloth which has been painted in broken effects in

#,ray and tan and set against a blue be.ck-drop makes a simple, yet ill!'"
pressive background for e. religious pla.y. 2 Russell e.lso declares the.t
the costumes and properties me.Jl.e by the children should be of the ut4
moit simplicity.; Miss Edland writes that "a. little goes e. long way11
and the.t elaborate costumes should never be attempted.

Miss Miller feels

the.t costumes worn by children in e. play should be treated e.s of minor
importance and that if used, should be worn at the various rehearsals in
order that the children me.y be enabled to relive the experiences of the
people whom they represent.5

In speaking of properties, Miss Miller·

says that very little stage setting and only e. few properties ought to
be introduced into

activity in religious education and that as

dr~atic

fe.r e.s possible these items ought to be left to the imagination of the
children.

Those which e.re used ought to be made by the children them-

selves and should contribute definitely to the atmosphere of the play.
The stage settings which they make should be limited to very simple
designs showing ornaments of the time in which their play is located.
In concluding this examination

ot modern opinions regarding the use of

--·

..... .

'

1. Ofe Meredith: op. cit., PP• j8, 99
2• Of. Ibid., P• 91
;..

4

5.

Of• Rusell, Mary M.: How t"o Dramatize Bible st.o.J'-!e.s-.,.· P• vii
Edland, Elisabeth& The Children's King, P• ;1
Qf. Miller, Elizabeth; The Dramatization of Bible Stories, P• 144
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costumes, properties, and scenery in connection with a prepated play
as it is employed in the religious education of the junior child it is
fitting to quote a statement made by Oandlerl
liThe costumes and the properties•• •should emphasize the
~import of thi action ••• re-enforce it by psychological
suggestion. 11

III•

Summary
As stated at the outset, the purpose of this chapter has been

to make a study of the accepted modes of procedure in four represents.tive types of dramatic activity which may be employed in the religious
education of the junior child·

The types chosen for consideration were'

atabl~au , pantomime 11 story playing, and the pre pared R}-4r•

In connection

with each of these forms of .dramatic activity principles of technique
and general manner

Ot

procedure advocated by present day leaders in the

field of religious education were named and discussed., In the case o.f
each type the child was the central consideration around whom the

~

tire process revolved, all features of these activities--such as the
presence of an audience or the use df costumes, properties, and setting
being introduced only as they might serve to further the religious education of the junior child.
Now it is fitting, aft~r having made this study of the dramatic
method in the religious education of the junior child on the basis of
historical, psychological, and pedagogical data, and after hav.ing considered sources of material for dramatic activity and the modes of
procedure involved, to turn attention to reports which give an account
of actual experiments in the use of the dramatic method in the reli...
gious education of the junior child·
••••••
1.

Candler: op. cit., P• 100

PART II

EMPIRICAL FIHDINGS REL.tl.TIVE TO THE USE OF THE
DR.<'\.i;IATIC li.LETHOD IN THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATIO:a OF THE
JUJJIOR CHILD

Chapter VII
Reports by Modern Religious EducAtors Regarding Their Use of the
Dramatic Method in the Religious Education of the Junior Ohild

I.

Introduction

Row. after having considered the use of the dramatic method in the
religious education of the junior child fran the standpoint of theories
advanced in modern text books, it is well to turn attention to reports
telling of the practical uses of that method.

Consequently, it is help-

ful to include at this point in the study a number of reports in which
various writers describe their experiences in the use of the dramatic
method in the religious education of the junior child.
II.

Reports of the Use of the Dramatic Method in the Religious
c~tion

A·

Edu~

·

of the Junior Ohild

A Dramatization of the Life of Paul
A certain scout troup, which had been studying the life of Paul,

wished to present a pageant on his life at a worship service on Obildren 1 s
Day. In working out the project the boys themselves, under the guidance
of their leader, selected the incidents which they felt should be includ•
ed in such a Pageant and then they chose suitable scripture passages to
be read in connection with it.

They showed a maximum of interest

V

the undertaking as they studied books and pictures in order to secure
the knowledge necessary for the planning of

~heir

cqstumes; they mani-

fested keen delight in making their own properties•
had been worked out in this

w~

When the pageant

the finished product was a composite of

the best thinking and working which could be done by the group.

All

1,0
thru the process the boys had been attracted to the project since it
offered them an opportunity to do something, to put their lessons
about Paul into action; it provided a means of calling forth their
drrumatic instincts and guiding their imaginations•

Perhaps the fore-

most result of this dramatic activity was that thru it one of the chief
characters of world history became a companion who would
near and real to them during the rest of their lives.
B·

alw~s

be very

1

A Dramatization of the Ohildhood of Moses
In a vacation church school a group of junior children wrote

a dramatization of the story of Moses,

proc~ding

in this fashion.

At

first they brought in a list of Bible heroes whose lives they wished to
portr~

dramatically.

After the

teache~

class cast the majority of votes for

11

read the lists submitted, the

The Ohildhood of Moses•"

Since

the children.felt that they needed to be more familiar with the story
before dramatizing it, they asked their leader to tell it to them·
Following this, they spent a fifteen minute period in writing out their

..

contributions toward the dramatization.

At the session on the next day

the teacher read these contributions with the result that the children
discovered that there was a great deal of overlapping in the various
accounts.

In view of this, the members of the group decided that at

eac~ d~ 1 s

meeting a single portion of the story should be told and then

written in dramatic form by every one in the group.
papers the

te~cher

After reading these

was to choose the best one contributed each

then to incorporate it into the class

pl~;

and

when this had been done the

••••••
1. ·Of· Bulletinc

d~

Pageantry in the Church School, P• 6

teacher was then to read the dramatization as far as it went and tell
the next portion of the story.

This process lasted for several days,

at the end of which time the story had been completely dramatized•

The

division into acts and scenes was made by a nine year old girl in the
group who offered to make them•

In connection with this dramatic project

there were several related activities of importance.

Since the girls

wanted to make their own costumes and since they knew little about the
clothing worn in the time of Moses, they made a careful study of the
costumes of that day.

The boys asked to build the stage end make all

of the accessories which would be needed•
for the king 1 s guardl

1

~Such

sp......ears as they made

"

The swords were longer than themselves&"

1

~e

important point was that this was all their own work and made their hand2

craft period an integral part of the entire program of the school.

o.

A, DralllJ\tization of the lrarable of the Talents

1

A teacher who had a class of junior boys ranging frma ten to
twelve years in age wished to have the boys dramatize the parable of
the talents•

Before telling the story, she gave all the members of the

group an opportunity to look leisurely at pictures which gave the setting
of the story.

Even though explanatory notes were attached to each picture,

the teacher was constantly on the alert to answer any questions w?ich
might arise in connection with aqy of the p-ictures•

Then, after

~

plaining the nature of a parable, she proc~ed to relate the one chosen •

••••••

1.

~ternational Journal Of Religious Education, October 1929, P• 29

(Article by Alfred L. Murray)

2• Of. Ibid.,p. 29

Following the story, the children looked again at the pictures in order
'
to diseuse the story more
intelligently.

~

this discussion the names

of the characters who appeared in the story were listed on the blackboard
and it was suggested that it would be well to iaclude extra servants
in order tha.t everyone in the group might have a part.

The action of

these extras was not· described at first, since it was deemed beet to
let each boy watch the

drs~atization

his particular part in it Should be•

carefully and then decide just what
As the dramatization developed

the discovery was made that additional characters, such as the messenger
and the soldiers, might well be added to heighten the point of the story•
The 11hero 11 • -the rich man-became a person of chief interest to every
one in the group and he was minutely described as to size, appearance,
clothing, and general manner•

The boys then discussed the chief character•

istics of the servants, deciding that the first two were honest, while
the third one was lazy and perhaps jealous because he had received but
one talent.

No one ever wanted to take the part of this last servant

and sometimes it was given to the latest comer .and sometimes to a member
who had been absent.

The boys were interested in the setting of the

story, yet their enthusiasm for that phase of the dramatization was slight
in co.mpanieon to the interest

w~ich

they manifested in their discussion

of the characters involved. in the parable.

In the end it was decided

to place all of the action in two scenes, both of which were to be locatw
ed in the rich man's house, one taking·place before the journey was under-
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taken and the other after he returned from his trip.
At the time of the first playing no actual dramatization was
~ttempted.

In order to amplify the signifiCfuiCe of the story at just this

point in the procedure the teacher told tvi'o secular stories vmich would
clarify the idea of the "taJ.ents" in the minds of the boys, choosing:

"The

Lame Boy" from The First Book in Religion by Mrs. Charles A. Lane and a
story of Louis Pasteur, vmo, as a scientist, made wise and splendid use of
his talents.

After these supplementary stories the group learned one verse

of the hymn, "0 God Who Workest Hitherto", found in H. Augustine Smith's
!JZEPal for American Youth.
for all the

~oles(except

Before leaving, temporary assignments

~Jere

made

for that of the servant). in order that the children

might have a chance to think over their parts before the time of the next
meeting.

For example, the boy who had chosen to be the rich

me~'s

camel

keeper was to find out all that he could about camels and make a report at
the next meeting of ·the group.
Vfuen the story was dramatized for the first time the "extras" did
very little but walk on and off the stage, while the other members of
the cast shouted directions at each other.

Afte~

this first playing,

thru which the children adjusted themselves to the new situation, the second ··
·playing went forward in a much more orderly and satisfactory manner in all
.respects.

At the time of the third playing the keeper of the camel pro-

ceeded to read the report on camels which he had prepared since the previous
meeting.

His attempt met the disapproval of the rest of the group, who,

after discus sing the matter, voted that the report was not at all in keep- .
ing with the rest of the story, and therefore should not be read at that .
·
the
time. Immediately following this, suggestions for changes. and for Aaddition

of new characters were tirought forward and weighed by the group.

Then,

an outlirie of the action of the play was jotted down and after this
had been done, the children listened to another story about individual
talente-- 11 Why the Chimes

Rang~, by

RaJmond McDonald Alden•

As the story was played and re-played slight changes were made
in action, but the speeches were constantly chanmed and improved by the
players as they interpreted new roles at each playing.

In connection

with the matter of costumes an important thing happened•
play began, one

Of

Before the

the boys who had been designated for the rich ma.n 1s

part at the next playing, disappeared, only to re-appear a few minutes
later wearing a kitchen towel wrapped around his head for a turban and
carrying a window pole in hie hand for a staff •

When the teacher came

to the next meeting she brought a strip of cloth from which the boys
might make a real turban.

The turban was the only bit of costuming

used in connection with the play· and the properties were limited to a
scroll which the boys made for the servants, a handkerchief for the
third servant, and a purse for the rich ma.n• All these properties were
made at one class session, while candles and a glass of water were the
only properties which were brought in addition. 1
D.

Another Dramatization of the Parable

a_t

the Talents

Another teacher who also told the parable of the talents to
her group of juniors writes this account of their dramatization of the
story.
At the first meeting of the junior class group in the

ve~ati~

church school the various members sugmested things which they would like

••••••
1.

Qf. Edland, Elisabeth:

Ohildren 1 s Dramatizations, PP• 28--;9

1~

Bible stor·ies• 11 ~ while anoth~r-~added::

~Yes·,

.

ami W&"might play them·~

.
Although- that suggestion ·was· not'>aeted·· upon· immediately it-· was borne in
mind· and later-, when the teaeher had· finished· ~lling th'S story· &f the
talents, she asked the children if· th-ey- would-like to· plq it•

Since

t..Jt&-· response was m-·the·· affirmative·, an opportunit1" was· given for the
children· to- volunteer· to take the ·various Parts· in· a prelimina-ry playing• This playing was deemed quite unsuccessfUl by the group· with the
result that on-e· child fine.:lly sai'd.c

~It

ought t-o be- written· out·•u . The

teacher in looking about· for· writers· noted· that two children volunteered
to do this work• After· that there· was· a short· discuss-ion as to the
characters, the setting·, and the properties necessary for· the enactlnent
of·· the· parable.

At· a 1ater- sessi.o1r one· of ·the· two· volunteers, a sixth grade
girl, brought in her dramatic arrangement· of". the Parable.

after· she·

had· read it to· the group the children made· ·these' responses:

-•When· will

we give·it? 1

-

1 Wh~re·· • • .May

-

1Will

-

-

I be· the .Master? 1

we· have costumes?'

.

-

'I have· some-- pictures that· will show the costumes .•

l

Just·then·the teacher asked those who had· pictureS' to bring
them to· the next· session·•
this que-stion;

1Where

will

at that time the children· met-the teac-her· with
W8'

·give···our- play-?-'

1he teacher responded:

••••••
1.

Danielson and Perkins: Teaching Without Textbooks~ P• 189
(Chapter by Edna L. Acheson)

~You

may

s·end: a canm:ittee to see • '

l

Since all of those· in· "'the- class

;ant-ed to·· have a part in· the dec::t~::ton-·u to· where ,the· p-lq· "Should be
g::tven, ·they·· all went--out for .a walk· around· t.he campus ·izr· -orde-r to
f'tnd a s:pot·whicb· would be ·a suitable place· for· ·dremati.z:tng·the par.e:bbh
After· a spot'·had been chosen• the children wrote ::tnvttat::tontt·to<several

adlllt11· wi'th whoDt they· wi:s-hedtt·o· ·~rhaT~Ftheir-- play•

Foi'lowing····thilf;. ihe

group gathered· -aTound· the· teacher to· ·look at the- pietur8'8· ~ch--some

ot··tbe children· ·had· ·brought· to·· help· the entire· cla&s· to- dramatize the
etQI7i·

When the· teacher a'Bked·:

'W·hat: shall we· have in' OU'l"' street
~

scene'l ~ • eome· one· called· att·enti:on ·to~-thlf s·tNet' ··Rene · picture.- and
see::tng· net-a··· in the· picture 1 sugge•sted· tb£r:tvtenni·e nets• ought•
used·~tn

tCT

1

be-··"

the·setting-·for the st-reet·· scene• ·During this"·C'OnTerjsation

another'· ehtla··bau· been· studying the plan· .of"the· p.;.lq.
he asked·: ',How much i-s·

·a:

At thi:s time,

hint 1_ The· teac·her· referred the·· iJUe-stbm to

anot·her--one of··the group·· who· volwrte-ered to·'allk· his· father fOr- the

desi:nrd- bit· of'· information• · S·ince•·a ·Bible· dictionary· was· ·at· hand• 1t

was suggested'- tha't··reference· to-·that··m-gbt·· be- -the· beet·· way--Of" finding

out· about· the point<- in quest-ion•· The teacher' asked -two -children to
react· chosen ·portions'" fJ'OIIl'· Harold·· Hunt-ing~' a- booki Hebrew· Life '8.Ud fimee,
and· from: Grant·• s bookl Lite 1md Times· .,f.:·Jeaus •

h

ord-&r to- suggest

wqs inwlricb··the B'oe-ne·ot~·the st017:migtrt-·bearra.nged• · Whetf'hbese
boe!ar'·had· bee1r cormwlted" and ·reports 'll!ade-; it··· wae-'· decided·

that·-~

chants·· judgeffi' and··rilfe· ·men·woulct/·likttlya'it/· 'in·"the •market--;· that·

te

th~

nnr

would· ·be a group of· gossips; that·the'mercheJlt-a· and neighbors
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would engage in bargaining, YJhile the market itself \7ould be held in
front of e. hole in the wall.

As two of the members dramatized the dicker-

ing of the buyers, one junior let forth a loud snort and was forthwith
descended upon quite severely by the leader.
to the

~w

She tried to cell attention

of good worknkqnship as it applied in this instance, but was

rather unsuccessful in her attempt and realized that she had not dealt
wisely with this interruption which ought to have been treated in a'light,
inconsequential fashion.

Wben another group dramatized the action of

the wise men the teacher referred to the uise man i'lho taught Paul;

since

the children were not acquainted with him, one junior volunteer13cl to
find out about him and report at the time of the next session •. The investigators reported their finds regarding the "kin"e.nd the
had been discussed before.

11

kab 11 vihich

After this, specific planning uas done

reg~rcling

t.JJ.e various scenes and the children definitely decided as to just what
properties they would use in their next playing.
At the open,ing of the next session replies to the invitations
were read and then work was begun on the stage properties by -'.;he various
groups.

Comments heard by the teacher at that time included the follow-

ing remarks.
'We'd really write a better play now.'
•vrell,
I' 11 be th
1
- e

·
w~se

man •••• I'm going to make me a long

pipe like that one in the picture.'
'I'll carr-1 a. water jar as that lady is doing.'

' Gamaliel was the wise man who taught Paul; father read where!l
~e
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Bible said that Paul sat at his £eat&•
Several days later when the children gave their play, the school
room was quite like a workshop in appearance during the early part of the
forenoon as the final preparations were being made.

Before the dramati-

zation was given the girls stitched busily away on their costumes, while
the boys brought in benches for the guests to sit on and arranged the
properties.

In connection

wit~

the production of the play at this time

the teacher told the story of a camp fire girl Vlho had been faithful to
the end. (See Hartshorne's ''Manual for Worshi!S).

At the conclusion o~the

dramatization the teacher linked the message odthe parable which had just
been enacted ·with the~ask of putting away the borrowed t,hings, saying:
"He that is faithful in that which is least has a chance of becoming a
master builder."

As the children worked at putting things back they were

quiet and orderly, evidencing that the experience had had a real effect upon them.

"And so the play, with its attending problems and its education

in attitudes, was over."1
E.

A Dramatization of a Missio11ary Story
A group of junior children, after hearing the mission story--

"Who is My Neighbor,"2

asked to play the story. The teacher declared that

it could well be played and then asked the children how they thought they
ought to begin it.

One child said:

"We couldn't begin 1!-t the beginning

of the story because nothing happens in the first part •"
questioned

On being

M

{rther as to where the dramatization really should begin

••••••
1.
2.

Danielson and Perkins:
C£. Harpers, Irene M.:

Teaching Without Text Books, P.• 187
The Golden Sparrow
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the group decided that the best point was where the two boys re.n from
the car to get a drink of v:ater from the "~;~Tell.

Then the teacher suggested

that the children think thru the story from that point on to the very end
and then decide just what events should be chosen for the play e.nd also
consider the number of scenes needed to represent the chosen events.

It

was after a short period of silence, during which each one was to think out
his plan for the play, that
the various plans were suggested
and discussed.
.
.
As a result of this, the class at last decided to include nine events ~nic~
might all be represented in one scene.

After the children had decided just

what each scene was to contain, they proceeded to act out the first one.
As the teacher named the various characters there were volunteers for each
part and those remaining v:rithout specific roles were chosen to represent
the crowd.

As far as scenery and.properties were concerned, it was agreed to

let a chair represent the well and to think of the automobile (mentioned in
the story) as being off-stage.
After these decisions had been reached, the children played thru
the first scene, using their own 'i'lords and without any comment from the
teacher.

When this preliminary playing v1as over, the teacher said:

let's sit doYm and talk about it.n

"Mow,

As the children gathered around her to

discuss their work these co:mmei.1ts were made by various members of the group:
"Teacher, John missed the point of tre story •"
couldn't hear

Some one else added:

"We

a single vJord that Jimmie said, and besides, the man who was

supposed to be hurt· didn't act at all like an injured man."

After listen-

ing quietly to these comments which were all rather negative .and destructive
in their tone, the teacher

aske~:

"VJhat parts did you like best of allt"
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Then, when the children had considered the good points present in the
first playing the teacher said:
in the. second

playing?~

11

In what ways can we make it better

With that thought in mind the story was re-

played, each child assuming a new part.

After this second playing the

children paused again to discuss what they had just done, giving special
attention to the harmony between each character and the story as a
whole.

They raised such points as these:

11

Do we all understand just
11

why the two boys hesitate about helping their father?"

From the way

that we played the story could anyone watching us tell that it happened in :t.._p.dia? 11

Another person asked;

11

Does the injured man's last

speech make the story as impressive as it ought to be? 11
At the time of this first meeting the story was played thru
several times, each child having a different part at each playing. Uiider
the guidance of the teacher the. boys and girls were constantly on the
alert to make suggestions which would make the play much more complete
than at the outset of the undertaking•

The final production with its

carefully planned wording and action was the children's own creation,
and in view of that, they were eager to present it to the rest of the
junior department•

They decided that in view of this

ance 11 they ought to have costumes•

11

public

perfo~

This led to a study of the cloth-

ing worn in India and in connection with this study the children learned
to wind their own turbans and to drape their own garments•
play was given, the

more~

Before the

advanced members of the group wrote out the
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words as they were spoken in order that the class might have a permanent
record of the play.

F•

l

A Dramatization of the Christmas Story
At Christmas time a group of junior children were eager to
As .they began work on it one member of

dramatize the Shepherd Story.
the group made this suggestion:

11 Mary

can hold her arms out and make•

believe that she is showing the baby Jesus to the shepherds•"
the shepherds had been chosen one of them declared;
the larger hymn books are our sheeP•"

11 We

After

can play that

Another. child added:

11

All of

us can stfleep, except just one who should stay awake to watch- 11

When

the time came for the angel's song, the children making up the angel
chorus, rose from their place behind the p_J.ano and sang their song
which awakened the sleeping shepherds •
the shepherds said::

11 Let 1 s

all go to Bethlehem and see this baby

whom the angels told us about. 11
book said:
asked:

1

11 ! 1 11

F'ollowing this song, one of

one of the players, picking up a hymn

take a lamb· with me• 11

Just at that point some one

~What did the shepherds do with their sheep? 11

When the leader

confessed that she didn't know, one of the children answered:

11 They

knew that they could trust God to watch their sheep, or maybe the angels.
looked after them for a little while •"

The juniors moved very quietly

to the cor.aer designated as the stable where Mary sat with arms encircled
as if holding a baby•

Someone asked softly:

reply the leader nodded.

After the

11

••••••
1.

Cf. Lobingier: op. cit., PP•

;--6

11 Shall

we kneel ? 11 and in

lamb 11 had bee~ given to Josep.jl
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the shepherds rose to return again to their flocks.
themselves again, one of them asked:

11

When they had seated

Shouldn 1t we sing now'! 11

There

followed a quiet consideration of an appropriate song and then the group
chose

11

Silent Night~

revealing as they sang that

11

the story had become

their imperishable possession, and that they had shared in some mystic
1
sense the w.onder and the adoration of the shepherds • 11
G.

A Dramatization of the Life of Joseph
S!hnce the story of Joseph is one which is frequently dramatized

b,y junior children, it is of importance to include Miss Miller 1a report
of her experience in working it out with a children's dramatic club
connected

with the Sunday School of the Hyde Park of the Ohwwoh of the

Disciples in Ohicago.
At the outset

the story was told to the children in a version

which was closely akin to the Biblical account and the children were
then asked to choose the outstall.ding events in Joseph's life•

They

'

spoke of his early life in Oanaan, his sale into Egypt, his experiences
in Potiphar 1 s house, hie imprisonment, hie gif't of interpreting dreams,
his rulership in Egypt, the famine and the visit of his family.

It ·

seemed to all of the children that a great ma.113'" scenes, perhaps as many
as seven or eight would be necessary if they were to portray the story
adequately.

After several members of the group had. described the first

scene in detail, volunteers came forward to act it out.

In the successive

playings it was done naturally and spontaneously by changing groups
children.

Each playing varied somewhat, since no two groups interpreted·

••••••
1.

of

Of· Brockway: op. cit., pf 126
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'-!

'* the .words

not actively

of

~ngaged

the story in just the same way •

Those who were

in the dramatization were alert to give suggestions

fer tmprovement during the discussion period which followed each playing.

At these times the criticisms came from the children directed

and guided b.Y the leader's questions.
Since the meetings of the club were only an hour long, there was
time to work on but one scene at a meeting•

Because of this, the

chil~-

dren were asked to think thru the story during the week in order to have
the details of the second and third scenes clearly in mind when they
returned on the following Sunday afternoon.

Vlhen the next meeting was

held at that time, these later scenes were worked thru in much the same
way as the first scene•

At the time of the following session, the

scenes connected with Joseph 1 s Egyptian experiences were roughly sketched and blocked out by the children who made up their own words as they
progressed with the play.

An observer would have felt that the language

was exceedingly modern for a Biblical play, yet this was inevitable,
for the emphasis up to that point had been primarily upon thought and
action, rather than upon the phrasing of the speeches.

Four of the

older girls in the group, dissatisfied with the wording of the play,
volunteered to write out the play in different phraseology.

At the

next meeting they read their version of ·the play to the children who
saw several needless repetitions and overlappings of material·

After

that the entire group turned to a careful study of the play in order
to omit any unnecessary portions and to choose only the essential
scenes for inclusion in the final form of the play, which form the
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older children began t.o writ.e out.
At. the time of the fifth meeting of the club the children and
t.he leader t.ook into consideration the work which had been done outside
of the class room on t.he wording of the play, and using that. work as
a basis, gave special attention to the speeches, trying to make them
as much like the Bible as possible.

This was not a ver,y difficult

process, for the children knew thoroughly the thought of the story thru _

It

~ir
repeated experiences ·in dramatizing it.
1\

When they met again they made a conscious effort to interpret
the Parts in a better fashion at each
with

~eedom

;~laying;

they used definite words

and ease, since the thought of the story had been very

real to them long before they had turned to any set speeches.

When

several children volunteered for the same part it. was decided that. each
volunteer might tearn the part which he had chosen and then interp_ret
it to the best of his ability at the next meeting of the club.

At

that next meeting the final cast was voted upon by the children thelll"'"
eelves•

Thus, in that way, there was no unpleasant feeling in the minds

of those not cast since they were much more ready to accept such a
choice from the group than from the leader•

The individuals who could

not be utilized in the speaking parts were given places in the caravan
or in Fharaoh 1 s

c~rt

in order that they might still feel themselves

a vit.al Part of the activity.
After eight or nine meetings the play was practically finished·
The children wore simple slip costumes with bright sashes and appropriate
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headgear which they had been wearing at all of the practices•
who p_layed the part of Pharaoh was

gail~

lhe boy

dressed and wore numerous

ornaments which he had made for himself fran gilt paper•

The stage

settings, all made by the children, were very simple, based on designs
In working out these details Tissot 1 s Bible pictures

from the lotus.

were found to be very helpful aids•

Joseph's ten brothers carried staffs

which they themselves had fashioned from the limbs of trees•

All such

articles of costuming and stage setting were used at the rehearsals
and were found entirely adequate in providing the appropriate atmosphere
for the story.
cu~ination

When the children felt that the play represented the

of their beet efforts, they invited their friends to one

of their regular meetings where they were to give it.
before the final performance
taken ill and

f~r

A number of days

of those who had leading roles were

could not play their parte.

In view of this, four others,

who had minor roles, assumed the lar,er parts and handled them without
any difficulty whatsoever,
thing.

~eeling

that it was only natural to do this

The play was well given at the time of the final production and

was characterized b,y a spirit of reverence and dignity.
Thru the

dr~atization

of this story of

Jose~,

the children

who participated in it gained a new freedom and ease in exPressing themselves, a self-confidence unspoiled by conceit, and the ability to cooperate with others in their club group•

In particular it was observed

that several children who had been timid overcame some of their shyness,
while one girl, inclined to be over confident regarding her own ability,
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found that there were others who could surpass her interpretation of
a

p~ticular

part.

It is certain that the children who particiPated

in this dramatic activity will never forget it, for several years after•

ward a number of them referred to the play with great jo.y.

At that

later time they indicated that Joseph has been one of their favorite
characters ever since they actually lived thru some of his experiences
1
when they played the story of his life •
III.

Summary

In the above accounte,which tell of the use of the dramatic
method in·the religious education of the junior child, there are certain outstanding emphases revealed by the various writers • At this
time it is well to list those emphases which seem to be of paramount
importance when considered in the light of the previously discussed
theories set forth by modern religious educators.
Those emphases which bear a relation to the principles of
dramatization considered in the foregoing chapters may be listed as
follows:
1.

The children entered naturally into the dramatic activity

as it grew out of their other clas&/room activities and was an integral
part of their entire program of religious education.
2·

The children themselves arranged the material in dramatic

form, choosing the scenes and the setting as well as phrasing the

s~eches~

••••••
1.

Of. Miller, Elizabeth:

The Dramatization of Bible Stories, PP• 17-;4
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The children looked to their leader as guide and counsellor,

;.

but never as dictator.

4. The children had a wide experience of the story dramatized
since each member of the group had an opportunity to take different
parts in the different playings•
5.

The children invited an audience because they wished to share

the results of their best efforts to interpret a favorite story.

6.

The children entered whole heartedly into the dramatic activity

and created an atmosphere of dignity and reverence.

7• The children first achieved an understanding of the

sc~iptural

material ·and put this into their own words; then when the Biblical
phraseology had thus acquired meaning for them it

Wf!B

employed in their

dramatization.
Those emphases which bear a relation to the objectives

uu~

sought in the religious education of the junior child (as discussed

in

a previous chapter) may be listed as follows:
1.

The children entered upon a widened field of interest and

sympathy as they studied the customs, the dress, the manner of life,
and the ideals of other peoples• (Right attitudes)
2•

The children experienced the meaning of co-operation as they

engaged in the production of a group project.

J•

(Skill in living)

The children were enabled to put facts and ideals into action.

{Skill in living)

· 4. The children, in portraying heroes of the past, became
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acquainted with these noble characters in such an intimate way as would
tend to produce lasting effects upon their own lives.

~Fruitful

know-

ledge, right attitudes, skill in living)

5·

The children developed a new knowledme and appreciation of

art, hymnology, and literature as these were related to their dramatics
and served to make them meanLl'lgful.

(Fruitful lmowledge, ri5}1t e:tti-

tudes):

6. The children learned to engage in positive, constructive
group ciriticsm end then to PJOfit thereby.

(Skill in living)

7• The children were eager to make their costumes, properties,
·and stage setting for their plays and were willing to enter upon the
necessary preliminary study. (Fruitful knowledme)

8.

The children were led by the teacher to see the relation

between the dramatization and actual conduct. (Skill in living)

Thus, these points, which may be grouped according to principles
and objectives, indicate that the theories set forth by modern educators
regarding the use of the dramatic method coincide with the experiences
of those who use this method in the religious education of the junior
child; it is clear then, that the theories discussed in the earlier
portion of this thesis are upheld by reports of life situations.

Chapter VIII
Reports of Four Experiments Conducted by the Writer in the Use of
The Dramatic Method in the Religious Education of the Junior Child

I.

Introduction
After a theoretical study of the dramatic method in relation

to the religious education of the junior child, attention was then
turned to practical asPects of the problem.

In view of that, the

preceding chapter included reports which have been made by modern
religious educators regarding their use of the dramatic method in
the religious education of the junior child.

An examination of these

reports revealed that the theories set forth by modern writers are
confirmed by their experiences in connection with the actual use of
the dramatic method in the religious education of the junior child.
Now, at this time, tee writer will present four accounts describing
her experiences in the use of the dramatic method in the religious
education of the junior child.

This will be done in the light of

the preceding data regarding the theoretical foundation and the empirical

•e~ification

of the dramatic method in the religious education of

the junior child.
II.

Reports of the Writer 1 s Use of the Dramatic Method in the Religious
Education of the Junior Child
A·

A Dramatization of the Christmas Story
The following dramatization of the Christmas story was worked

out in the East Madison (Maine) Vacation Church School by a group of
nine bo.ys and girls of early junior age under the direction of the
writer.

Even though the children were all very familiar with the

detail-s of the OhristmaS'stotT* the-· writer re-told· it b&fore.they
began· playing in order that they might better be able· to interpret
it· dramatiocally.
1. The Story· as Told
alrea~y

t}Je

As Mary and Jose-ph trave'led along·

~h;

It was late· on' a December afternoon and
slq· was beginning to grow- dark.

road leading from their home' to Bethlehem· they look&d· anxiously at· the·
darkening slcy and· hurried on, eager to· reach
came···
tired•

They walked· as·· t·hough

had·

C1:)J]le·

tomr b&fore' night- ·time

a long wq and were very

Present·ly Mary spoke·t
~I-t

rest·•

they~

the~

will b& gctod to· reach Bethlehem whe-re we· shall be able to

This· long· trip··has made me· feel tired" and· hungry• 11

'

Bethlehem- now.

How····good·-it ·will seenr t-o···llave- a com:f'ortable ·room· where

we·· mayc spend· the·

night~•

I just· hope• · th&t we· won'1·t · have· any trouble

a bout.. finding· a room now· at·· til-is busy- time when
also· going to Bethlehem· to have their names·

-

Mary· looked worried· and shook her
just thinking of·that·very·thmg.

S'O ~

wri.tt~n

he~d:·

people· are

in the king 1 s

doubtfully•

11

I· was

1 1m afraid that the inn will be

crowded full of people~ who:, like ourselves, want a place· to stay.
But• we· shall just have to wai-t· and· see•"
.
Mary·and Joseph traveled on·"f·or··some·time·· and''then at-·-laet·
they· came to th& little village of''":Be"th•lehem.

They· went to·-thEr inn,

trying to find a room, but all of the· ·rooms· haci' been· taken before
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.

your inn for two weary travelers who have cOllie' a. long
landlord was impatient and answered sharply;

wayt~

The

"No indeed; the rooms

m this house are all full. •.,

He was ab-out· to· s·lam the· door when· Joseph said:

perhe;ps~you·have·

"Good·· sir,

a plac·e in· the stable where we could lie down on

the straw to sleep and where we could be· shelt-erEtd. from -the· cold•"
When· the landlord heard· that·, he looked -at· Mary, and· aeeing
that ·she aeemed· very t·ired6 hi·s face· softened a little· ·tmd ·be· said:
~Yes·~

you may sleep in

~q

stable for the· night•

1 1 11 show you where

it is i f you will follow me.;•

-

Then· Mary· and:·cJoseph followed the· innlreep&r as he, led them

toward· the sta·ble not far from: the-- hote·l·

That· n"ight-, there in the

lOW'ly stable, a very· wonderful thing happen&d : the be:by Jesus
·wa:e· 'born· 1

the bi:llsideth

saying ·tbin:gs

As they· eat around· the·ir· litt·le fire:, they- talked,
like~

this-;

~"'l'hiv· n:i:~··is c~lder
~How· good

·ttwr usual.".

the· warm- fire·

feela.i~

.

:Hew
clear and bright· the· sk;y· ·looks· ·tonight" 1.

II

.
11Juet·look· and· see that bright star overhe-a:dt"
..

..

~

"Ye·e·• ilm't it big.
··~

How· very bright· it· is l"
.~~

Suddenly, one· of· the·· she·pberds,·"Who. ·was· wat-ching the··star
more intently than· the rest called out:

"Look1

Lookl

The bright

star is growing
us I

~brtght&rce

See;, look• there· ia an ange'i coming-- t-oward

ihen·;, all of·t·be shepherds fell to· the-ir·faoea· ·in

amazement, for they saW' a brilliant

u~lin

tel"r1)1"'

and··-

the· ek:J:• ·Then, -the @gel,

eeeiug hovr· terr-ified the• ·ehe·ph-e-rds" Wft'e--, said:
nB&

n-o~-

afraid1 for- behold-, 1 bring

J'OU

good tidings of _great

joy which shall be to all peo·ple•:
.

The····shepherd-s list-ened· while- the" angel continued·:

you this day in· the· -city of· Davi-d a Saviour
·:who· is Chr:tet·the- LLord. And this· is the· sign unt-o you:
Ye shall find ·a babe· wra:ppe·cl in swadd-ling cl-othes, and

nThere ·is born' to

lying in··a·manger•: ·
.
And just· after -the ange-l had finished 11aying that:; the
shepherds raised· tmdr ·'gy'es ·and· saw

ma~Q",

many ange-ls joining this one.

Then· the ange1. · chorwr sang· these words :
"Glory to God in the highest
~And· on earth··pee:ce among-men· m··whorrhe-·is· lfe"ll ·plea'Sed.~
After· the- angels had go:ne· away" int-o· heaveD ·tbe· she'f!herds
looked at· eac·h other; their' eyes filled· with wonder· and joy•
of them~ said:

told us•

~Let 1e

about• 1~

go·-.to

Bethlehem·~

COne

see thi-s· baby whom·-the -angels

Then· the;·· 'She-pherds- left· the-ir·· f·locks and··}Iur!eying

-

along- the·· road t·hey soon ·re-ached· the·- stalTle where ·the ·ba'b;r Jeeua ley
4

on· his bed of straw•

In love· and s.dora:t-i:on· ther fe--ll down and

wor-shipped him: on that-· first'· Christmas -eve•
2• The Sto17 a.s Inte-rpreted
After ·he-aring· the:·· writer- te-ll this st-ory the
children declared that· in· plqing the story there· ·should be·· four

pi~tures

the first one being on the·· road· to Bethlehem; the· sec-ond be-fore the

landlord 1 s· door, the third around tber shepherd's f'ire, and the, fourth

-

in· the· stable•

Then they listed the: chuacters· a& fo-llows:

A boy and a

~irl

Mary,.

were chften ·for· Mar.y" ·and Joseph· and then· the

J"laymg· ot-· the story began·•

These two walked compleW'q across the

portion· of ·piqing space des-ignat-ed as the road w-ithout sqing a word•
The rest· of··tbe group·were·impatient"with· this· silence· and made
suggestions· as· to what·· the conversat-ion ought to include·•
sugge'S'ti.'ODS" in mindi Ma!'J and· Joseph· began

e:~in.;

With these

but f'oand that>they

were··moving too· rapidly· to· allow time for much··ta:lking··

In v.iew of

that they·made· a third· attempt· with much better· results and· with the
formulat·ion' of lines- like these:

!!!7&

I 1 11 be glad when· we· get to Bethlehem; I want to stop· and· ·rest •
I 1m t·i:red and· hungry•

Josep!l· 1 I wonder· hcw"i'ar Bet·hlehem 1-e.

Do you suppose· 'that we can

find a place to-· stop?

!!:z'

I dorr 1_t knOW"•

Probably the inns· are crowded• 11

-

In· planning the-seeondrscene·it wa1t decided· to place the·inn

do-or in the center of· the stage and to imrrgimt· that· the st-able was off
to the" left•

The· boy who

volunt~ere-d

accosted· by the wee:ry trave-ler&•

to· intel"'pret the• role of" the

However' he showe·d; a euggest.·ion· ot

gracious· hospitality as he ·le'd: them· toward· the· wsrm· ..sta·ble•

After a

ntmrber· of ple.yin·gs these- words· were evolved for-- the· second·· s-cene:
Joee·Itl-J (speaking to the, landlord-) Oan, we· have ·a place to sleep at your

15§

No·, all the rooms are crowd&d: full of peo-ple •

.Innke&per:

Joseph:

Do you· have, a place in the stable wh&re we ca:n s-leep?
4

Innkee-per: Yew, I •-11 sh-ow--you ·where ·:it· is··

scenes· were eager" to take th-e'ir places-:· for· the"· shepherd: e·cene •

A&

they

acted it" out· they sat ·httddled around' their imaginary'· fire in quite ·
convincing· f-awhiorr•

·t-hat ·they· had
something•"

to~

Several devoted- so- much thought· -tO'

~shiver'in~

be· reminded· by-··-the·· others in et·a:ge- whisper-s· to· ~say

In discuss-ing and playing·through·t·hie incident the

t

.
following lines were deeme·d appropriate to-the' :situation·:
let·• Shep}rerd·J· The· fire feels -wa-rm• This is an awfully cold night•
2nd• She·pb;erd: See·tbe· ·big star•

'rd •

She-prd·J Yes, it is a big star, and· a· bright one· too •

4th• 'SheJ!Ierd; I see an engel•
. . .. ..
. .
5th• She·J!lerd·:·Yee-·, so· do I , and·it·•s coming"ne:arer•
~

~

'

~

When it·· came to the· mat-t&r · o£L the· angel 1 s wordS" ·the' ·-chi_ldren
suggeste-d that the' writer; standing behind· the- scenes-. -shoa"id· re-c--ite
the- words· from· the· B-ible which had been" included in -the·

sto17~

and

that the shepherds· should act· as if the-y ·saw· t·he· angel in· the sky
above them·; speaking· and· singing•

The lnSmbers of the· class then

ins-isted·tolutt·the· shepherd-s shou-ld ·show· a goodly· amount Of· -surprise
and· joyj and· then· be-· very· eager to go ·to·, Be-thlehem to see·· the baby
Jesus.

This speech-. made by ·the' sixth she !herd, was expressive Of

the reaction of all of the· group:
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6th.· 5heprcH Let 1_s- go to· -the· place' that- these- angels j_ust told us

did not wish to use any words, but· preferred to enact it··in

center

of~ the~

~omime

·groll.P"· appemr1ng in· this la:et· secen, while the -she-pherds

knelt on-each side- with their· hea-ds bowed as· they worshipped the
holy·· ba.by·•
After playing the story through several successive meetings
of ·the group· in this vaca:t"i'on school ctlas-e:. the children expressed

themse--lves• as wishing· to play this same ster.¥ at the-· time ·of the
traca'tion"school program-;· held at the end· of the week.

Tliat'ga:ve

voted·not"to·wear·coetmnes-. but-to bring·the·str properties·;

branclles

from trees· as crooks for·· the·· shepherds, and· a small blanket which

the· childrezr- were of··the opinion- tha-t· there-- should be·· som8"· c·br·~tma.s
music somewhere in the story.

After· consider-ing

dec·ided- to· ask·the· organist to play

the~

~Silent Night~

matter· 'they

very soft·ly as

the shepherds- knelt -1n- the last·- scene.
On the· evening· ot-··the·· vacation school· program the-se juniors

were· eager···t'O" share·thi:s· intet""pre-tation of· the Christma-s· story· .with
their parents and -friend-s••

Before the· dramatization thet'& was no

frantic haste• to get into strange" and·· d·ift\i-cttlt· coetumes; for ·there
were none··

The· children had brought their own· simple properties a.ncl
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when the· time: came for the story they took their places w-ithOut; a
trace of' self' consciousness and without a tremorOf'·nervowmess about
en'3'. lines· wh'i'Ch·might be forgotten•

The playing Of' ·the• story went

forward as simply:.cand as s·pont1meoualy ·as it had in· the· r&'Pee.tedclassroom dramat-izations·•

Ylhen the final tableau wa-s· rea-ched, there

watJ a reveren-t· hush throughout the audiene& for--everyone re:alized" tbat
the• ch·i:ldren were"partici:pating ·in a genuine- worship experie-nce as
they· drama:ti~ed"'the' Christmas ·story •

B· A Drama.ttzat ion' o:fl the·· Eeab.le::.:lofitw Good· Samaritan

This-·· drame2t-izat ion flf'· ths · parable -of· the Good· Samarltan
which fOllowS", we:s· worked out· by· a group of· junior· boys'· in one of
the ·clubs of· the Lieutenant· White Neighborho'od House •

At the outset

of· the· period the· writer· announced that-- she h-ad a story which· boys

usually liked: to· act out· and that after· hearing the -story, they
might·· play it if· tbey wished··

Most of· them showed interest in that

propositi:orr and listened quite attentively as the writer told the
following-· story.
1. The Story- Aa Told

One day a lawyer came to Jesus and asked him-this
11 Good

quecstion:

Teacher • what shall I do in order to ga· to- ·Ms.ven

when·l die?.,11

The
Bible says:

la~r
1

.
.
thought for a· moment· and ·then re·plied-: '·1 Tbe

Thcu shalt love· the Lord thy God-with all :tby·heart

and with·' all thy- soul- and with all thy strength-, and- with all thy
mind• and thy neighbor as thyself·'~
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11

11

That is right • 11 1 answered Jesus.

If you do those things

you will surely go to heaven when you die. 11
But still, the lawyer was not quite satisfied, and
11

still anotner question:

Who is my neighbor ? 11

h~

asked

Instead of answering

him directly, Jesus told him a story which I shall re-tell to you,
using my own words and using my imagination to fill in details.
One day a

m~

lay face downward by the side of the lonely

road which runs between Jerusalem and Jericho.

He groaned and writhed

as though he were in terrible p.ain; one arm was under his head and the
other was flung out above his head and he opened and closed his hand
as people do when they are suffering.
the robbers who had attacked

h~;

Not far from him there stoat .·

they were counting the money which

they had "t.ake:;:.L Irom him anti rejoicing in "Lheir eVJ.l aeed·

'l"hen they

stole away to lie in hiding until some other poor traveler ceme past
whom they m1gb:t rob in the sme wt13 •
For same moments

ef~er ~e

lay twisting and moaning•

robbers

Prsentl~

wen~

away

~ne

wounded man

a priest came walking by; his

hands were folded in front of him; his eyes were cast upon the ground;
suddenly he saw the wounded man•

For just a moment he paused and

looked down at him; then, shrugging his shoulders in ..disgust, and
gathering his rich temple robes about him, he hurried on.
after he had passed,a Levite appeared.

Not long

In his hands he carried a

scroll on .which. was written a hymn which he was singing as he walked
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a:lcmg•

Suddenly ·he stopped· his· singing ·and· stared in' surprise at

'the wotmded-man by the roadside•

After pausing t"or just a minute he

shook ·his· bead and then walked on:, reetming·hi:& ·song·wber& be had left
off'•

All the while· the tra'V'e"ler· was suffering -from- -the-· -wounds wh±ch

the·" robbers had·· in:f''licte·d upon him•

suraly-"die ·before· SllJ'one:·would
might- be taken care of'•

com&

He b&gan to t.hink the:tr he· would
and he-l:p him· to an inn: where be

The-n·, as he turned his head to one: side ·he caught

s-ight'· of'--·a S'alllarit.an·1ll!m' commg over-· the··· brow· of· a hill.
dilin 1t give·hinr any

hope~

But that

because··he· :felt· -sure' that· since· be' was a

a Samarit.an would· not- ~ven· cons-ider· helping him•

Jew~

{In those ·days -the

Sameritans-·and Jewlf didn·1 t f'eel very·f'riendly·toward· eac-h-other•} Then,
imagine" his astoni.shment when· the· Samari:tan actually -sto-pPeti--1 '!melt.

by bi:s side and· said::

llMy- poor man, what has ha-ppened to-youfll
~-t

-

The> traveler anlfwered:

~

1

Rob'~ers-.

Retbbers -canw and grabbed

me·, beat me, took· away my· money and left me here all alone- by the

Then· the S8l11Uita:n:, plac--ing hie hand' under-the' traveler·1 s
head* raised him to· a sitting· positi·on and• gave hiDr:a drink· etf· water.
Then he said·::

:~Now

that·· you have· had· a drink of cool wa.ter- amh·f'e:el

better 1 just lean on- me and- l 1-11 take you to an inn where you w-ill be
taken· care"·Of'"until·you are· well
",Yes'; but

1

aga·in•~

haven- 1_t>any money to pay· th8' innkeePer-·;

the

robbers· took all that I had.•
.
.
1 That- doem-~t""matter be-cause I will pay-·the·landlor:d•"
.'
.
Slow-ly the two·men walked down the roa-d toward the nearest
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hotel.

When the innkeeper saw them coming he ran out to 111Se't 'them and

to help the wounded- man:•

The Samaritan said:

uzq friend was, attacked

"

•

h

by robbers as he' traveled bet"Ween J-erusaleDr and" Jer'icpJ
money· and left h:im half dead by

the~

roadside"•

.L

they t·oo:k· his

have brought him·here

to your hotel, ask·ing you to take care of him-until he is well. T'Mey
I will pay- you two· shillings and if· it coste···aey-·more than that for
his roour and meals, I will pay· the· re-st when I come· this" way again•".
That· day· as the good Samaritan went on his journey the ·traveler
watched hillrt"hrough· the· hotel window· and· then said to· the·

lancU~rd:

/

man was a real neighbor beeauee he helped me when I

-"1'he.t
.

waB in ne"ed•"
-

After Jesus f,inieh_ed· telling this story· he sa·id to· the lawyer:
"Who was neighbor to'·him that fell am-ong the robbers< • the priest, the
~-::

Levite,. or the.- Samaritan?"

In· an instant the lawyer replied:

~wey-,

the Samaritan , of course-, be-caus-e- he showed kindness· to the one· who
needed help."

Jesus' final advice was very brief:

0

Go thou and do

likewise."

As soon as this story was· concluded, th& writer found
that all of the boys in· the club were eager to begin play-,ing the
story·.

The responses took the fol'lJr of the' follow-ing discussion:
"Where
did the story ·happen? 11 -asked the leader•
1

.

~

"Ottt~

.

·:

.

in the street <:

in a f.orest where -there were lots of·'"'trees•u

"Why do you think: so? 11
~

~

11

.

Because the robbers hid behind the-trees and then jumped out

at--the traveler."
11 What

e-lse besides trees would you include in a pi'Cture of
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this story,"
"Stones and bushes."
"A road because the man was traveling when the robbers got
• II
h J.lll.

"vVho was in the story?"
"Robbers, a traveler, a priest, and a Levite?"
"Was there any one else~"
"A Samaritan and an innkeeper."
"Let us think vlhat each of these people did..

lib ere shall

the robbers stand and what shall they do?n
"They ought to stand over at one side, counting their moeny
and talking."
"Where is the traveleri"
"Lying in the road."
~~~~here

is the road?"

"Running the long way of the room."
"Who comes. by first and how does he act?"
"The Priest; he walks real Sl. ow; he has his hands folded like
we do in church."
''Yes, and he just looks at the traveler and then goes right
past him way over on the other side."
"Who comes next '1 "
With difficulty came the response:
a scroll and he was singing a hymn.

"The Levite; he carried

He shrugged his shoulders and went

right on when he saw the trav,,ler."
"VJho was the last person to come byl"
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"The Same.ritm; he gave the man ,a drink and took him -to· -the
innkeepar.

He·· t-old the innkeeper that he would

~

for the man's

roonr and:' ea-t'S • 11
~

11

anu·

What did the· traveler say when

.
went ·on

t~

Samar·itan left the inn

~is j·ourney-,again?~

.
said· that· the Samaritan was e: good ·man·'~
.
.
"Yes,
and
he·
sai.d·
that·
the
Sema:ri-tan·had
been
good -to- him• 11
.,

~He

although·· it

.

ha.d·zrot-~made

New York where'

11

'this discussion

a deep- impress·ion on,·the-se boys 'Of·E.a-st Side

neighbor~
some~

.

is a practically unknown concept:• · Following

of· the boys volunteere-d· f-or· various· ·pert-a and

then·narine.ted- others- to suppor-t· them in· play1;ng-the·B'tory·
first· play-ing was undertaken w·ith a great de·al

TbsJ+, . -the

or- attend:ent no_ie and

ar gument·• Each boy· t~ld· everyone e-lse' what to do·J some· of'•these

plete·ly ignored·•

LIn the· mi'dst of the-· p-laying:. Frank, an additi:onal

member of" the club, came· in late· and"·was immedia:tly made· a member of
'

the· cast by the- boys who hastened to·exple:i.n· what· they wer.r doing and
what·· his part·· should be•

During this •· ·prelim-inary' dramatizatio.n the

leader· said very· little; merely asking qU&st·ions such as these· as she
11 Hovr·

does the- wounded· man lie·'l11 ''What does ·he -do

--

~

.

with· his' hands"l· u- What doe-s the· Samarit·an·ask him? What doe-s he·tell
'
the Samaritant 11 All directions- were thus' given- through- the members of
the- grou-p as· they· answere-d· -thne quest·ions·•

In

tbill~

of drema:tizing the story it waa evident· that all of

first···expsri.ence

the~

c-learly
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understood the entire meaning of the story, although their portrayal
of it was far from artistic or complete.

At the close of the first

playing the writer gathered the players around her in a circle to
discuss the work which had just been done.

When the writer asked:

"Do you want to play it againi" the group voted unanimously in the
affirmative.
"If we play it again, ·what can we do to make it

better~"

"We ought to have costumes like they did in the Christmas
pageant here at the Neighborhood House."
"Yes, and the costumes ought to be real long."

(Followed

by descriptive gestures)
"And purple."
"Yes, and we ought to have a bottle of water for the Samarihow
tan and a scroll for the Levite. I knov; just,.....that should be fixed. 11
( A demonstration was immediately made with a piece of paper lying
near and a repeated reference to the Christmas pageru1t.)
"Vie would have to have some money, too."
"Even though we had all of those things that you mention,
would there still be anything that w e could do to make our playing
betteri"
"Make it longer by having more speeches; then too, we
ought to show: the part whet"e the man is caught and beaten."
So much eagerness was in evidence in regard to this violent
aspect of the incident that the writer referred to the course of the
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story as originally told and suggested that it might be as well to adhere to the order of this story in the dramati._zation. Since this seemed
satisfactory to the group they re-played the story in the above form,
making a few changes in the cast.

Since the group was small several

doubles were necessary at both playings and that necessity meant an

··add~d element::Bf confusion at each time.

The hour came to an end

before the third playing began and the group reluctantly left.
C. A Dramatization of Moses in the Bulrushes
The following account tells of the dramatization of the
story about Moses in the bulrushes as it was initiated and carried on
in a group of junior girls in the Lieutenant White Neighborhood House.
1Vhen the writer approached the group she asked the girls if they were
in the habit of dramatizing stories in school.

Since the response was

in the affirmative, she told the group that she knew a story which they
might like to act out, and then she proceeded to tell the ltory.

1. The Story As Told
The king was seated on his throne; all about him were
his servants and courtiers and advisors, ready to do his bidding. When
the king began to speak everyone leaned forward to listen. This is what
he was saying&
"As the years go by the children of 'Israel become more and
more numerous here in the land of Egypt.

Why, before we know it they

will be stronger and more powerful than we Egyptians. We must do
something right away before they rise up and overpower us •"
For a minute no one said a word; then one of the chief advisors
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who was very old and considered very wise spoke up and said: "I
don't see what more we can do. We make the lives or the children of
Israel just as hard as we possibly can. We make them work long hours
building palaces and roads for us and working in our fields."
For a minute everyone was quiet again; than another advisor
spoke:

"0 King, I beg of you to treat these people kindly.

t:--/.

It is

wrong for us to be so cruel to them. Let us treat them kindly and. ••"
The king would listen no longer and he cried out in disgust:
"Treat them

Treat them kindly?

kindly~

been too kind to them.
know what I shall do.

I should think not 1 VIa have

It is high time that we destroyed them.

I

I shall command that every baby boy among the

Israelites be killed."
Not far away from the king's palace there was a small home
where an Israelite family lived.

One day, abol.!-t three months after the

king had made his wicked decree, the mother sat rpcking her baby to
sleep.

He was crying and she was anxiously trying to quiet him. When he

was finally asleep she said to his sister Miriam;

"For three months we

have been able to hide our baby so that the king's soldiers didn't find
him and kill him.
any longer.
to find him.

But I don't see how we shall be able to hide him

He is so big and cries so loudly that they will be sure
Whatever shall we do?"

Miriam looked sad and shook her head sorrowfully, for she
fully realized the danger.

As she looked at her mother she saw that

her mother's face brightened as though she had found a way out of
the difficulty.
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Then her mother spoke: "Miriam, we can hide the baby in a
basket down by the river's brimk.
look there for him.

The king's men would never think to

Gd into the other room and bring me the basket that

I may cover it with pitch and put soft cushions into it.

Then, as soon

as the baby wakes up we'll go and hide him."
A few hours later the mother and daughter took the tiny baby
to the brink of the river. As they stood on the bank the mother said:
"We can't leave him here all alone. Will you stay and watch his basket
to see that nothing happens to him?"
Miriam loved the little brother dearly and she was happy to
think that they had at last found· a way to save the baby from harm, so
she said:

''Yes, mother, I shall be glad to stay here and make sure that

no harm comes to little brother."
Then the mother placed the basket in the tall rushes by the
river bank, said a little prayer to God asking Him to bless the baby,
and then, after kissing him softly, went home while Miriam stayed by
to watch.
She had not been watching long when she saw the beautiful
princess and her maidens coming down to the water. The princess said:
"How clear and lovely the water looks today.

Listen, what do I hear?

It sounds as though a baby were crying. Look around and see if there
is a baby around here anywhere."
The maidens looked and one found the little basket and
brought it to the princess.

She looked in and exclaimed&

"What a

beautiful little babyl He is smiling now; I believe that I shall
adopt him because I have found him."
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When Miriam heard the princess say that she stepped forward
from her place of hiding and said&

"Do you want me to find someone to

help you to take care of the baby, 0 princess?"
The princess answered:

''Yes, I will need a nurse and you may find

me one if you can."
Miriam said&

"I'll be back here wj,th one in just a few minutes."

Miriam ran very fast until she came to their home and then
she called out to her mother:
you.

"Mother~'lmother,

'"'V.

I have good news for

'
The princess found our baby and wants to take him for her own son.

She needs someone to take care of him and· I told her that I would find
someone.

Come qhickly, mother, because she is waiting."
When Miriam and her mother re,ached the river bank the princess

asked:

"Will you take care of this baby for me?

I will pay you good

wages because I want him well cared for."
Then, when the princess and her maidens went on ahead to the
palace Moses's mother knelt to pick the- basket from the river's
brink.

While· she was on her knees she thanked God for taking care

of Moses and for saving his lite.
2. The Story as Interpreted
As soon as the writer finished telling this story these
comments were made by the girls:
"I've heard that story before."
"Teacher, 1 at me.;, .be king."
"No, Teacher, I want to be the king."
"Marie Wa:s the mother in our play at school; she ought to be
Moses• mother."
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"Tel\chef, what can we have for the grass and river7

I

don't see how we can play that part."
In the midst of so much zeal it was easy to question the
group about the fundamental points of the story beginning with a
consideration of the number of scenes and their location.

Several

girls insisted that three scenes were sufficient but the majority
vote was cast in favor of-five which were to be as follows&
Scene I

- The King's Palace

Scene II - An Israelite Cottage
Scene III- The River Bank
Scene IV - An Israelite Cottage
Scene V - The River Bank
When the characters were named and discussed each girl in the
group stoutly declared that she wanted to be king.

In order to settle

the dispute, the writer named the girl at her left as king, which decision seemed entirely satisfactory to the girls, who, without further
dissension proceeded to choose the rest of the cast.

When this had

been done, the girls took their places, the king seating himself on a
chair (throne) in the center of the playing space; two attendants stood
behind the throne while the two adviso·rs stood out front.

For a

minute after placement there was a little uncertainty as to words, but
with mutual aid, the following lines were gradually evolved, with discussion
on several ·points•
Kin&.&

Them Israelites are getting stronger and stronger all the time.
We just got to do something about it.
my kingdom.

Pretty soon they'll take
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2nd' Advber-:

Oh1 no, king-; don1 t tl"'eat·them· so mee-.

They-· have ·lnJen

worldng· hard' for-~ us·; they- build pa'lfements and raise corn.

Why don 1t

you treat them kind T
King& (Shouting) No~ I'm-· going to- make them· work harder and harder.

I

.

got an ideal Every baby· has got·· to· be- killed1

of the· club who· f-elt that the king· had· made a grave mistake in stating

the- facts; they speed-ily informed- hhl that the' baby bEl! among· the

had· been corrected th& girls· considered the· first scene ended· and then·
discus-sed the-ir playing of· it, making suggestions· for improvement.
was decided·• to· have the· att-endants- fan the king a-s they
hiuh The- king· picked up a coat· and said:

1

~

stood~

It

behind

This will be my ·robe•'; At

that. se-veral looked··rounct·for something· suita·ble for a sceptre, but
since nothing wa'S in sight the ;king· decidecl to hold- out hi-s arm· to ind~_cate-

that he ha-d·· a sce-ptre• At the second· playing imp....rovements were

made ·in both speeches and in action.
In playing the next scene the king"' 8 throne became a moth-er's

r

rocking chair• Several girls wanted- a doll or· coat. to r&'present· the· baby
MoSS?, _but the mothe-r was· utterly- content to encircle her arms as if· she
were· holding a· baby.

As the scene- progresse-d these· speeches were made'

llir"ia~tJ

Mother, what·· shall we· do- with the· babyT

Mother:J

GO and· bring·~ me a basket· from" the· ·other room. Then I can cover

it with pitch ami' put· it in· the ta·ll reeds down· by the river•"
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When Uirian returned with an imaginary basket she said in
an aside: "This isn't any good.

We ought to have a real basket."

Then Miriam and the mother walked to the left of the stage,
considering that the river ran across the end of the stage.

When

the mother placed the basket at one side one of the spectators
remarked:

"We ought to have some real grass and weeds.

could make them out of paper."

Maybe we

Since no one else in the group appeared

to be of the same mind, the suggestion died a natural death.
After the basket had been deposited by the river the mother saida
"Now Miriam, will you stay here and wat·ch it1"
Miriam a Yes, mother, I'll be glad to.
With that remark she squatted down on the floor to watch.
The girls were so eager to play the rest of the story that the princess
and her attendants were at the riverbank almost· before the mother had
left. When the princess began by saying: "I hear a baby crying ••• " one
of the players broke in with the reminder: "You should say first-'How pretty the water lookst••

The princess took the suggestion in good

sPirit, and after repeating the phrase, parrot-like, went on with her
speech, bidding her maidens to bring the basket.

As she held it in her

arms she and her two maidens let ftrth excited exclamations of 11 0h," and

".Ah," remarking upon the beauty of the baby. Then Miriam popped out
from her hiding place and called:

"I'll get a nurse for the baby."

She rushed into the cottage and exclaimed:
good news for you.

"Mother, Mother, I got

The princess found our baby in the water and wants
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him for her son.

I told her that I'd get a nurse to take care of

him. Hurry, mother, she's waiting."
In haste the two approached the river bank.

There, this

conversation took place'
Princess:

Will you be the nurse for this child?

Mother of

Moses~_.l"es,

I'll be glad to.

Then the princess and· her maidens left for the palace while
the mother dropped to her knees and bowed her head, thanking God for
saving her baby.
The girls were eager to replay the story and asked a guest to
come in and watch them repeat it.

This· second playing showed improve-

ment, but they were conscious or imperfections in their interpretations,
for they asked the guest to

cr~ticize

their- work.

She said that she

thought that the words and actions were good, but that the characters
didn't fully enter into their parts. With that thought in mind they
re-played the story, perfecting it i..n many respects and enacting it witlt
greater sincerity.

Several expressed themselves as feeling that costumes

and properties would be a help in making the story seem more real.
Since the period was over by that time no further playing was possible.
D. A Junior Pageant for Children's Day
A committee in the Solon (Maine) Congregational Church
School chose Elizabeth Edland's pantomime, "The Passerby and the Flowers"
as the material to be used' in the Children• s Day program.

Following this

choice they adapted it somewhat and changed it into pageant form
so that it read as follows:

1'72

1. The Pageant as Written
THE . PASSER13Y AND THE FLOViERS

(Adaptation of a pantomime by Elizabeth Edland)
"Cast of Characters:
Anemone
Sister Flower
Disciples
Trees
Flowers of the Field
Children
Mothers
Boys
Breeze
Sun
Reader: Very slowly a flower by the roadside opened her petals for a
first j)eep at the great out of doors. S~ wondered what she could
see. As the petals opened wider and widerm rays of light darted in
between them.
(During this speech Anemone rises slowly and begins to unfold her
petals. As she does so, the Sun moves a little closer to her and
tries to see what she is doing.)
Anemone: My, how wonderful the world isl You funny, skipping little
shadows, let me come and play with you1
Sister Flower: Hush, a minutet Children and mothers and babies are
coming down the· road. We always listen to hear what passers by say.
That is how we get the news and carry it back to the other flowers
in the field, who, otherwise, would not know what happened in the
world.
Reader: The small flower stood up as straight and tall as she
could and looked and listened as bard as she could, for never had
she seen mothers and children and babies passing by.
(Mothers and children enter right. Eager procession, pantomime talk.
the grouping is eneven and the movement very deliberate.)
Sister

Flower~_

Anemome:

Listen carefullyl

What are they saying?
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Sister Flower: They are talking of Jesus of Nazareth who always
smiles at little children and who knows and loves the flowers of the
field. They say that he is passing by this way, and they want to see
him. The mothers want him to place his hands on the babies• heads and
the boys and girls want to listen to his stories.
(Exit last of procession.)
Anemone: Oh, sister, look1 Way down the road I see men coming. One
of them seems very different. He is all in white and he has a kind
face like a man who loves little children and the flowers of the field.
And look, sister, the children are running to him and gathering around
him and hg is smiling at them.
(During this speech both flowers look off stage as if seeing that
which Anemone's speech describes.)
Sister

Flower~

That, little Anemone, is Jesus.

Anemone: I wonder, tall sister, if Jesus would smile upon me too.
I think that I shall go to him.
(At this time little Anemone ran down the road. The sister flower
watched her for a few minutes and then before the sister flower could
answer, little Anemone was gone. The sister watched for a few moments
and then noticed that some of Jesus • friends walked ahead of him.)
First Friend: I cannot understand w.hy he should wish to spend time
with children~
Second Friend:

Yes, and there ere so many grown up people who need him.

Third Friend: Perhaps he knows that some day the children will be
grown up ·people just like lls andthetwants to teach them how to do
things for him.
(Boys enter.)
First Boy:

My father saw him. heal a man who had a withered arm.
<.

Second Boy: And once, when I was by the lake., he took my lunch and
fed five thousand people with it. How can he do such wonderful things?
Third Boy: Well, you know, he worked and studied hard until he was
thirty years old and all. of the time. he v.ras helping other people.
Fourth Bo~: On another day he told a great crowd of us stories to
show us what the Kingdom of Heaven is like.
Fifth Boy: Many people follow him because they love to hear his kind
words and to be near him.
Sixth Boy~ He is very wonderful because he is able to quiet the
stormy sea and high winds.
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Reader: The sister flower had almost forgotten her little companion.
Quickly she turned to see where she was, and then he~ her leaves
. absolutely still. Jesus was standing before the little Anemone who
stood so straight and tall with her face upturned and smiling. And
the figure in white leaned over, and ever so gently touched the white
petals with the tips of his fingers. In another moment he had passed
and when the little Anemone came back, the two flowers watched him as he ;>··<
joined his companions and disappeared down the road.
(During the last part of this speech, little Anemone returns·and the
two flowers watch off stage left.)
Reader: Soon all of the flowers of the field knew that Jesus had passed
by and that he had blessed and told stories to the children and mothers
and babies. And so happy were they that they sang part of his story over
and over again as the breeze swayed them baSk and forth. Even the
flowers in the far corner of the field sang, and the tiny green leaves
on the tips of the tree tops. This was their songl
·
The children;
The children,
For ot such is the Kingdom of Heaven.
The children,
The children,
For of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.
2. The Pageant as

Interprets~

After making this choice and adaptation, the committee
selected the cast which was made up of twenty-one junior children,
five kindergarten children, and one adult.

In beginning the work on this

pageant, the writer called a meeting of the junior children and the adult
chosen for the cast, and informally told them the story of the pageant,
reading a few of the speeches. All appeared to be enthusiastic about
their parts and the writer agreed to give them copies of their lines on
the following day since the pageant was to be produced on the coming
Sunday.
On the neat day (Monday, June 8} the entire group (including the
kindergarten children) met to receive their lines, read them over, and
walk through the pageant two or three times. In this preliminary rehearsal
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the chief- empba&is was· upon· the setting and the various -ex:i:t'S and

Of· the second rehearsal ·the' writer-coached a number of tbe children

on-

the-ir speeches, '4sndeavor1.ng to make the meaning clear and to develop an
appreciation of· the enti-re· drama•
When the· children· met for the second rehearsal on WedneS'dq,
June 19~ it was discovered· that they remembered·

verr well

the details

worked out at the last rehearsal and· that·· their action· was, for the
most part, excellent·•

Hence 1 the ma.'jor· portion of the hour was· devoted

to a study of the· speeches, both singly and in relation to the whole
play-, this being· done with· a· view- of stressing· the true significance of
what was being· portrayed• After the rehearsal was over the writer talked with· the· children about· costumes· and found that they were all eager

to know- what they were going· to 'Wear•

'l'hose taking the parts- of people

volunteered to bring blankets, tab·le runners, scarfs, and· bits of old
tapestry· which might be utilized for Oriental costumes•

The WJ"iter then

described the· costunes to be worn by the flowers, trees, sun, and breeze.
The third rehearsal was held on Saturday1 June 1; end served to
.,

round· out the work· on the pageant •

At that time all of the children

wore the·ir costumes and took great delight in theDh

It was evident that

the· pageant had taken on a great deal more reality for them when they
were dressed in a way appropriate for the parte which they were playing•
The Breeze, who bad been inclined to be inattentive and to miss his
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cue assumed a seri.ous look of responsibility as he- wa'ited intent-ly for
his ttll"Jr after· he had d'Ormed the long gray streamer• which transformed him·from·a jlmior boy· into a breeze.

Speeial stress was placed up-

on the reverent atmosphere of the· ent-ire play, telling as it did about
Jesus 1 life here· on earth· pong people.
When· the pageant was produced on the following Sunday, June

14,

the technical features ran fairly sm-oothly, but most important of all
was· the attitude evidenced· by the children as· they· quietly slij»ped on
their costumes and took their plces •

lhey enacted the pageant with

se-riousness, dignity, andutter lack ofself-consciousneSB"i showing

......

that- they felt that it was not a
Oostumes·J
A·

the boys9&

"show~

but a worship service instead.

.~

People (Including· the mother; the children, the disciples, and
Blankets, bathrobes, scarfs, table runners, tapestry pieces,

all appropriately· draped to suggert· Biblical dress.
B.

Trees, Flowers, Sun, and Bree-ze:

Long slip dresses of dark

green cambric, caught about at' the waist w-ith a narrow sash of the same
material; flower:s caps--of brightly colored srepe paper, the· trees, tbltie
same kind of cap,. only in green; the sun, a cap of orange,. and the breeze
a cap

of gray.

• ••••••
At the conclusion of· the previous chapter it wa:s· noted· that there
were certain \.Ulderlying ·emphases running thru the reports made by various
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modern religious educators regarding their experiences in connection
with the use of· the dramat·ic method in the religious education Of the
junior· child•

It was discovered that· these emphases- could be classified

in te-rms of· the Principles and objective·s discussed in· previous chapters•

Now. at the close

of the above· accounts, in which" the writer has describ-

ed her own experiences in eonne·ction· with the use of' the dramat·ic method
in the religious education of the junior child, it is fitting to

s~

rize· in this same· fashion the principles' and objectives involved I
Those emphases which bear a relation to the princ-iples· of dra•
matization discusse-d in preced-ing sections may be listed as follows:
1.

The childrerr seized eagerly upon an opportunity to give ex•

pression to their dramatic impulse.
The children entered upon the dramatizations in a spirit of

2·

reverence·•·
;.

The children proceeded to dramatize in a manner in accord with

the·ir normal processes of free expression·•

4. The children dramatized materials· which were· adapted t-o the in•
stinctive tendencies and to the mental characteristics peculiar to their
age.
5.

The children (under the· guidance of· the· writer) criticized and

judged their own work, making suggestions for its improvement.

6.

The children wished to share their playing of the story with

other· people.

7 • The children felt that costumes and properties would add to the
reality of their dramatization.
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8. The children regarded the wr·itel" as a guide and counsellor
rather then as a dictator who· laid down the law regarding their activity.

9•

The· children showe-d a constant improvement in· action and in

wording as they proceeded· te"re-play the st'OJ7•
10.

The children received a written copy of· the prepared play

only after they had· become· thoroughly familiar· with the meaning and the
movement of the entire play •

•

Those emphases wh-ich bear a relation to the objectives sought in
the re--ligious education of the junior child (as discussed before) may be
listed' as· follows: 1.

The ·children gained· a first-band contact with Biblical

language and situations in a way which was meaningful for them• (Fruit•
ful -knovledge J. ,:
2•

The ch-ildren acquired an understanding of Biblical custou

and situations at they pertained to an interpretation of the materials
· dramatized. (Fruitful knowledge)
;.

1he children felt a sympathetic appreciation of other peoples

as they put themse-lves into their situations• {Right attitudes)

4 •. The children felt a new reverence for· Biblical materials as
they played the stoJies. (Right· attitudes-)
5. ihe children exper-ienced the meaning of co-operative living
as they worked to- gether· on a common project. lSkill in

living~

6. The children, in portraying noble characters, came to know
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them in an intimate fashion which would tend to leave indelible
impressions in their own characters. (Skill ti living}

In the light o£ these accounts (in which the above principles
and objectives are apparent}

the writer, on the basis o£ such personal

experience, is led to confirm the theories and practices described
by modern religious educators regarding the use o£ the dramatic method

in the religious education.o£ the junior child.

OONOLUSION

I.

The Purpose of the Present-· Study

Re-st~ted

As was stated· in th-e introduct'ion, the purpose· of·· the pre-sent

study· has be·en· to crit-icize the· dramat-ic metboct- frour the standpoint
of· theoey and of • practice 1lith a view of ascertaining its rightful
place· in relation to the religious education· of the junior- child.

II. Answers to Questions Raised in the Introduction to the Present
Study
At the outset ot this· study the writer listed certain major
questions constituting the heart of the problem under cons-ideration--

..

the dramatic method in relation to--the religious education of the
junior child.

In the light of the foregoing evidence gleaned from

the writings- of modern religious educators the following answers were
found· to the pre-viously stated questions t

1. Historical evidence regard-ing the use of drama· in reli•
gious education is of ·such- a nature as to justify the use of the dra•
matic method·· in the religious education of the junior child.
2•

.t'sychological data· regarding the nature of the· junior

child ·and regarding the constituent elements of· the dramat-ic impulse
serve to confirm the va-lidit1 of the dramatic method in relation to
the religious education of the junior child•
,.

According to a study of· materials found- in modem· text• ·

books regarding the objectives ·sought in· the religious education of
the junior child and the outcomes achieved thru the use of the draa
matic method; it- is evident that this method is an effective means of
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realizing-th-e· objective-a desired in the religious education of the
junior child~ namely, fruitful knowledge, right. attitudes~ and skill
in living•

4.

Modern religious-- educators dec·lare· tha-t these guiding princi-

ples should govern· the use of the dramatic method· in· the· religiouseducation of ·the· junior· child
I
r

Dramat-ic activit;y" employed in the· reli•

gious· education of the junior- child· mus-t· aiwqa· be· child centered in.
ever,. re"Spe-ct'f must·· be-· graded:· in·

ree-~ct·

t"O the child •s- inst·inctive

tendencies and in res·pect· to· his' mental characteristics-; must' be adapt•
ed to the individual child with" re-s-pect to his entire program of reli•
gio.::..us education and with respect to·his norma-l process·of·free e:xpreasion•
5•

Modern re-ligious educaton.. declare ·that· these pr-inciples

should gove-rn the choice and use of dramatic material in the religious ·education· of· the junior child-;
a)

Biblical material should not·· involve a represent·ation Of

Deity, should· be· within the range·:of· the child's understanding and
ability of expression, should be of· such a nature that the center of
interest is upon· ethical action· and -should give the child a Christian
concept·ion· of· God.

Biblical language· should be interpreted and adapt•

ed. Biblical history and. customa should· be· studied. Biblical themes
should· be clarified and the Biblical spirit should be pre·served•
b)

Missionary material should adhere to truth-, should give

a fair representation of other races and should not involve situations
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too difficult to· re-produce.

c)

Historical, Ltterar,r# Musica·l, and A.rtisti.c materials

are·' of high' value for dramatic use in the religious education of the
junior: child •

6. r.todern"re·ligious

educators~

outline in de-tail the accepted

modes· ft.J· procedure' in these· four types of' dramatic activity ·adapted.
'

for use in the religious education of the junior· chi-lda

7• Modem· rel igioutr educat·ors 1D.Bke

re·port~r--

the tableau,

re·gard·ing ·their ex-

periences· ·in· the·. use· of ·the· dramatic method- in· the- religious· edueation
of' the

jWJ.ior~ehild,

and in these· reports· 'they' con:firm·their theories

re ga.rding principles ·end· ob-j eetives-· previously se-t forth•
8. nte writer describes four experiaenta which· she c-onduct'B'd in
the use ·Gf the dramatic method· in the·· religi-ous· edueation of the junior
child and in her· deeeriptiona confirms the theories· regarding principles
and· objectives· cons-idered both theoretically and empirically by modern
religiO,:..;WJ ·educatorlh
III~

The· Results of the Present· StudyThus, as a result of· the present study of the dramatic method

in relation to- the religious eduoat·ion of the junior child, it has ··

been discovered that the dramatic method is sound historically 1 ps,cbologically, and pe-dagogiea-lly; that the dramat·ic method must be govern- ·
eel· by certain guiding principles relative to its use-, its basic' materials 1

and its g9neral course; that the theories regarding the dramatic method

may be verified empirically.
In view
dr~tic

or these data 1 it may be concluded, therefore, that the

method, discriminatingly used, is an efficient agent in the

religious education of the junior child.

-1~4-
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